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Message from the Editors

Ethiopia has its own calendar that is different from those of the rest of the 
world. The present Ethiopian 2000 AD represents Ethiopia’s transition to a 
whole New Millennium. In view of the unique historic and cultural signifi-
cance of this new Millennium, the Government of the Federal Democratic 
Republic of Ethiopia set up by proclamation a Millennium festival secretariat 
at the federal level while  regional states and the city of Addis Ababa set up 
their own respective Millennium secretariats.

The Millennium Secretariat of Addis Ababa set out, among other things, to 
come up with a multilingual publication dealing with various of aspects the 
history of Addis Ababa. Early in 1999 E.C, it delegated the Projects, Informa-
tion, Communication and Promotion Department to take up the task.   

Accordingly, topics were identified as legitimate subjects for historical inquiry 
embracing broad areas in science and technology, business and economics, 
language and the arts, tourism, diplomacy and a wide range of other inter-
ests. University academics and experts from the civil service as well as from 
other institutions were invited to contribute short articles for inclusion in the 
Millennium publication.

The articles, originally submitted in Amharic, were reviewed and translated 
for this English issue, which we are pleased to present early in this yearlong 
Millennium festival. While these short articles cannot claim to provide in-
depth historical analyses, they do bring to light the numerous features of 
the history of Addis Ababa in the last  120 years and, where relevant, carry 
projections into the third Millennium.

We trust that you will find the pieces interesting and informative and prom-
ise that any lapses in this issue will be amended in the second  edition of 
this historic publication. 
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Ethiopia has a civilization that goes far 
back into antiquity. In the course of its 
civilization of over 3,000 years, cit-
ies and towns rose and fell. In recent 
times, however, Addis Ababa has been 
in the forefront of Ethiopia’s socio-eco-
nomic, cultural, and political life, and it 
is destined to continue to be so. 

Addis Ababa is the capital of Ethiopia, 
the seat of the African Union, and the 
headquarters of the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Africa and 
many international organizations. It is 
increasingly becoming the diplomatic 
center of Africa and its prime confer-
ence venue. In order to measure up to 
its new stature, the Caretaker Admin-
istration as well as the city’s residents 
have to work hand in hand to make 
Addis Ababa a suitable place to live in, 
as well as a welcoming and hospitable 
city for its international guests. 

As we move into the new Millennium, 
I call upon the residents to strive to 
build a strong and vibrant city.

May the new Millennium bring us all 
peace, prosperity, and progress.

MAYOR BERHANE DERESSA
 Chairman of the Addis Ababa Millennium Council 

MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR



 
 Witnessing an extraordinary historical occasion that comes once in every Mil-
lennium is indeed a unique opportunity.
 
 All those who saw for themselves the second millennium giving way to the 
third have every reason to rejoice. But to make our joy and merriment absolute, we 
need to commit ourselves to one important cause.

 We need to strive to build a society that has a good work ethic, a rich culture 
and a well developed economy that brings forth greater prosperity, peace and democ-
racy.
The sooner we are able to change our circumstances, the sooner we can change the 
image of our city and of our country into one of a source of greater dignity and pride.
                             

MESGANU ARGA
Head, Information and Culture Bureau 

Vice Chairman, Addis Ababa Millennium Council

 Addis Ababa has just welcomed the third Ethiopian Millennium.

 Our “Two Trees for 2000” project, which marked the beginning of the celebra-
tions is in fact, an expression of a new and healthy commitment to care for the environ-
ment. In order to create ample opportunities for the city as well as the country. We all 
need to welcome the new Millennium passionately. 

 Apart from the jubilation and ecstasy the celebrations create in us, we need 
to welcome the new Millennium hand in hand in peace and harmony as it is the spring-
board for all our development efforts and hopes of prosperity.

YOHANNES ANDARGE
Deputy Head, Information and Culture Bureau 

KIROS HAILE SELASSIE
Director, Addis Ababa Millennium Secretariat

 Time is a neutral state and as such the passage of time in itself does not convey 
much meaning. But time can be a mirror of our attainments, and a window from where 
we view the direction of our endeavors. 

 As we welcome the third Millennium, I call upon all Ethiopians and the people 
of Addis Ababa to work hard and make poverty a distant collective memory. 

THOUGHTS ON THE MILLENNIUM FROM
 SECRETARIAT OFFICIALS



 
 

 May the new Millennium be a time  when we free ourselves from the shackles of 
poverty and build a prosperous and harmonious Ethiopia.

TEWODROS ZEWDIE
Deputy Director, 
Addis Ababa Millennium Secretariat

What a grand opportunity it would be if it were possible to experience Addis after the 
next 1000 Years!

 The greatest gift of the Millennium for a thoughtful mind able to discern the ways of 
nature is to utilize time in time and in full.

 The great poet T.S. Elliot in his ‘Tradition and Individual Talent’ tells us that today must 
be able to correct the past and to re-shape the future.  Time is like a remedy but its me-
dicinal value depends on how much we value ‘today’ to come out from our economic, 
psychosocial and cultural problems.  If we consider time as remedy for our problems, we 
need to act accordingly making ourselves self-sufficient in our endeavors to come out 
of poverty.  If we do not act promptly in the new Millennium, the time we consider a cure 
may turn venomous and our ailments emanating from our backwardness may bring forth 
more affliction.

 BIRUK GEBREMEDHIN
 Projects, Information, Communication And Promotion Department Head

  I envision a poverty-free Ethiopia in the first decades of the third Millennium.

 It is my hope that in this Millennium Ethiopians will give precedence to their coun-
try’s benefits over their own. I hope that fair competition, and industriousness will prevail 
and a sense of urgency prevail. 

 Let’s make ourselves ready for the challenges and opportunities of this New Mil-
lennium!!

TEFERI YEMANE
Head of Overall Events, Shows And Competitions Department

SHEBESHI LEMMA
Head, Administration, Finance and Property Department  



 Ethiopia, the cradle of mankind, a mosaic of 
varied cultural and historical heritages, and a country 
with its own unique alphabet and calendar is a symbol of 
freedom to all African nations.
       Its capital city Addis Ababa is the seat of many inter-
national organizations like the African Union and the UN-
Economic Commission for Africa.It is also increasingly 
becoming a preferred venue for conferences. 
           Today, the Nations and Nationalities of Ethiopia are 
gearing up for a year and half long Millennium festivals. 
To this end, the Addis Ababa Millennium Celebrations 
Secretariat was established and began organizing and 
promoting the festivities.
        In an effort to realize its objectives, the Secretariat 
set up the Projects, Information, Communication and 
Promotion Department.The main strategic media that 
the Department is using to reach the public and make 
possible their broad participation are Radio, Television, 
Publications,Billboards, Banners, Website and corporate 
bodies like students’ associations, social gatherings, the 
army, the police and idirs – the last being community 
based organizations. 

 Using the media, the Department is undertak-
ing different programs and activities which  aim at bring-
ing about social transformation. The main task of the 
Department is to raise the people’s awareness about 
the different activities of the Secretariat and motivate 
and mobilize them to involve themselves directly or in-
directly in the implementation of the activities. Currently, 
the Department is operating at full capacity and under-
taking various promotional programs.  Especially, the 
multi-lingual website-www.addismillennium.org- provid-
ing information in Amharic, English, French, Italian, Ger-
man, Spanish, Arabic and Chinese- contributes a lot to 
reaching the international community and the Ethiopian 
Diaspora. Besides promotion, the Department has con-
tributed greatly to programs to make the city clean and 
green to programs and to successfully implement the “2 
Trees for 2000” project. The Department also exerted 
maximum effort for the success of Students’ Culture Day 
which was staged on July 1, 2007 here in Addis Ababa. 
This event celebrated the country’s rich and diversi-

fied cultural heritage. In partnership with Hibret Lelimat 
Maekel, an indigenous NGO, the Secretariat also orga-
nized a national symposium on engaging the Diaspora in 
Ethiopia’s development.  

 The Department also undertakes different fund 
raising and sponsorship activities  for the implementation 
of projects which the Secretariat envisages to be under-
taken over a period of two years. Opening a Millennium 
park, constructing a well equipped and IT based Millen-
nium Library, establishing Health Centers for orphans 
and street children, erecting historical monuments in 
major squares of the city and the establishment of a City 
Fund are some of the major projects of the Secretariat.

 The Department has also been arranging and 
conducting different activities with stakeholders like the 
African Union, religious institutions, government and 
non-governmental organizations, community based or-
ganizations, civic and professional associations, min-
istries, educational institutions, embassies, companies 
and other sections of the society with a view to strength-
ening the Secretariat’s relationship. 

 Publishing this Millennium publication and pre-
paring documentary films are also major assignments of 
the Department.

We would like to express our heartfelt thanks on behalf 
of the Secretariat to all those who contributed in the 
preparation of this publication.

 As our vision is to see Addis Ababa become a 
city where trade, investment and tourism flourish, we call 
upon all citizens to unite and  enhance the economic, 
social and cultural activities of the city.

 Finally, as we welcome the third Millennium, it 
is our conviction that we will be working hand in hand to-
wards the enhancement of the economic, social, cultural 
and political development of not only our city, but also of 
our country, our continent and the world. 
            
   We wish you a Happy Millennium!!

Projects, Information, Communication 
and Promotion Department

Addis Ababa
Millennium Secretariat 



Staff of the Addis 
Ababa Millennium 

Secretariat 

Supporting staff 
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HISTORY

• In the process undertaken to modernize Ethiopia, the city of Addis Ababa 
was founded in 1879 E.C as the cultural, political, judicial and commercial hub 
of the country. 

• The Addis Ababa City Municipality was established in 1915 in order to collect 
taxes from its residents, and  in order to accommodate and provide proper 
services to guests from abroad. 
 
• In Addis Ababa,  28 mayors so far have taken turns from 1910 to 2006 in 
administering the city.

• The formation of its neighborhoods commenced in 1900, more than a hun-
dred years ago, after the construction of the Arat Kilo Gibi, the then Menelik 
Palace

• It is believed that historical factors like the victory of Adwa encouraged the 
coming of foreigners to Ethiopia.
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uring the Axumite period, Ethiopia had 
attained a high level of civilization, and  
established extensive ties with the outside 

world.    

 However, from the 8th century A.D 
onwards, the cultural and trade relationships that 
Ethiopia had established with the outside world 
were discontinued as the kingdom grew weak. 

When the civilization of the Axumite kingdom 
came to an end, the development of cities in Ethio-
pia simultaneously came to a standstill.

 After the fall of the Axumite Empire, 
even though the cities of  Harrar and Gondar flour-
ished for  short periods, it became evident that 
they were not able to foster basic developmental 
changes.

 Ethiopia’s economy declined. For in-

The Evolution 
of Addis 

NEBYOU TEFERA LEMMA 
Addis Ababa Millennium Secreteriat

picture.1
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stance, the inhabitants started bartering with   
amole (a salt-bar) rather than the bronze, silver 
and gold mints they had been using earlier for 
trading purposes.  Instead of being engaged in 
erecting obelisks like those of Axum which to this 
date have remained wonders of the world, they be-
gan regressing and engaging themselves in civil 
wars.  During this era of  regration, Ethiopians lan-
guished under occational scourges of famine and  
epidemics. Simultaneously, the growth of cities 
also stood still.
 
 When Addis Ababa was founded at the 
end of the 19th century, a new foundation for mod-
ernization was laid down. Following the advances 
made in science and technology, Ethiopia’s rela-
tions  with other countries of the world began to 
expand. Ethiopia also began to benefit from the 

scientific innovations of the world by using Addis 
Ababa as a stepping stone. 
 In the process undertaken to modernize 
Ethiopia, the city of Addis Ababa was founded in 
1887 as the cultural, political, judicial and com-
mercial hub of the country. Unlike many other Af-
rican cities, it is a city  built entirely by Ethiopians. 
Even though it is young compared to the cities of 
Axum, Gondar and Harar, the role it has played in 
transfering technologies to the other parts of the 
country has been paramount.  

 In 1889, Emperor Menelik encamped 
at Entoto. The place was selected for its strategic  
value; its hilly topography facilitated patrolling 
the surrounding lands. Entoto was considered an 
ideal place for millitary headquarters.

picture.1 - Em-
peror Menelik 
II, crowned 
as the king of 
kings of Ethio-
pia in 1889, 
ruled Ethiopia 
until his death 
in 1914

picture.2 - Itege    
Taytu crowned 
as Empress in 
1999 until her 
death in 1918

picture.2
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 It was Empress Taytu who played the 
greatest role in founding Addis Ababa. Taytu re-
quested the Emperor to build houses around the 
Filwoha area, while the Emperor  marched to evict 
the Turkish invaders from Harrar in 1897 With 
Menelik’s consent, the Empress came down to the 
Filwoha area and began to live there and oversee 
construction work. She apportioned the surround-
ing plots of land amongst the nobility and they be-
gan to build their own houses. Thus, Addis Ababa 
began to bloom as the capital city of Ethiopia.

 Early in its infancy, Addis Ababa served 
as a platform to coordinate the Ethiopian army 
which defeated the Italian invaders at the battle of 
Adwa in 1896.

 Addis Ababa is also a melting pot of di-
verse nations and nationalities with a multitude of 
cultures and languages. Amharic, the national lan-
guage of the country, despite its impact on other 
languages, has itself been influenced variously by 
the Kushitic and Omotic languages. Also a variety 
of dishes and specialties of the nations and nation-
alities are enjoyed. In general, Addis Ababa is not 
only a political center of the country but also the 
cultural and linguistic museum of Ethiopia.

 Politically, Addis Ababa reflects the var-
ied ideologies of the country.  Currently it is being 
run by a provisional care-taker administration as 
a result of the fact that in the 2005 the CUD (op-
position party) which had won virtually all seats in 
the city council refused to join the council alleging 
that the national elections were rigged.

 Since businessmen were not allowed to 
undertake investment with a capital of more than 
500,000 Birr during the Derg Regime, the de-
velopment of the city was hampered. Numerous 
buildings were constructed by the Rental Houses 
Agency, but citizens were not allowed to construct 
more than a single house. Hence, we now have a 
big backlog and a considerable housing shortage.  

 In the last years of the Derg, a policy of 
mixed economy was put in place as a reflection 
of the changes in the former Soviet Union at the 
time.

 
 After the EPRDF took power in 1991 
a free-market economic policy was proclaimed 
and numerous privately owned buildings began 
sprouting. Private business and  enterpreneurship 
opened new doors. Gradually, old houses located 
in the center of the town were replaced by high 
rise buildings.  (The public service of the city was 
re-organized in 10 sub-cities and 99 Kebeles after 
the Master plan of the city that was revised and 
approved in 2003) Efforts are made to curb the 
number of jobless youth of the city by encourag-
ing enterpreneurship and through the expansion 
of small scale industries.  Including the ring road 
which has contributed greatly in alleviating the 
problem of traffic congestion, numerous repair, 
upgrading, and construction works of roads have 
been carried out. Many Ethiopians, both local and  
Diaspora as well as foreigners find the city invest-
ment friendly.  

 Addis Ababa is now set to welcome the 
third Millennium  with different functions being 
carried at the national level. Having also been 
declared an African Millennium, the occasion is 
accorded high significance at international levels. 
Since Addis Ababa is the metropolis  of Africa and 
the seat of many international organizations, it 
will celebrate its Millennium with different activi-
ties involving sisterly African countries and inter-
national institutions. 

  

picture.3 - Addis 
Ababa - Down 
town
- Population :-more 
than 3.5 Million
- Altitude :- 2400m
above sea level
-Climate :- Tropical 
highland climate
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ince the early days, the population of Ad-
dis Ababa as well as its economy have been 
growing from time to time. As a result, the 

city expanded in all directions.The Addis Ababa 
City Municipality was established in 1915 in or-
der to collect taxes from its residents and in order 
to accommodate and provide proper services to 
guests from abroad.
             
          After the establishment of the city administra-
tion, the municipality was founded  near the then 
Cinema Adowa by a Frenchman called Leon Che-
fneux and a Syrian, Idelbee. The municipality was 
named “the city association house”, (yeketemaw 
mahiber bet). It was Idelbee who suggested the 
name. 

       Even though it was named “The City As-
sociation House”, no city resident was a member. 
Instead, civil servants and some foreign advisors 

The Addis Ababa City Municipality

Addis Ababa City Administration

picture.1

picture.1 & 2 - The 
former Manucipal-
ity and today’s City 
Hall

S
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carried out the municipal activities. Since the name 
of the institution, “The City Association House”, 
didn’t conform to its foreign counterpart “Munici-
pality”,  it was renamed (Mazegaja Bet) by Mayor 
Blaten Geta Hiruy Woldesellassie in 1928.

 The main activities of the Municipality  
included identifying tax sources and collecting 
them, providing land and trade licenses for for-
eigners and rendering municipal justice.

 The Municipality was established to 
speed up the city’s development and maintain the 
welfare of the city’s population. For the sake of 
efficient service, its activities had been sorted out 
into 16 main sections and were carried out by not 
more than 250 staff members. These sections in-
cluded the mayor’s office, proprietorship section, 
plan and estimation, roads,  accounts, central store, 
justice, security (Arada Guards), vehicles and 
driving license provision, administration and con-
trolling of gambling, sanitation, medical, finance 
and work supervision, contractual agreement, fire 
and emergency protection and garage sections. 

  Taxes were collected from house rent,  
trade license fees, employement income and from 
plots of land with a plan. Providing plans for resi-
dential houses started in 1911, but in the 1930s, 
however, the taxes collected were not much.

 Emperor Haileselassie laid a cornerstone 
for the current Municipality in November 1950. 
The Municipality had a council called Advisors’ 
Council which conducted elections every year. 
The Municipality expanded its service delivery 
and started providing pipe water to private resed-
ences as well as constructing about 58 communal 
standpipes for residents to freely access pipe wa-
ter. Similarly, the City Municipality started paying 
for the streetlights to the Electric Power Author-
ity. 

 One of the services provided by the then 
municipality was helping the needy. There was an 
office called “Pension for the Poor”, whose annual 
expenditure for this purpose was about 15,693.00 
Birr. 

 Expanding its horizon, budget and ser-
vices from time to time, the Addis Ababa munici-
pality now renders diversified social and economic 
services to the city dwellers.     
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ddis Ababa has had, 28 mayors so far start-
ing from 1910 todate. When Bitwoded Wol-
de Tsadik Goshu became the first mayor in 
1910, there was no  municipal system in 

place.  Instead, there was “Yeketema Mahber Bet” 
(City Assocation House). It was from this house 
that Emperor Menelik gave permission to intro-
duce a municipal administration system.

 Documents indicate that Bitweded    W/
Tsadik was also the Mayor of Gondar at the  same 
time.  He held office from 1909 to 1916 both in 
Addis Ababa and in Gondar. 

 Right after Bitwoded W/Tsadik, Bitwod-
ed Haile Giorgis took office in 1917 for just one 
year.  During his brief tenure, he particularly at-
tempted to advance trade. He was soon appointed 
as the first Prime Minister of Ethiopia during Lij 
Eyasu’s era.

 Next to Bitwoded H/Giorgis, four may-
ors took office consecutively in just one year – in 
1918.  These were Dejazmach Yegezu Behabtie, 
Kentiba Wossene Zeamanuel, Dejazmach Matebe, 
and Belatten Geta Herui W/Selassie. Among these 
mayors, Wossene Zeamanuel had been Ethiopian 
Ambassador to Eritrea during the time Eritrea was 
Italian Colony. 

 Herui W/Selassie stayed in office for a 
relatively longer term, 1918-1922.  He was also 
a writer well remembered for his contribution to 
Ethiopian literature. He is remembered for his 
works like Wodaje Libe ( translation of “Pilgrim’s 
Progress” ). It was Belatten Geta Herui who in-
troduced the term ‘Mazegaja Bet’ (Municipality) 
which is still in use.

 The next mayor was Nesibu Zeamanuel, 
the brother of Mayor Wossene Zeamanuel.  He 
stayed in office from 1922–1931.  He was said to 
be fashion-conscious and tried to introduce mod-
ern ways of dressing.  He always put on suits and 
attempted to impress those who came to office in 
traditional clothes.

 Also Mayor Nesibu was distinguished 
for organizing a group known as “Yarada Ze-
begna” (Guards of Arada) or “Yemistir Zebegna” 
(Clandestine Guards).  These men were assigned 
to control contraband trade, walking around with 
the phrase “Yemistir Zebegna”  captioned on the 
caps they wore on their heads.  He was also noted 
for organizing public demonstrations and for his 
skill in arbitration. 

 Mayors of Addis Ababa

Bitwoded Wolde Tsadik Bitwoded H/Giorgis

Dejazmach Yegezu Behabtie Wossene Zeamanuel

Dejazmach Matebe Belatten Geta Herui W/Selassie

Atsede Wudneh Mengistu

A
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The ninth mayor who served for two years (1932-
1934), was Ras Mekonnen Endalkachew.   

             Next, Dejazmach Bitwoded Tena Gashaw 
held office from 1934-1936.  He was the brother of 
the third mayor of Addis Ababa, Dejazmach Yeg-
ezu Behabte.  But when the Italian aggression was 
about to start, he went to see Jimma Aba Jifar, six 
months before the end of his second year in office.  
Dejazmach Takele Wolde Hawariat replaced him 
as an acting mayor.  But then, when the Italians 
occupied the country, an Italian, Carlo Beida took 
over the mayoral duties.

 After Tena Gashaw, mayors who took of-
fice in succession were Ras Abebe Aregai (1941), 
Dejazmach Takele Wolde Hawariat (1942), De-
jazmach Kebede Tesema (1942-1946) and Ras 
Mesfin Seleshi (1947). The major responsibility 
of these mayors was keeping the peace and the 
order of the city.  The Proclamation of 1945 and 
1946 issued to help administer the city in an im-
proved manner was the result of those endeavors.  
It was also during this period that the Ministry of 
Interior, the Armed Forces and the Imperial Body-
guard were established.

 Mayor Demissie Wolde Amanuel (1946-
1955) was the first to represent Ethiopia in the 
Conference of World Municipalities held in Paris.  
Some say that, though he hardly had modern edu-
cation, his presence in the meeting of 85 delegates, 
among which were mayors from 15 countries, was 
a momentous occasion for Ethiopia.

 Mayor Belatten Geta Zewde Belaineh 
served for only a year.  He had a peculiar plan to 
erect a 15 storey building for the Municipality, but 
the society’s needs took precedence over the erec-
tion of the building. Then Dr. Zewde G/Selassie 
became a mayor.  This scholarly mayor has written 
a book on the history of Ethiopia of the late 19th 
century.

 After Dr. Zewde G/Selassie, his name-

Nesibu Zeamanuel

 Dejazmach Bitwoded Tenagashaw Dejazmach Takele Wolde Hawariat 

Ras Abebe Aregai Dejazmach Kebede Tesema 

Ras Mekonnen Endalkachew
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sake, Bitwoded Zewde G/Hiwot took office. One 
of his remarkable achievements during his three 
years of tenure was the implementation of the Ad-
dis Ababa city master plan designed during the 
term of Dr. Zewde G/Selassie. Additionally, he 
was instrumental in making Churchill road wider 
and for initiating the work of the Wingate-Airport 
ring road.  Another thing that should be noted is 
that the existing municipality was built during his 
term in office.

 Dr. Haile Giorgis Werkneh (1969-1974), 
a PhD holder in water technology, made a major 
contribution in the water sector. When his term 
came to an end, Mulugeta was the acting Mayor 
during the transition period. Then Engineer Me-
konnen Mulat was appointed in 1973 as the twen-
tieth mayor. During his four years in office, he 
tried to put his knowledge and skills into practice.

 The next mayor was Dr. Alemu Abebe 
(1978-85) who, in trying to execute governmental 
orders, ended up in spreading the acts of the Red 
Terror. Then Zewde Teklu,  an architect, took of-
fice from 1985 to 1989. He is noted for the efforts 
he made to bring about changes in the judiciary 
and the administration system, despite all the pres-
sures put upon him by the previous regime.

 Gizaw Nigusse was the 23rd mayor of 
Addis Ababa (1989 – 1991).  He caused the out-
skirts of  Chancho, Akaki, Holeta to interact with 
the city.  

 The next mayor was Mulu Alem Abebe 
(1991 – 1993).  The most noticeable achievement 
in his time was the prevalence of stability and 
peace in Addis Ababa, encouraged by Peace and 
Stability committees. 

 After Mayor Mulualem, Tefera Waluwa 
took office in 1991. Tefera was particularly not-
ed for his efforts in issuing housing decrees and 
guidelines regarding the lease land holding sys-
tem. 

 Next, Ali Abdo served as the 26th Mayor 

Ras Mesfin Seleshi Demissie Wolde Amanuel

 Blatten Geta Zewde Belaineh  Blatta Tirfe shumeye

Dejazmach Zewde G/Selassie (Dr.) Bitwoded Zewde G/Hiwot
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from 1998-2003. During his stay,  the Ethio-Er-
itrean war broke out and he played a prominent 
role in rallying the people of Addis Ababa to back 
up the war. Besides in the development sector 
particularly in the construction of roads, signifi-
cant achievements were witnessed during his stay 
in office.  He endeavored to attain changes by 
launching the ring road project.

 Arkebe Okubai was the 27th Mayor of 
Addis Ababa.  He held office from 2003-2005.  
He played a remarkable role in restructuring and 
decentalizing the Addis Ababa city administration 
system. Besides improving road and water infra-
structures, he introduced new systems. Under his 
guidance, the construction of condominiums   to 
enable middle and low income citizens to have 
flats of their own got well under way. With the 
view of alleviating unemployment, he encouraged  
especially the youth to engage in the small scale 
business sector. 

  The present Mayor, Berhane Deressa, 
was appointed in 2006.  The Mayor, in charge of 
the affairs of the city as a provisional caretaker, 
has made efforts to introduce professionalism in 
his administration.  He is also working to strength-
en inter-city relationships and within as well as 
outside Ethiopia .

 In general, from 1909 to 2006, Ad-
dis Ababa has seen 28 mayors including the two 
brother mayors, Wossene and Nessibu Zeamanuel.  
Belatten Geta Zewde Belaineh, Dejazmach Zewde 

Engineer Mekonnen Mulate

Zewede Teklu
Gizaw Nigusse

Tefera Walewa

Hailegiorgise Werkeneh 

Mulualem Abebe
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G/Selassie (Dr.), Bitwoded Zewde G/Hiwot, 
and Zewde Teklu (architect.) were namesakes. 
With regard to their educational background, 
there were three PhDs and two engineers. 
Eighteen of the mayors were given Ethiopian 
honorary titles such as Bitwoded, Dejazmach, 
Ras, Belatten Geta, and Fitawrari. A woman 
has never taken office as a mayor in Addis 
Ababa.

Ali Abdo Arkebe Equbai

Berhane Deressa
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ddis Ababa boasts scores of neighborhoods  
of diverse make up. The formation of its 
neighborhoods commenced in 1900, more 

than a hundred years ago, after the construction of 
the Arat Kilo Gibi, the then Menelik Palace. 

 A number of reasons and coincidences 
are tied with the naming of the neighborhoods. 
The naming can be categorized according to 
chronological order and other criteria. 

  Most of the neighborhoods derive 
their names from the names of  nobles who were 
granted plots around the palace. In this regard, Ras 
Mekonnen, Ras Tessema, Ras Birru, Ras Seyoum, 
Fitawarari Hebetegiorgis, Dejazmach Wube, Ne-
gadras Hailegorgis, Dejazmach Zewedu Abba-
koran and Shegole (named after Assosa’s chief, 
Sheik Hojele) are some among others.

 Dejach Wube is one of the neighbor-
hoods of Addis where prostitutes were highly con-
centrated during the Italian invasion. And as such 
a number of  tales and poems  about it abound. The 
poems and tales glorify Dejach Wube neighbor-
hood as a place of romance. 

 The second category of neighborhoods   
includes those that are named after nations and 
nationalities of the country that settled in the city, 
coming from different corners of the country. 
Adere, Gofa, Wollo, Worji, Menze, and Sumale 
Tera may be mentioned in this regard. The found-
ers of Worji Sefer were believed to be engaged in 
making leather and traditional Bernos (overcoat) 

while the Sumale Tera people are believed to have 
opened up tea shops.

 Professionals and servants serving in 
the palace also established their own neighbor-
hoods and the names reflect  the professional 
background of the founders.The names of the 
neighborhoods are followed by the Amharic word 
‘sefer’. The following are some of them: Serat-
egna (workers’/servants’), Zebegna (guards), Siga 
Bet (butchery), Kubanya (company), Tebenja Yaž 
(army), Gedam (monastery), Gebbar (tenants), 
Seregela(chariot drawers) Sabi, and Weha Sinku 
(non-salaried infantry) are some. For instance, 
those people who were engaged in handicrafts and 
woodworks around Menelik’s palace are said to 
have established Serategna Sefer. The main voca-
tion of the founders of this sefer was metalwork. 
They used to produce house utensils, agricultural 
implements, and also repaired artillery. Some of 
the expatriates in the city are  believed to have 
lived here, of whom the Armenian architect, Muse 
Minas Herbegin was one, and whose wood-built 
residence still stands. 

 Zebegna Sefer hosted guards of the pal-
ace, whereas Gebbar Sefer was formed by those 
taxpayers coming to the city from different regions 
with their honey, cereals, cattle and the like to pay 
taxes  but finally stayed on. On the other hand, 
Wuha Sinku sefer founders were those members 
of the army who  were not salaried.

 On the other hand, a significant propor-
tion of the neighborhoods of Addis were given 
names due to different occasions, phenomena and 
historical events. Sebara Babur, Erri Bekentu, 

Addis Ababa’s Neighborhoods (Sefer)
Zewdu Temtime Asrat

picture.1

A

picture.2
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Doro Manekya, Afencho Ber, Arat Kilo, Sidist 
Kilo, Amest Kilo, Talian Sefer, Haya Hulet Mazo-
ria, Shiro Meda and Nefas Silk are some of them.

 Sebara Babure sefer, for instance, was 
named after a steam roller that the Armenian Sar-
kis Terzian once brought into the country, but 
broke down at that spot in the neighborhood  and 
failed to function  for many years. In contrast, 
Talian (Italian) sefer derived its name after the 
Italian captives were settled in the area following 
the Ethio-Italian war. The Arat Kilo village was 
also named due to its location at the junction of  
four roads.

 Many neighborhoods retained the names 
given by the native Oromo settlers. Gullele, Guar-
dome, Kebena, Kotebe, Yeka, Gerji, Lafto and 
Legadadi are some of the many such neighbor-
hoods.

 Conversely, some neighborhoods of Ad-
dis were named after the Italian invasion and dur-
ing their five year occupation of  the country. Mer-
kato, Piazza, Kazanchis, Popolare and Kambolojo 
are included here. Kazanchis was named after the 
acronym of an Italian construction company, Kaza 
I.N.C.E.S.  Kazanchis was reserved for higher 
Italian officers while  Popolare was for lower offi-
cers.  Cambolojo derived its name from the Italian 
phrase Campo Allogio Opera, workers’ camp.

 There are also neighborhoods named af-
ter churches of the area. Arada Giorgis, Yoseph, 
Kidane Mehret, Keranyo Medhane Alem, and Ke-
chene Medhane Alem derived their names from 
the nearby churches.  In particular, Arada was 
the arena of business and culture and a number 

of songs and literary works were produced in its 
praise.  

           After the Battle of Adowa (1896) and 
the Treaty of Addis Ababa later in the same year,  
many countries including Italy, the major Europe-
an powers and the US established diplomatic re-
lations with Ethiopia, recognizing its sovereignty. 
Many countries opened up embassies in the city 
following in the footsteps of the above-mentioned 
countries. Undoubtedly, many neighborhoods of 
Addis Ababa derive their names from these em-
bassies and legations. Locally named Ferensay 
Legacion (French Legation) and Rwanda Embas-
sy are worth mentioning here.

 Some neighborhoods of Addis Ababa 
are also named after prominent foreign citizens. 
Benin village got its name from a prominent Is-
raeli businessman, whereas Teret Sefer assumed 
its name from the owner of Hotel De France, the 
French Monsieur Teras.            

picture.1,2 & 3

Bird’s Eye view of
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- Ayat Village

- Olympia (Africa 
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History of the Early Expatriate 
Community in 
Addis Ababa

Shimeles Bonsa
 California University
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t was during Menelik II’s reign that foreign 
citizens started to settle in Addis Ababa and in 
other cities like Harar and Dire Dawa. There 

were some historical situations, believed to have 
encouraged the migration of foreigners to Ethio-
pia. Among these were the victory of Adowa, the 
establishment of Ethio-Djibouti railway and main-
ly Addis Ababa’s development as the permanent 
capital city of Ethiopia.

 The insignificant number of foreigners 
in Addis Ababa before the victory had dramatical-
ly increased after the victory as did the diversity 
of their national origin  . The Adowa victory dig-
nified and created greater acceptance for Ethiopia 
and Emperor Menelik II both in the national and 
international arenas. This encouraged various for-
eigners to come, settle and engage in casual and 
permanent business in Addis Ababa. 

 The completion of the Ethio-Djibouti 
railway alleviated the problem of transport and 
highly facilitated the immigration of foreigners 
to the capital city and other parts of the country.  
Towns like Dire Dawa, which were established 
following the railway route, were the first to be 
settled by foreigners. For instance, in Dire Dawa, 
there was a  neighborhood named Greek Sefer 
which was settled by the Greeks. The terminal 
of the railway and capital city of Ethiopia, Ad-
dis Ababa, was the main place for the settlement 
of foreigners. The reason they were interested to 
settle was the economic, political and social ad-
vantages they would get from the country.

 The decision reached to make Addis 
Ababa  a permanent seat of  the Ethiopian Govern-
ment encouraged many foreigners and Ethiopians 
to come and settle permanently. However, these 
were not the only reasons behind the migration. 
The goodwill of the leaders of the country was said 
to have had an even greater impact. Both Menelik 
II and later Emperor Haile Sellasie, with the in-
tention of introducing modernization to Ethiopia, 
allowed many foreigners to live and work in Addis 
Ababa and in  other parts of the country. Fascist 
Italians changed their first goal and founded vari-
ous neighborhoods . It was because of such policy 

I
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that Piazza, Kazanchis and Popolare settlements 
had been created for their citizens. Greeks, Indians 
and Armenians got protection from Britain. Such 
practice did challenge the limits of power of Ethi-
opian kings and sometimes led to minor conflicts. 

 On the other hand, unlike other African 
countries, the foreigners in Addis Ababa were 
never noticed trying to isolate themselves and did 
not look unique until the invasion of Italy. Nor 
did they try to establish their own communities. 
Actually, the countries wanted to open their con-
sulates in one area but this did not become a re-
ality, because the Italians and the French wanted 
to build their consulates along with the city resi-
dents. However, the Italians formed  unique settle-
ments creating neighborhoods of their own. Addis 
Ketema for Ethiopians and  Piazza, Kazanchis and 
Populare  for the “Ferenjis” (term used to denote 
foreigners) 

 A number of foreigners came to Ethio-
pia  particularly to Addis Ababa city at different 
times. They flocked to the country due to the 
growing diplomatic ties with the country. There 
were a large number of Greeks, Indians and Arme-
nians in Addis Ababa during Menelik II’s era just 
like in the era of Gondar, which was the capital of 
Ethiopia during Fasiledes’s reign. The growth of 
Ethiopia’s foreign relations also helped to increase 
the number of foreigners coming to Ethiopia from 
various parts of the world. 

 In the latter years of Menelik’s period 
and the beginning of Hailesselasie’s government, 
many Italians entered Addis Ababa. Besides, 
Americans, British, Germans, French and others 
settled in large numbers in the city. In 1953/54 
there were 11,824 foreigners in the city account-
ing for 2.7 percent of the total population. 
 
The Arabs
They have a long history of living and working 
in Ethiopia. Besides engaging themselves in the 
cigarette trade, they contributed greatly for the 
expansion of Islam in the country. They engaged 
themselves in caravan business of coffee, leather, 
hides, incense and the like in different parts of the 
country. The Arabs living in Addis Ababa came 

from Lebanon, Syria and Saudi Arabia. In 1901, 
they were 227 in number and they stood first in 
population size among the total number of for-
eigners who were living in the country.
 
The Indians
Most of them came to Zeyla and Barbara ports and 
then to Addis Ababa from Bombay and Gujarat 
via Eden. England, the then colonial master of In-
dia, played a great role for the migration of Indians 
to Ethiopia giving them protection. Most of them 
were followers of Islamic religion particularly of 
the Shiat sect and they separated themselves from 
the ‘Sunni’ Muslim followers. They built a mosque 
at ‘Benin Safer’ here in the capital and created a 
very cohesive community.

 It was noted that most of the Indians en-
gaged themselves in construction works and par-
ticipated in the construction of Emperor Menelik’s 
palace here in the capital and the other palace in 
Addis Alem town. Similarly, they are also said to 
have participated in the construction of St. Mary’s 
Church in the metropolis. The rest engaged them-
selves as craftsmen, tailors, goldsmiths, etc. 
Similarly, the Indians built ‘Entoto Raguel’ and ‘ 
Gebi Gebriel’ churches. A very rich businessman, 
Mohammed Ali who represented the Indian mer-
chants was very close to the Emperor. The total 
number of Indians in the city then was 149 and 
they became the second biggest number  expatriat 
community. 

The Armenians
Followers of the Orthodox Religion, they had bi-
lateral relations with Ethiopia until the middle of 
19th century. They were very organized and built 
a cohesive family relationship. Moreover, unlike 
other foreigners, the Armenians were very close 
to Emperor Menelik. They were also unique in 
bringing wives from their country and establish-
ing permanent settlement in Ethiopia. The reason 
behind their being interested to live in Ethiopia 
was because of the harassment inflicted against 
them by Russia in different years. As a result of 
their similarity in religion and the support from 
the Ethiopian government, they built their own 
church, kept their property, and lived in a similar 
manner as Ethiopians. 
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 Most Armenians engaged themselves as 
goldsmiths, small bussiness, importing and pro-
ducing goods, mechanical works, carpentry, petty 
trade. They  trained many Ethiopians in different 
vocations For instance, it was the Armenians who 
gave training in catering for maids of the palace. 
In later days, they also played a great role in mod-
ernizing Ethiopian music. In 1901, the number of 
Armenians in Addis Ababa was 146 and it was 
considered to be the third biggest  expatriate com-
munity in the city.  Among the Armenians, Dikri-
an, especially Serkis Terzian and Avedis Terzian 
/two brothers/ were great businessmen and friends 
of Ethiopia. 

The Italians
The number of Italians in Addis was greater in 
number than that of the British and French and 
they had very close relationship with Ethiopians. 
Their contribution to the growth of the country 
was also immense.  This situation was related to 
the battle of Adowa. Those captives of the Ad-
owa battle and poor Italians were settled in the 
neighborhood called Italian Sefer and later got 
involved in construction works like bridge and 
roads construction. In 1901, there were about 42 
Italians ranking fourth in foreigners’ number and 
there were also few Eritreans protected by Italian 
Consulate.
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• ...thanks to its strategic location and the pres-
ence of embassies and international organiza-
tions, universities, research centers, supermar-
kets, administrative and economic structures, 
Addis Ababa was able to import new technologies 
in the shortest possible time. 

• Andreas Kavadia, a Greek businessman pub-
lished Aemiro, a four page weekly, and distributed 
it in Addis Ababa.  The newspaper was the first 
of its kind to appear in Amharic and was hand-
written. 

• In 1963, Addis Ababa received the first televi-
sion broadcast which was deliberately made to  
coincide  with the founding festivities of the Or-
ganization of African Unity (OAU)
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picture.1 - The 
First Automobile 
to appear in Addis. 
The British drivers 
brought the auto-
mobile in 
1908.
Emperor Menelik 
at the front seat 
and the Russian 
and British Ambas-
sadors to Ethiopia 
at the back seat.  

Adoption of New Tech-
nologies in Addis 

DR. DANIEL KITAW
Addis Ababa University

picture.1
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fter Addis Ababa was established as the 
capital of Ethiopia in 1886, the administra-
tion became more complex due to popula-

tion explosion and technological revolution. In 
fact, at that time, the country had educated reli-
gious elites, but not educated technologists. Even 
those few who came from abroad could not meet 
the technological demand since they studied so-
cial sciences and could not respond to the existing 
technological needs. However, thanks to its stra-
tegic location and the presence of embassies and 
international organizations, universities, research 
centers, supermarkets, administrative and eco-
nomic structures, Addis Ababa was able to import 
new technologies in the shortest possible time. 

 Technological transfer is a matter of 
bringing knowledge and skills from the devel-
oped part to the underdeveloped ones based on the 
objective reality  and cultural situations. We say 
technology is transferred when the receiver under-
stands the new technology and makes it available 
and adapts it according to its interests and the ex-
isting situations. When the technology ceases to 
be external and starts to be homemade, we say it 
is transferred. The decentralized administration, 
recurrent wars and religious closed-door poli-
cies that existed even after the reign of Emperor 
Menelik, must have limited the country’s external 
political and economic relations. This made the 
technological transfer very slow. It was Emperor 
Menelik who brought, through foreign engineer, 
some of the technologies and instruments that 
we use today. Pipe water (1894), electric power 
and telephone (1897), gramaphone (1897), mills 
(1901), bicycles (1901), automobile (1908), bullet 
factory (1911) are a few among others.

 The main obstacle for these innovations 
was the resistance from the community which 
held that they were “the work of the Devil” - a 
resistance that stretched all the way from the com-
mon people to the priests around the Emperor who 
refused to drink pipe water. The method that the 
Emperor used to curb such resistance was by test-
ing the technologies first by himself, his family 
and his executives. For instance, he himself was 
the first chauffer, the first to use the grinding mill, 
the first photographer and the first movie specta-

A
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tor. 
 
 Then technologies like the airplane and 
radio were introduced in 1929 and 1936 respec-
tively. 

 After the Italian invasion, a number of 
technologies were introduced by Emperor Haile 
Selassie in and around Addis Ababa. These in-
clude the establishment of schools and universities 
as well as roads, the airline and TV transmissions. 
It is to be recalled that technological transfer was 
better particularly during the last days of the Em-
peror. 

 When the Derg came to power in 1974, 
the country’s diplomatic ties were diverted to the 
Eastern bloc. And as such, lots of technologies and 
communications were brought to the country from 
North Korea, East Germany and the USSR. As the 
policy discouraged private participation and inno-
vation, and as the economy was under government 
control, the country was almost alien to new in-
novations. 

 However, during the past twenty and so 
years, Ethiopia, like many other countries, is  ex-
periencing the challenges as well benefiting from 
the fast changing science and technology of our 
world. Quality and standard implementation, glo-
balization, establishment of the European Union 
and introducing common units of money (Euro), 
dismantling of the Berlin Wall, the Internet and 
mobile services are in the list of events and in-
novations believed to have changed the world be-
yond imagination. 

 No doubt Ethiopia has become a ben-
eficiary of all these sectors. The changes brought 
by the use of the computer, the internet, and cell 
phone services in the country can not be under-
mined. This is a new hope for tomorrows Ethio-
pia. Particularly, the introduction into the coun-
try of the mobile and computer technologies has 
immense contribution for the development of the 
country

 It is to be recalled that using the com-
puter was attributed to unknown flying objects or  

to 666 marked evil beings (666 being the number 
of the beast in Revelations), but the wrong attitude 
changed gradually. On the other hand, the estab-
lishment of small and micro finance institutions 
has also increased the technological transfer sig-
nificantly. 

 However, technological transfer in Ad-
dis Ababa is said to be very slow. Cement, sugar 
factories, automotive and locomotive technologies  
still stand where they had been many years ago. 
For instance, if we establish a new cement or sugar 
factory, we still rely on foreign experts to fix the 
machines and run them. We have good aircraft and 
vehicle maintenance technology, which is encour-
aging. If we look at our rail transport, we could not 
add even one new railway in a 100 years time. On 
the other hand, we do not even handle the existing 
old and outmoded train technology properly. Our 
horse cart transportation has still  not improved 
from what it had been  many years ago. 

 In short, the market and transfer of tech-
nology is now the order of the day in Addis Ababa. 
But when we see old and present day Ethiopia, we  
see that we are still limited to purchasing technol-
ogy. The only chance that we have to catch up with 
the pace of technological change is through fast 
technological transfer and become competitive in 
the ever-changing global market. We can make 
Addis Ababa a technological hub in Africa. 
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efore the introduction of modern commu-
nication systems, the Emperor’s proclama-
tions and decrees were heralded by attention 

drawing drums ( negarit). 

 Modern media in Ethiopia was born 
when a missionary called Father Marie Bernand 
began publishing a weekly newspaper, La Semaine 
d’Ethiopie in French and Amharic in 1888. Father 
Bernand’s work attracted the attention of Emperor 
Menelik and the publisher was sent to France for 
further education in printing.  On his return, Father 
Bernand trained typographers in order to enable 
them to operate modern machineries.

 Andreas Kavadias, a Greek businessman 
published Aemiro, a four page weekly, and dis-

tributed it in Addis Ababa.  The newspaper was 
the first of its kind to appear in Amharic and was 
hand-written. Later on, Kavadias obtained a poly-
graph machine and raised the paper’s circulation 
to 200.

 When World War I broke out, the allied 
powers distributed an Amharic language newspa-
per, Yetor Worie (War News) and tried to make the 
townspeople aware of the situation of the war.  At 
about the same period Blatten Geta Herui com-
menced distributing the literary review Goh Tse-
bah (The Dawn).  Later on, some Greeks residing 
in Addis Ababa were distributing up to 500 copies 
of a newspaper titled Aithopicos Cosmos.

 Prince Teferi Mekonnen (later Emperor 
Haile Selassie) became aware that without a vi-

History of 
Print Journalism 

MEKURIA MEKASHA
Asst. Prof - Addis Ababa University 

picture.1

picture.1 -Letters 
molded out of a mol-
ten lead to be printed 
on papers. 
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able dissimenation of information, national unity 
and development would be impossible and, thus, 
imported a modern printing press in 1921 and 
established Berhanena Selam (Light and Peace) 
Printing Press.  It is beyond any doubt that the 
very name reflects the vision Haile Selassie had 
for his countrymen at the time. Besides allowing 
the printing press to be installed at Genete Leul 
Palace (The current Addis Ababa University main 
campus), Ras Tefferi also assisted personally in 
proofreading, whenever manpower shortages oc-
curred.

 In 1923, four additional printing presses 
were established to further promote printing. In 
1924, a new weekly, Berhanena Selam began to 
be published.  Each Thursday, two horsemen dis-
tributed copies of the new publication and Aemiro 
newspaper.  Both papers continued to circulate in 
the streets of Addis Ababa until the invasion of 
Fascist Italy. 

 In addition to these two, other papers 
like Kesate Birhan (Light Giver) and  Atbia Kokob 
(Morning Star) also began to be published.

 The victory over Fascist Italy in 1941 
also ushered in a new opportunity for the develop-
ment of  Ethiopian mass media.  Subsequent to the 
liberation, Bandirachin (Our Flag) began to circu-
late.

 The weekly Addis Zemen (New Era) was 

also launched in 1941. The English  weekly Ethi-
opian Herald started in 1943. All of these news 
papers continued to reflect the political, economic 
and social life of the country. In 1960, the maga-
zines Mennen and The Voice of Ethiopia began to 
circulate widely.  With the advent of other modern 
mass communication systems, the old drum-beat-
ing came to an end.  

 When the Derg came to power in 1974, 
it confiscated almost all private printing presses. 
Private publication of any kind of newspaper and 
magazine was strictly prohibited. As a result, the 
sector remained frozen for about seventeen years.

 However, soon after EPRDF took con-
trol of the country, press freedom was proclaimed 
in 1992. Consequently, the sector began to show 
a drastic change and many privately owned print-
ing presses opened here and there. During the mid 
1990’s there were about 385 publications circu-
lating throughout the country, most of which are 
published in  Addis. 

 Compared to the previous regimes, there 
is no doubt that the present print journalism has 
grown at a quantum leap.   
 
 And as in all the other endeavors, Ad-
dis Ababa was the star in the transformation of the 
country’s mass communication systems. 

picture.2 - Modern 
printing machine 

picture.3 - The logo 
of Hidelberg Print-
ing machine which 
was in use before 
50 years.

picture.4 - In old 
times massages 
were passed to the 
people by   beating 
a drum(Negarit). 

picture.5 - Various 
publications.
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ddis Ababa not only represents the genesis 
of broadcasting in Ethiopia but also has the 
highest media concentration in the country. 

The history of the city’s broadcast media may be 
categorized into the Imperial, Dergue and EPRDF 
periods.

 The first ever radio station was started 
in the Akaki district of Addis Ababa in 1935.It 
was disrupted in the same year before it resumed 
operations.When it did so, it was  principally as 
a weapon of Italian colonial propaganda. When 
the triumphant Ethiopian patriots returned to the 
capital, they found the radio station wrecked and 
inoperative. After repairs, it resumed broadcasting 
with improved and expanded coverage.

 In 1952, vested with powers to organ-
ize and expand broadcasting, the Ethiopian Tel-
ecommunications Board enhanced the radio sta-
tion’s capacity by a further 2.5 kilowatts. Earlier 
in 1948 the coverage of radio broadcasting was 
made to include the regions. In 1956 and 1958, 
far flung towns including Asmara and Harar were 
included   as well as broadcasts in additional  local 
languages -Tigrinya, Oromiffa, Somali and Afar,  
besides Amharic. Foreign language broadcast in 
English, French and Arabic also commenced for 
the expatriate community. In the 1950s, the Voice 
of the Gospel started evangelical broadcast for the 
regions.
 In 1963, Addis Ababa received the first 
television broadcast which was made to  coincide  
with the founding festivities of the Organization 
of African Unity (OAU). With 500 television sets, 
transmission was limited to areas within a 25 km 
radius. The national television was authoritarian 
in nature and devoted to unwavering loyal service 
to the Emperor and the feudal system, which  of 
course, should be taken as no source of surprise.

 The coming of the military government 
to power in 1974 following the revolution brought 
a no less authoritarian media climate.There was 
no significant expansion in the physical or techi-
cal sense. In fact, radio and television in the early 
years in particular were sources of fear and terror 
to the general public and the youth, with the media 
preoccupied with news of assassinations, arrests 
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of so-called counter-revolutionary elements, pow-
er rivaliries that led to the extermination of some 
members of the Dergue, proclamations, decrees, 
Marxist-Leninst indoctrination and condemnation 
of parties opposed to the military government. 

 In later years, the Dergue had a vigorous 
media campaign of promoting Ethiopian national-
ism and did seem to have a measure of success 
in promoting pride in Ethiopianness and Ethiopian 
unity especially as the Eritrean war of cessation 
intensified. For the rest, the Dergue’s Soviet-style 
broadcast media did not have significant positive 
contributions. It neither promoted democracy nor 
helped boost the economy, neither brought cul-
tural development, nor contributed to the promo-
tion of cultural diversity and respect for linguistic 
differences. One significant change made in the 
Dergue period was the introduction of television 
broadcast in colour at the time of the founding of 
the Workers’Party of Ethiopia in 1984 as an act of 
poltical public relations.

 The third period of the broadcast media 
started in May 1991 when EPRDF took control 

of Addis Ababa. While the media remained under 
government control, it nonetheless opened a new 
optimism for the expression of diversity of views. 
The historical televised debate between the  Tran-
sitional Government of Ethiopian President, Me-
les Zenawi, Professor Andrias Eshete, Professor 
Mesfin Woldemariam and the late Dr Mekonnen 
Bishaw was a beacon of hope of a new era un-
folding.There was also in the early years a forum 
on state television where uncensored, independent 
views by citizens were expressed. Also, the com-
mencement of television programs in Oromiffa 
and Tigrigna following the EPRDF takeover (and 
later programs in Somali) has been a sgnificant de-
velopment and welcome news for those espousing 
multicultural rights and equality including those in 
the fervent student movement of the 1970s.

 In 1995, radio and television were 
brought under the new Ethiopian Radio and Tel-
evision Agency accountable to the Parliament. A 
later development included mass media agencies 
for each regional state. The city of Addis Ababa, 
for instance, now has its own television program-
ming on ETV2-the second channel to date, be-
sides two FM stations which became operational 
in 2000. A contentious broadcast law was put into 
force in 2007 and a little before the elections, pri-
vate radio stations were given licenses. Among 
these were Radio Fana (now broadcasting on FM 
16 hours daily) and Zami Public Connections, Ten-
sae Kinetibebat and Adei Promotions have started 
running their own radio stations. Television has 
been the most contested medium and no licenses 
have been given to private citizens for operations 
in this sphere. State radio and television programs 
including news programming have focused on de-
velopment communication and development jour-
nalism, while the opposition has sought a political 
slice of the airwaves. More political debate and 
critisim is featured in the print media.

 Compared to the previsous periods, it’s 
true that the present media environment is far bet-
ter, although much remains to be done in terms 
of ownership diversity and technical and physical 
expansion  to meet the country’s pace of urbanisa-
tion and development .

picture.1 - Ethiopian 
Television Studio 
and Camera Con-
trol Unit
(CCU)
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CULTURE, 
LANGUAGE AND 
ART

• Amharic language became a common language serving as a medium of communica-
tion amongst the people of the city.

• Researchers in the field tell us that, in our country, writing specifically for children 
started at the beginning of the 20th century.

• ...a scholar called Tedla Kebede who filmed the coronation of Empress Zewditu in 
1920, was the first Ethiopian cinematographer.

• The first theatrical performance in our country was staged in 1913 E.C in Addis 
Ababa through the efforts of Tekle Hawariat Tekle Mariam Wayeh.  

• The present Hager Fikir Theater got its name from the previous ‘Ye Hager Fikir As-
sociation,’ which was founded on July 18, 1934.

• Music education,  like any other education in Ethiopia, started in  the 20th cen-
tury.

• Researchers like Monfried and Francis Anfray have, since the 1920s, shown that 
Ethiopia has a Fine Arts history dating back to 2000 B.C.

• In its more than 120 years of history, Addis Ababa has seen four main stages of 
urban settlement pattern and the types of architecture that went with them. 

• The traditional dress is one of the many cultural and historical symbols by which 
Ethiopia is  known.
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ince its early years, the city of Addis Ababa 
has been receiving Ethiopians flocking to its 
hinterland from the various corners of the 

country.  As Amharic was used as a medium of 
communication and official language of the gov-
ernment, it was mandatory for non-Amhara Ethio-
pians  to learn and speak Amharic.

 And this phenomenon transformed the 
people to a state whereby they began to speak Am-
haric side by side with their own mother tongue. 
Thus, nations and nationalities which were speak-
ing only one language began to speak two lan-
guages.  As a result of this, more than any time, the 
Amharic language became a common language 
serving as a medium of communication amongst 
the people of the city.

 The transformation evidenced from one 
unified dialect to two unified vernaculars resulted 
in the manifestation of two types of changes with-
in the Amharic language.  One of them is the cause 
for numerous new words to surge into the language 
derived from the languages of other nationalities. 
Most of the words borrowed were mainly derived 
from Oromiffa, Sidama and Agewgna(Himitigna), 
which in the long run the Amharic language in-
corporated. The Amharic language not only bor-
rowed words from the languages of other nations 
and nationalities but it has also inherited differ-
ent suffixes.  In addition to its enabling the ac-
ceding of words and suffixes derived from other 
languages into its usage, certain vowels were 
also incorporated into the Amharic language. To 
materialize the representation of the vowels, the 
language had to blend some special signs with cer-
tain existing words. This has resulted in bringing 
a change in the form and content of the Amharic  
alphabet.  Generally, as a result of the cross-cul-
tural exchanges and verbal communications that 
took place between the different nations and na-
tionalities, the Amharic language has managed to 
institute changes in its sound, suffixes and words.  
Above all, the significant change the language has 
made is in the formation of its sentences.  How-
ever, this could not be associated with the founda-

tion of the city of Addis Ababa since interaction 
amongst peoples was taking place from the time 
the language had begun to be spoken.  This is also 
a factor that other Semitic languages of Ethiopia 
share with the Amharic language which makes 
them different from other Semitic languages such 
as Arabic and Hebrew. The difference is evidenced 
in such a way that while non-Ethiopian Semitic 
languages begin sentences with a verb, Amharic 
and other Semitic languages end sentences with a 
verb.  The reason for the Amharic language having 
such a difference is believed to be the influence  
of  Cushitic languages which end  their sentences 
with a verb.

 After the battle of Adowa, different 
countries opened their diplomatic missions in Ad-
dis Ababa. Subsequent to this and as a result of 
the expansion of modern trade, the import of Eu-
ropean commodities into the country began. Thus, 
the Amharic language began to borrow the names 
of some of the European commodities.  It is an ac-
cepted fact that any language expresses the culture 
of the people who speak it. The language simulta-
neously cannot have the ability to express prop-
erly an item or concept which is out of the cultural 
context of the people speaking the language.  Thus 
it inherits the goods along with their names.  Such 
words as mekina, termus, musika, kubaya, are 
words which came into the city at different times 
along with their foreign speakers.

 Following the introduction of modern 
education into the country, the Amharic language 
had also to incorporate different words - scientific 
and technological. Therefore, the language had to 
make itself self-sustaining by embracing words 
from within the country as well as by adapting 
words which came into the country alongside the 
introduction into the country of western civiliza-
tion.

 Not only words did the Amharic lan-
guage borrow from foreign languages; it also 
embraced different idioms and word-for-word 
translations. Some examples can be cited here. 
‘mastawekia-seleda’- notice-board, ‘ayer-hail’ 
– air-force, ‘wuha-woled’- water-borne.

ADDIS ABABA  AND THE 
AMHARIC 

LANGUAGE
Professor BAYE YIMAM
Addis Ababa University 
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 Sometimes, a phrase interpreted in this 
manner, however, can cause misunderstanding in  
those people who are not conversant with the Eng-
lish language. The following recent news was con-
fusing. “Sadam Hussien’s half-brother is arrested.” 
When translated into Amharic, half brother would 
mean a brother who is physically half. 

 In many instances, the Amharic lan-
guage is observed forming new words within its 
system. Sometimes, some non- Amharic words 
are  spoken by the youth of the City.  It has also 
become an accepted practice to use any name in 
the plural form out of what the rule of the language 
permits.

 Language is a mine of words which has 
no end.  The youth, journalists, the city dwellers 
are more apt to coin new words, borrow and dis-
tribute them amongst the rest of the population.  
Mostly when they are doing this, they do not care 
about following the rules of the language.  

 Whatever is spoken or written in Ad-
dis Ababa is accepted as a regular language of 
modernism.  Therefore, it is heard repeatedly put 
in use in any corner of the country.  This implies 
that any new coined word will easily travel to any 
destination in the country.  Modern education and 
the national mass media come first in the queue 
for the vast dissemination of a language. In the 
case of the Amharic language, beyond and above 
what is being read and spoken,  the language of the 
television is reaching everywhere very fast. The 
general condition reveals that the language of Ad-
dis Ababa by embracing the modernism of the city 
goes to wherever the mass media takes it. Since 
the Amharic language travels taking the tempo 
of modernism, the development of science and 
technology, the arts, politics, the economic and 
cultural aspects of the people along with it, it has 
managed to exert an impact on other languages.
 
 Thus, the words the Amharic language 
borrows or that it creates, have become part of 
every other language either translated or as actu-
ally used . A good example to cite is ‘American 
Idol’ directly used as ‘Ethiopian Idol’.  In the same 
manner that the above caption is adopted by the 

Amharic language, it is inevitable that it will also 
be adopted similarly by the languages of other na-
tions and nationalities. When people meet with 
other people cultural exchanges do materialize. 
Thus, the borrowing of words becomes inevita-
ble.

 It is possible to assert the fact that Ad-
dis Ababa is a peaceful city where different na-
tions and nationalities live in harmony and inter-
act peacefully. It is also a center for many regional 
and international organizations and currently, it 
has become the capital of the AU. Compared to 
similar other cities, it is a place where every body 
lives in peace.  In the same way, Ethiopia, being 
a symbol of freedom, it can not be an exaggera-
tion that Addis Ababa is also considered a city of 
peace.  People come from within the country and 
from outside to Addis Ababa each one speaking 
his or her own language.  Once every one enters 
the city, he/she begins speaking Amharic as far 
as the person finds it easy to practice it.  Conse-
quently, words of different languages mingle with 
the Amharic language.  Therefore, more than any 
other language of the country, Amharic has greater 
opportunity for change. Thus, it is possible to de-
duce that Amharic is in a way a mixture of many 
languages.  This is because Addis Ababa takes 
many words from other languages and distributes 
them back to all.  

 Addis Ababa and the Amharic language 
are examples of change for each other and for all 
Ethiopians.  It is possible to assert that each na-
tionality is speaking both its own language and 
Amharic in and outside of home. The people of 
Addis Ababa, however, are different from this 
phenomenon. As Addis Ababa is a symbolic city 
of nations and nationalities, Amharic is also a re-
flection of this fact.
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n this short piece, an attempt is made to ad-
dress four main points concerning children’s 
literature in Addis Ababa. The first is to show 

what the beginning of children’s literature looked   
like in Ethiopia in general and to introduce, to 
those who may not know them, the writers who 
are said to be the pioneers in the field. The second 
is to review those factors that are taken to be the 
reasons for the genre’s development through the 
years. The third part looks into the present state of 
children’s literature in Ethiopia; and in the fourth 
and last part, we attempt to point out what needs 
to be done for the development and growth of 
children’s literature in the future. As the purview 
adopted for the piece is understandably very nar-
row, only printed works are considered. 

 Researchers in the field tell us that, in 
our country, writing specifically for children start-
ed at the beginning of the 20th century.

 The first children’s book published in 
Addis Ababa was Bekele Haile Mariam’s Ye-
fikir Melikt Leitopia Lijoch (Love’s Messages 
to Ethiopia’s Children). According to Daniel 
Negash  Bekele’s work, published in 1924, was 
first planned to be used in the schools for teaching. 
Mersai Hazen Wolde Kirkos’s Timhirte Hitsanat 
(Child Education) was published the following 

year. On the other hand, Mesfin Mesele’s 1986 
study informs us that Mersai Hazen’s work was 
written in Addis Ababa soon after the opening of 
what was then Teferi Mekonnen School, the now 
Entoto Technical and Vocational College. Most 
of the compositions of that period were religious 
and allegorical. Children’s literature, which is now 
more than eighty years old, has seen growth and 
development . 

 Among the authors of children’s litera-
ture and their works published until the 1970s, the 
main ones are: Hiruye Wolde Selassie and his Lelij 
Mikir (Advice for a Child) and Sukar Inna Wetet 
(Sugar and Milk, 1931) translated from English; 
Birhanu Dinke’s children’s riddles Inkokilih, Min 
Awkilih (Do You Know, What I Know, 1946); 
Kebede Michael’s Tarik Inna Misalae (Story and 
Allegory, 1942); Teret Teret Yemeseret (Semi-
nal Folktales, 1956) by Addis Alemayehu; Inkilf 
Lemine (Why Should I  Sleep, 1958) by Mahateme 
Selassie Wolde Meskel and Debessu Abebe’s 
Teretochachihu (Your Folktales, 1966). In this 
connection, it has to be said that the contribution 
of translations to the growth of the genre is not to 
be underestimated.

 However, the studies show that the con-
tents of these translations fall outside our country’s 
culture and the children’s comprehension. Zerihun 
Asfaw in his 2004 paper states that children’s liter-
ature proper and in the way we understand it today 
started  in Ethiopia in the 1980s. To be mentioned 
in this context particularly are the public recogni-
tion in 1986 of children’s literature as exemplified 
by the publishers in our capital, like Kuraz Pub-
lishing Enterprise, establishing sections devoted 
to the genre; the publishing and books workshop 
that used to be organized by the Ministry of Edu-
cation as well as the books produced by what was 
known then as the Children’s Commission. We 
find no less than 20 books published during this 
period.

 Stage production for children got un-
derway in Addis Ababa in 1983 with the perfor-
mance in the National Theatre of Gobeze (My 
Hero) of German origin. This was followed by a 
few plays staged at the Hager Fikre and Ras The-

picture.1
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Children’s Literature in 
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atres. Then in 1990, the Addis Ababa Children 
and Youth Theatre was given a small auditorium 
in the former Young Men’s Christian Association 
(YMCA) where no less than 80 productions have 
been presented until now. Going by the informa-
tion available to this writer besides stage perfor-
mances, four children’s plays have been published 
and promoted  so far. These are: Dinsir (2000) and 
Aboneh Ashagre’s Kookoo Melekote (Kookoo My 
Divine), Abba Googoo (Father Googoo), and Yes-
emayoo Seregela (Chariot of the Sky), all three of 
them published in 2006.

 With respect to children’s literature, the 
1990s saw more productivity  compared to the 
preceding decades. If we are to go by Teshome 
Birhanu’s paper presented in 2005, it is specially 
notable as more than 20 books were published 
and marketed in the year 2000; and Bezrew Ma-
rie Jaefer, Tesfaye Gebre Mariam, Alem Eshetu 
and Samerawit Araya deserve to be mentioned for 
publishing the most.

 To enable them to develop their reading 
ability and habit, to expand their mental horizons, 
and to experience things that build their character, 
children need very much, besides books, their own 
magazines, newspapers and libraries. It is thus en-
couraging to see various regular publications that 
have recently begun to appear in our city, such 
as, those by Add Printing and Publishing like 
the weekly, children’s newspaper Rasselas, the 
monthly family magazine Kookoo Melekote as 
well as Yehitsanat Dimts  (Childrens’ Voice) and 
Yehitsanat Mebtoch Si’ilawee Metsihaet (Chil-
dren’s Rights in Pictures).

 In this connection, it is necessary to 
mention the important role of publishers and 
NGOs. Shama Books is making a great contribu-
tion to children’s literature by publishing original 
works, translations and special booklets on HIV/
AIDS. Mega Publishing Enterprise too is contrib-
uting a lot in reprinting old as well as new books 
for children.

 Libraries are being built in some areas 
not just to develop children’s reading habits but 
also to make them easily available to them. Book 
prices keep escalating beyond the means of the 
average citizen. Shola Children’s Library, the first 
children’s library in the city, established in 2003 in 
Kirkos Sub-City is an example. 

 Again, in the same sub-city, Impact 
Children and Youth Library was opened in 2005 
with financial and material contribution by UNES-
CO. In Lideta Sub-City too, there are two libraries 
that together are capable of serving  children while 
increasingly more schools are now organizing li-
braries. 
 (The Golden Lamp Prize, given an-
nually, is now encouraging authors of children’s 
books.)
 Some 31.7 percent of the children in 
Addis Ababa are below 15 years old. This figure 
underlines the degree of attention we need to de-
vote to children. Even though they are not up to 
the level required, the various activities in our city 
that are pursued, especially very recently, in rela-
tion to children’s literature like the books being 
produced, the panel discussions organized, the 
study papers being presented and the prizes being 
offered, all have great impact. Furthermore, the 
new courses and academic programs now being 
offered in the colleges and universities, especially 
the Children’s Literature Unit newly set up by 
AAU’s Department of Ethiopian Languages and 
Literature, show the kind of attention being given 
to the field as stated by Michael Daniel in his 2006 
paper.

 There may be ever more improved edu-
cational facilities and opportunities to the chil-
dren of our city. However, we worry if the ever 
worsening conditions of street children will not 
deprive them of this opportunity. Beyond that, 
since its contribution to our city’s future cultural 
and educational development is so great, research 
and study of children’s literature is something that 
every one of us has to think about.  

picture.1 - Chil-
dren’s drama 
being performed 
at Children’s and 
Youth Theatre

picture.2 - Chil-
dren enjoying a 
dramatic story 
telling. 

picture.2
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ilm is believed to have been introduced to 
Ethiopia during the reign of Emperor Menelik 
II. Watching a film for the first time, Menelik 

was so much surprised at the European invention 
that he said “These white men have every power 
except bringing back souls of the deceased.”

 A thesis prepared in 1985 by an Addis 
Ababa university graduate of theatre arts indicated 
that a scholar called Tedla Kebede who filmed the 
coronation of Empress Zewditu in 1920 was the 
first Ethiopian cinematographer. However, film 
making in Ethiopia remained in the hands of for-
eign film makers.

 Though it is difficult to pinpoint exactly 
the time when cinema started in Ethiopia, the first 
cinema house was the then Seitan Bet (House of  
Satan), currently the Mega Arts Center, located 
near Tewodros Square. It was Monsieur Taras, a 
Frenchman, who ran it between 1924 and 1925. 
The movies then  were silent films. One had to pay 
a quarter of an alad (local currency) for a chair and 
one mahalek (local money) to sit on a stone. 

 On the other hand, at about 1927, Philip, 
a Greek, was believed to have opened a cinema 
hall near the present Ethiopian Electric Power 
Corporations Headquarters. Then Cinema Empire 
and other cinema halls were opened around Arada 
and Menelik Square.  The operators were foreign-
ers named Eda and George Nageliz. It was at this 
time that the first film with sound was featured. 
In a short time span, Ethiopian cinema like that 
of other countries grew tremendously. However, 
all of the cinema halls in the aforementioned ar-
eas were burnt down to ashes when Fascist Italy 
invaded Ethiopia in 1934 and 1935. Recognizing 
their power for public propaganda, the Italians 
re-invigorated the burnt cinema halls afterwards. 
Cinema Ethiopia was renamed Cinema Italia 

while Cinema Empire assumed its original name. 
Similarly, Cinema Adowa was renamed Cinema 
Marconi. Moreover, Fascist Italy built cinema 
Cinque-Majo at the current Addis Ababa Univer-
sity Science Faculty. When Cinema Ras Hailu 
was opened at Addis Ketema, Dopo Lavoro /after 
work/ was launched at Tegbare Id. 

 When Fascist Italy was driven out,  the  
names of cinema halls were changed to the origi-
nal ones. Cinema Italy became Cinema Ethiopia, 
Cinema Marconi was renamed Cinema Adowa, 
Cinque-Majo became Cinema Ejersa Gorro. It 
was private business people who undertook the 
business. Edo, a Frenchman who launched Cin-
ema Empire, but who later left when Fascist Italy 
invaded Ethiopia, finally made a comeback to re-
open Cinema Italia as Cinema Ethiopia. However, 
he went to Djibouti for unknown reasons. Then re-
placing Edo, a Djibouti national Hussien Kassim 
and his son Nadin Kassim continued to show films 
from 1949 to 1968. On the other hand, an Arme-
nian named Blasian and later on George Meriasis 
administered Cinema Empire since 1966  before 
the ownership was transfered to Arten Avavkian 
for a short time till it was taken over by Italian 
citizens who came from Asmara. In the following 
consecutive years, Cinema Ambassador (1966), 
Cinema Addis Ketema and Cinema Addisalem 
(1967) were opened but the latter became inopera-
tive after  five years. 

 The Derg confiscated all cinema halls 
and made them properties of the central govern-
ment to be run under the auspices of the Ministry 
of Culture and Sport Affairs. Later on, they were 
made to be administered under the Ethiopian Film 
Corporation. Since 1993, Cinema Ambassador, 
Cinema Empire and Cinema Ethiopia have been 
administered under the Addis Ababa City Cinema 
Halls Administration as financially independent.
 The last decade of the second Ethiopian 

History of Cinema in Addis 
Addis Ababa City Cinema Administration 
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Millennium was marked by the blooming of video 
film productions. During this period, more than 
100 feature and documentary films were produced 
and screened in theatres, presented as home vid-
eos and shown on television. Since the number of 
film makers and viewers has grown dramatically; 
a number of privately owned cinema halls and 
video-graphic training centers have opened in the 

city. Whatever the developments, we still remain 
behind in attracting foreign viewers. 

picture.1 - The 
First Cinema 
- “Seytan Bet” 

picture.2 - Cin-
ema Marconipicture.1

picture.2
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he first theatrical performance in our country 
was staged in 1921 in Addis Ababa through 
the efforts of Tekle Hawariat Tekle Mariam 

Wayeh.  Here is how it started.

 Heruy Wolde Selassie, Mayor of Addis 
Ababa at the time, invited Tekle Hawariat to watch 
a theatrical performance.

 TekleHawariat accepted the invitation 
and was present at the Terrace Hotel (the pres-
ent Mega Amphitheater)  together with members 

of the royal family and the nobility.  The mayor 
went on to the stage and explained that the day’s 
theatrical performance was to be staged by the the-
atrical association of young Ethiopians.  The show 
then started with musicians playing the “Medina” 
and “Zelesegna”, (traditional religious music).   A 
musician then appeared with his masinko (a tra-
ditional one- stringed musical instrument) sing-
ing in “kine”, (music using language with hidden 
meanings) which the audience found very funny 
and entertaining.  Lastly a female artist performed 
the eskista (traditional shoulder dance).  Such an 
organized performance was a new experience to 
the audience which discussed the performance 
loudly.  To Tekle Hawariat, however, it was clear 
that much was missing.  He was disappointed with 
the lack of ventilation and stage lighting as well as  
with the commotion he observed.  What was even 
more disappointing for Tekle Hawariat was that 
what was staged that day was declared a theatrical 
performance.

Aboneh Ashagre
Associate Professor - AAU

Theatre Arts in 
Addis Ababa
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 Tekle Hawariat, who had been abroad 
for studies, decided to introduce proper drama, 
like the plays that he had watched in places like 
St.Petersburg, London, and Paris.  He knew it 
would take too long to write new plays.  He de-
cided to use “Fabula”, the book of fables that he 
had  published in 1912 and presented to Abeto 
Iyassu, then crown prince.  He then wrote a play 
for the stage using the story of the animals in his 
book.  The play was named “The Comedy of Ani-
mals” and was performed by the members of the 
Theatrical Association of young Ethiopians who 
were trained and directed by himself.  The play 
was staged at the then Terrace Hotel (the pres-
ent Mega Theatre opposite Tewodros Square) in 
1921  in the presence of His Imperial Highness the 
Crown Prince Teferi Makonnen, members of the 
royal family and the nobility.  The audience was 
loudly discussing the play and making its views 
heard simultaneously with the performance of the 
play in action.

 There was no stage lighting and the light 
coming through the windows was not enough to 
enable the audience to watch the performance 
without difficulty. The members of the royal fam-
ily and the nobility were impressed with the new 
Art.  Out of the three thousand copies of the play 
that Tekle Hawariat had ordered to be printed, 

three hundred copies were sold on the day the play 
was first staged.  However, rumors  soon spread 
that the play was politically motivated and that it 
was criticizing the existing regime.  The very next 
day, Empress Zewditu ordered that the play should 
never again be performed and that all the printed 
copies of the play (whether sold or unsold) should 
be collected.

 
 This notwithstanding, plays were being 
staged at the close of the academic years in the 
Menelik II and Teferi Makonnen schools.  These 
plays were produced by foreign teachers of the 
schools and performed by the students of the re-
spective schools.  In the process, two Ethiopian 
teachers of Ethics, Amharic and Music in these 
schools, were learning the art from the foreign 
teachers.  Yoftahe Negussie and Melaku Begossew, 
following in the footsteps of TekleHawariat, laid a 
strong foundation for the development of the art.  
Beginning in 1927, they presented several plays in 
schools as well as in the palace as their plays were 
not deemed offensive to the government.  Conse-
quently, Theatrical Art started to be recognized, 
liked and respected by the people of Addis Ababa.  
The growing popularity of theatrical performances 
raised the demand for places for staging plays on a 
regular basis. 

 Under the direction of the then Minister 
of Education, Blaten Geta Sahle Tsedalu, a The-
atre was built in the Menelik II compound.  The 
Theatre was inaugurated in November, 1935 with 
a performance of Melaku Begossew’s play, “The 
Great Judge”.  Following this, the Theatre became 
the first Theatre in Addis Ababa where plays were 
staged on a regular basis.  Two performances 
were presented each week.  A sum of money was 
charged for admission.  It was in this same The-
atre that Yoftahe Negussie’s Amharic play, whose 
title can be translated as “Our Father King; Make 
Sure Our Border Is Sacrosanct”, was shown.  This 
play was produced to rally the public under an 
anti-fascist theme and against the Italian banner 
shortly before Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia.  After 
the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1936 Yoftahe 
and Melaku had to leave the country. Very soon, 
Italian plays started to be staged at the Cinema 

picture.1 & 2 - The  
interior and exte-
rior  features of the 
Ethiopian National 
Theatre

picture.3 - Director 
Abate Mekuria and 
Actor Fikadu Tekle-
Mariam discussing 
on characterization 
in Poet Laureate 
Tsegaye G/Medhin’s 
Ethiopian historical 
Tragedy “Tewodros”  
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Empire in Addis Ababa.

 After the libera-
tion of the country in 1941 
until April,1942 Yoftahe 
Negussie produced and 
directed no less than four 

plays which were staged at the Grand Palace and 
the office of the Hager Fikir Association (now 
Arada Court).  This heralded the resurrection of 
Ethiopian drama.

 Makonnen Habte Wold, a government 
official, used to assemble people every Sunday in 
a small hall in the compound of the present Hager 
Fikir Association - a Theatre which used to serve 
as a recreation centre for fascist officers.  There, 
Ato Makonnen used to give political speeches to 
his audience.  Having observed that the number of 
people coming to attend was gradually decreasing, 
he thought of a plan to make the weekly political 
sessions more interesting.  He organized a music 
and drama group under the directorship of Beshah 
Tekle Mariam.  The first professional drama group 
was organized on May, 1942 in the same hall.

 On the inauguration day, Makonnen 
made a long speech to the assembled people.  
Next came a presentation of medina and zelesegna 
songs propagadizing to the audience that Ethio-
pia regained its liberty through the leadership of 
Emperor Haile Selassie I and God’s will. The pro-
gramme continued with the presentation of tradi-
tional music and dance.  The next item was the 
presentation of patriotic songs and exhortations.  
The audience was worked up into a frenzy.  Af-
ter things had settled down, three short plays were 
presented. Makonnen, during the intermissions, 
took the opportunity to make political speeches 
dealing with liberty, patriorism, and wisdom.

 The residents of Addis Ababa were 
gradually being attracted to these shows and start-
ed to pay entrance charges to enjoy the plays that 
were staged.  The plays, though, were not formally 
written.  Makonnen used to explain to the actors 
the gist of the play and the actors would then im-
provise on stage.

 During this period, there existed politi-
cal infighting between the patriotic forces and the 
exiles and those who had collaborated treachere-
ously with the Italian occupiers.  Key members of 
the Hager Fikir Association like Yoftahe Negussie, 
with the help of the then Mayor of Addis Ababa 
Dejazmach Demissie Amanuel, established their 
own organization.  The Addis Ababa Municipal-
ity Theatre and Music Popularization Office was 
established in the month of November 1946.

 Yoftahe Negussie, who was Vice Presi-
dent of the House of Representatives of the Ethio-
pian Parliament, inclined more on organizing and 
directing the popularization office.  The newly or-
ganized drama group was inaugurated in 1946 by 
Afework Adafre’s play, the title of which can be 
translated as “Pure Blood”.  The play was staged 
at the small capacity Municipality Hall (present 
day Arada Court).  Awlachew Dejene and Tesfaye 
Sahlu acted in the play.  The group also used to 
stage plays at the Patroits’ Association Office lo-
cated at Arat Kilo.

 The Addis Ababa Municipality Drama 
Group is recognized for introducing the country’s 
first professional actress, Selamawit G.Selassie.  
Male actors had previously acted in female roles.

 The Hager Fikir Association Build-
ing was first renovated in 1955 for the purpose 
of holding a photograph exhibition depicting the 
Emperor’s visit to the United States of America.  
Expansion work was done on the building in the 
following two years which, more or less, gave it 
its present shape.  At the same time, based on a 
proposal by the Mayor, Blata Zewde Belayneh, it 
was decided to build a big modern theatre at the 
place where the present Addis Ababa Municipality 
building is errected.  However, because it would 
have been impossible to start and finish the con-
struction in time for the occasion of the Emperor’s 
Coronation Silver Jubilee, it was decided to com-
plete the construction work on Cinema Marconi   
(Cinema Adwa) which had been started by the 
Italians.  This 1500 seat magnificent modern The-
atre which, to this day, has no equal, was inaugu-
rated on November  1955  named Haile Selassie I 
Theatre after the Emperor, (now National Theatre) 

Poet Laureate Tsegaye Ge-
bre-Medhin (1937-2006), 
for half a century had been 
continuously productive as 
a poet, playwright, essayist, 
social critic, philologist, histo-
riographer and dramatist. He 
is well remembered for his 
plays “Tewodros”, “Ha Hu Be-
sidist wer” “Ha Hu Weym Pe 
Pu” “Yeshoh Aklil” “Inat Alem 
Tenu” and the like. He had 
published a collection of his 
poems under the title “Isat 
Wey Abeba”. Tsegaye was 
also well known for introduc-
ing William Shakespeare’s 
plays to the Ethiopian stage.
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with the staging of a play called “David and Ori-
on”.  This play was written by Bitwoded Makonen 
Endalkachew, Ethiopia’s Prime Minister at the 
time, and was directed by Francis Zulbecker.  As 
a result of its merger with the theatre group of the 
Hager Fikir Association of the Municipality, it lost 
its autonomy.  The seats fixed in the new theatre 
were of European standard.  The sound system, 
however, was poor.  Tape recorders were used and 
the back doors of the stage were often hammered 
to create some sound effects.  This damaged the 
doors.

 Professionals like Tsegaye Gebre Med-
hin, Mengistu Lemma, Abate Mekuria and Tes-
faye Gessesse, who had developed their expertise 
in Theatre arts through education and personal 
effort, helped in developing the art by writing 
realistic plays,  acting and introducing directing 
techniques.  They ere also instrumental in the in-
troduction of plays based on social and political 
subjects and freeing plays from the domination of 
religious and moral themes.

 The Drama Society of the University 
College of Addis Ababa once performed Tsegaye 
Gebre Medhin’s English play, “Theodros” at the 
Ras Makonnen Hall of the University.  The Em-
peror was so impressed that he ordered the estab-
lishment in 1963 of the Bete-Kinetibebat We-the-
atre  (the present Cultural Centre).  This centre was 
engaged in staging a number of famous European 
and American Plays.

 Until the middle of the 1970s people 
like Matewos Bekele (who established the first 
private drama troupe), Melaku Ashagre and Eyoel 
Yohannes used to tour  the country trying to popu-
larize drama.  They were so successful that per-
forming plays during Parents’ Day in rural schools 
had became a tradition.

 After the 1974 Revolution, the plays 
staged reflected the political heat of the period.  
Until 1976,  the plays were based on subjects deal-
ing with political, economic and social problems 
existing under the previous government.  Later, 
until 1979, the plays usually reflected  the views 
and propaganda of the political organizations that 

were allied to the military government.  Histori-
cal plays were also being staged.  In this period, 
other theatres like the Municipality Theatre and 
Culture Hall as well as Ras Theatre were also used 
for staging the plays.  With the calming down of 
the political temperature, the themes of the plays 
presented to the public after 1981 were gradually 
changed from political to social.

 The first play specifically produced for 
children, “Gobeze”, was staged in 1982 at the Na-
tional Theatre.  The Hager Fikir Association The-
atre and Ras Theatre followed suit.  In 1989 the for-
mer Young Men’s Christian Association(YMCA) 
Hall at Arat Kilo started to stage plays dedicated 
for children and the youth.

 When  EPRDF came to power in 1991, 
new developments appeared with regard to the 
Arts.  The first and most conspicuous was the clos-
ing down of the office of censorship.  In line  with 
the principle of freedom of expression, laws were 
passed prohibiting censorship.  As a result,  plays in 
numerous Ethiopian languages, which previously 
were not in use for drama, started  being produced.  
Eight additional theatre halls have come on stream 
and have started presenting plays.  Six of these are 
in Addis Ababa – the Mega Amphitheatre, Pushkin 
Arts Centre, Alem, Sebastopol, Kokeb and Agona 
Cinema.  The other two are situated in Bahr Dar 
and Mekele.  It is envisaged that all regional states 
will build their own theatre halls.  Cornerstones 
have already been laid for the building of theatre 
halls in Mekele, Bahir Dar, Awassa and in Oromia.  
The Oromia Region, in addition, has also acquired 
land to build cultural centres in each of the ten sub 
cities of Addis Ababa.

 Plays performed on radio and television 
in the last five years have grown in number and 
improved in quality.  More than six hundred plays 
have been performed on the stages of Addis Aba-
ba.  The commencement of postgraduate studies 
in Theatre in Development at Addis Ababa Uni-
versity at the end of the second Millennium is a 
beacon of hope that the performing arts will grow 
even faster.

picture.4 - Young 
dramatists, Ale-
mayehu Taddesse 
and Hargewoine 
Asefa acting out 
Wudneh Kifle’s 
Merzama Tila  at 
the National Thea-
tre

picture.4
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Hager Fikir  
The Pioneer 
Theater 

he present Hager Fikir Theater got its name 
from the previous ‘Ye Hager Fikir Associa-
tion,’ which was founded on July 18, 1934. 

That was the time when the Fascist Italian army 
invaded Ethiopia. The Theatre was intended to 
motivate the public, to urge them to unite against 
the invading forces, and fight them bravely. 

 The Association started its first propa-
ganda at Bitowdid Haile Giorgis building near 

today’s Cinema Ethiopia. After a while, the agi-
tations  continued further in an organized way at 
Ras Hailu’s building situated around Menelik II 
Square.  
 Basically, the Association mainly aimed 
at making use of artists to motivate the public to 
defend their country. In arousing the people to 
keep their country’s sovereignty, the actors in the 
Association widely used wise men’s discourse, po-
ems, songs, and other art works.  Yofthae Nigussie  
/Poet, playwright and composer/, Kegnazmach 
Mengesha Kefela /discourse presenter/, Melaku 
Begosew /short play script writer/, Blata W/Gior-
gis W/Yohannes /journalist /, Besha T/Mariam 
/musician and actor/, etc were agitating the people 
until 1935 using their literary knowledge. Accord-
ing to documents, the Association’s movement 
was halted for some time because the invading 
Italian force occupied Addis Ababa. However, the 
Ethiopian patriots defeated the invaders in 1941 
The renaissance of the Association took place and 
it was organized in a new way. In 1942, the As-
sociation was called, literally “Ethiopian People’s 
Love for Country Association’. During that time, 
Mekonnen Habtewold played a leading role in 
gathering artists of various talents who came to-
gether and showed their talents in a professional 
way.  

 Based on this, many works of art were 
staged in the current little hall (the then Italian 
recreational hall). The numbers of the audiences 
were increasing steadily. Later on, the bigger 
Hager Fikir Theater Hall was inaugurated on De-
cember 19, 1954 with the intention of preparing 
a photographic exhibition on the Emperor’s jour-
ney  to the US. They started staging art shows  in 
the hall  and accommodating  a  big number of 
viewers. Due to this fact and with the intention to 
make the Theatre provide comfortable service to 
its customers, it was renovated and  its structure  
improved.The Theatre was consecutively renovat-
ed in the years 1968, 1973, 1974, 1983, 2001-02, 
2003, 2006,  and 2007. The number of  seats was 
increased from 700 to 845.

 The former name “Ethiopian People’s 
Love for Country Association” was renamed Hag-
er Fikir Theater in 1960. picture.1
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 This Theatre started out as  a traditional 
art center. Initially, individuals played traditional 
music.The first traditional music team was found-
ed in 1942 organized by Besha Teklemariam, a 
pioneer who gathered professionals and musical 
instruments from different parts of the country. 
The modern music team was founded in 1973. 
Starting from the time of their establishment, both 
the modern and traditional music teams have per-
formed standardized music for their audiences. 
Some of the music has become  unforgettable and 
classical. Those who were recruited as vocalists, 
instrument players, dancers and other artists also 
took part in staging theatre starting from 1942. 
However, beginning in 1982, the theater section 
was staffed with new manpower and provided 
with a budget. Thereafter, it has staged a number 
of popular plays.

 Although the Hager Fikir Theater started 
showing films in 1959, 10 years later in 1969 the 
audience was invited freely so that more viewers 
could be attracted to the art. Later, it screened mov-
ies for a paying audience till 2001, after which it 
stopped showing films for reasons associated with  
technical problems. However it gives services to 
screen  Amharic video films. 

 Hager Fikir Theater staged its works not 
only here in Addis but also in all parts of Ethiopia 
and other parts of the world i.e. Africa, America, 
Europe, the Middle and the Far East. Hager Fekir 
Theater staged Yekeletew Mender play for six 
years. The play focussed on HIV/AIDS, taking 
into account the socio-economic problems posed 
on the society by the pandemic. Yetelekech Jember 
also played  for four and half years, Balcha Aba-
nefso Yevenisu Negade (The Merchant of Venice) 
etc. are some of the plays staged  among others. 
All these works of art are very great and have in-
creased the size of the theatre- going audience.

 Beginning from its inception, many re-
nowned and respected artists emerged from the 
Hager Fiker Theater. Among these, the most prom-
inent are: Agegnehu Engida, Yoftahe Nigussie, 
W/Giorgis W/Yohannes, Demissie W/Amanuel, 
Melaku Begosew, Besha T/Mariam, Eyoel Yohan-

nis, Hajji Bedaso, Tesfa G/selassie, Mengesha Ke-
fela, Etagegnehu Haile, Manalie Lemma, Shishig 
Chekol, Nigatua Kelkay, Assefa Abate, Abera De-
sta/ Abera Jero /, Melaku Ashagre, Firew Hailu, 
Munaye Menberu and Zenebech Tadesse, /Chira 
Keresh/. These deceased  men and women of talent 
were great personalities  who will always remain 
in the hearts of the Ethiopian people for their tran-
scendent artistic works. There are also great living 
artists:Tilahun Gessese, Mahmoud Ahmed, Aster 
Awoke, Tamirat Molla, Belainesh Amede, Ge-
tamesay Abebe, Debebe Eshetu, Alemayhu Fenta, 
Kelemwork Debebe, Belay Jembere, Kurabachew 
W/mariam, Haile Michael Demissie, Hawa Talen, 
Hailu Disasa, Aberar Abdo, Astatekachew Yi-
hun, Menbere Tadesse, Abebe Temtem, Chirotaw 
Kelkay, Teshale Worku, Zinash Getachew and 
others.

 The age-old Hager Fikir Theater cel-
ebrated its 72nd anniversary in July 2007. It 
received a Golden Mercury Prize, various cer-
tificates, and gifts for its artistic service to interna-
tional peace and development and other sensitive 
issues. Currently, the Theater has 120 permanent 
and casual/ temporary/ workers. Its ultimate vi-
sion is to see people who are more committed for 
development. 
  

picture.1 - Hager 
Fikir Theatre
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Yared Music School
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usic education started in Ethiopia like any 
other education, in the 20th century. Be-
fore the establishment of the Yared Arts 

School, there had been different private music 
schools in the country. 

 Yared Arts School started operation with 
10 teachers in 1967 in the premises of the Addis 
Ababa University, admitting 25 students in its four 
or five sections. There were few pianos, flutes and 
string instruments. Traditional music education 
was included in the curriculum. 

 The Bulgarian Government, under a co-
operation agreement, built the music school with 
over 70 classrooms and a hall that accommodates 
350 persons. It also provided over 20 pianos, 
other musical instruments and four teachers for a 
two year term. It was in 1968 that the school was 
moved from the Addis Ababa University campus 
to its new building. Some 45 students, 30 new and 
15 old, were made to commence their education 
here. Initially, the school used to enroll students 
aged below 16 who had completed the 8th grade 
education. 

 The students who successfully attended 
both academic and music education for four years 
graduated with Diplomas. Those who attend aca-
demic classes up to grade 12 can also join the Uni-
versity so long as they pass the Ethiopian School 
Leaving Certificate Examination  (ESLCE). Com-
ing up with  a new curriculum in 1982, the school 
began recruiting new students who completed 
grade 10 and graduated them with a 10+2 Ad-
vanced Diploma. 
 
 As the demand for a new standard cur-
riculum arose, a research committee comprising 
seven teachers was established to see the experi-
ences of various colleges. The committee not only 
came up with a new curriculum that has seven 

disciplines but also raised enrolment criteria that 
included 2.00 GPA, and  a pass in an entrance 
exam. It has been graduating students after it was 
incorporated in  the AAU since 2001. The degree 
course takes five years to complete. The school 
currently has enrolled 123 students, of whom 30 
are diploma students, and the remaining are de-
gree and postgraduate music students. Except for  
two expatriates, the instructors are all Ethiopians. 

 The university envisages, by strengthen-
ing its internal structure, to provide music educa-
tion at Masters and PhD levels. The school has 
graduated some 700 professionals since 1970. 
These graduates are serving the country as teach-
ers, instrumentalists and trainers in various schools,  
the military corps, nightclubs, concerts, media and 
private institutions,  not mentioning those serving 
in America, Europe, Australia, South Africa, Ke-
nya, the Sudan, Djibouti and in Arab Countries. 

 Generally, the Addis Ababa University 
Yared Arts School teachers and graduates have 
contributed immensely for the development of 
Ethiopian music.    

Picture.1 - Mod-
ern Music in 
Addis Ababa. 
Italian Con-
ductor Liger 
Salvadi during 
the first decade 
of the 20th 
century.  
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 The Honorable Dr. Tilahun 
Gessesse, has been the number 
one singer in Ethiopia for over 
fifty years; he has entertained 
the peoples of Ethiopia with his 
countless melodies which still 
remain popular. The greatest 
ever Ethiopian singer has been 
an inspiration for many artists 
who came after him.    
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esearchers like Monfried and Francis Anfray 
have, since the 1920s, shown that Ethiopia 
has a Fine Arts history dating back to 2000 

B.C.

 Paintings, starting with those reflecting  
Byzantine art during the introduction of Christian-
ity in the fourth century up to the ones produced 
during the days of the Gondar Empire are proof of 
the long history of Ethiopian Art.

 The introduction of modern drawing 
techniques into our country is attributed to the in-
clusion of Art educations in school curricula when 
modern education was introduced in Ethiopia.

 The Late Dr. Girma Kidane, in his paper 
titled “Ethiopian Art and its Development” states 
that those who stood in the forefront for the inclu-
sion of modern art education in school curricula 
and the establishment of an art school were those 
who returned to Ethiopia having studied Art in 
France between 1923 and 1930.  These were Art-
ists Agegnehu Engida, Negadras Zerihun Domani-
co, and Artist Abebe Wolde Giorgis.

 Artist Ale Felegeselam, who returned 
home after obtaining his Bachelors Degree from 
Chicago University in 1954, started teaching Art 
to 15 students in the Ras Desta Building.  Senior 
government officials of the period visited Ale 
Felegeselam’s school.  With money obtained from 
a resource mobilization committee and support 
provided by the government, the present Arts and 
Design School was established in July 1958 in the 
premises of Menelik School.  Ale Felegeselam and 
Abebe Wolde Giorgis became respectively Direc-
tor and Deputy Director of the school.  The main 
objective of the establishment of the school was to 
produce contemporary artists and art teachers.

 The Addis Ababa University Arts and 
Design School, which celebrates its 50th Anniver-
sary at the start of the new Millennium, has to date 
graduated 612 artists with diplomas, including 83 
female and 529 male artists.  A total of 71 artists 
including 6 female and 65 male artists have gradu-
ated from the school with Degrees.  It has also 
graduated others by providing awareness creation 

training in its evening programmes.

          Since the establishment of the school,  paint-
ing, sculpture, and graphics art have been the ma-
jor areas of the training. Until 1983, the school 
gave training to young talented students who had 
completed Grade 8, for a period of five years.  
Beginning in 1983, however, the training period 
was shortened to four years.  The school, after its 
incorporation into the Addis Ababa University, 
has started to enroll students who have passed the 
national school leaving certificate examination.  
In addition to the previously mentioned areas of 
training, it is now graduating students with BA de-
grees in industrial design and in teaching art.

 The Addis Ababa Arts and Design 
School,  in the last fifty years, has helped our coun-
try to stand among the major countries in Africa in 
the field of art.  Both senior and young artists who 
have graduated from the school have, through the 
exhibitions of their works within the country and 
in the various countries in Europe and other devel-
oped countries, become a source of pride for the 
country.

Arts and Design School of 
Addis Ababa University 

R

Poet- Painter
Gebre Kristos Desta

“Self Portrait”
oil on hardboard,
70x50 cm.1961
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n its more than 120 years, Addis Ababa has 
seen four main stages of urban settlement pat-
tern and the types of architecture that went 

with them. The first period is the time between the 
founding of the city in 1886 up to the Italian occu-
pation. The second period was the years of Italian 
occupation, (1936-1941) during which significant 
improvements to its urban structure were made 
with the construction of some modern buildings. 
The third period, following the liberation and ex-
tending into the 1950s and the late 1960s saw a lot 
of improvement and modern buildings. What has 
been going on recently and what has been chang-
ing the city’s architectural picture appears to be 
what is called contemporary architecture. 

Architectural Features 
of Addis Ababa

Fasil Giorgis
Lecturer, Addis Abeba University

Picture.1
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picture.1 - Sheik 
Ojele’s House 

Picture.2 - St. 
Urael Church

Picture.3 - Afeni-
guse  Atnafe’s 
House

 The structures built during the city’s 
beginnings were mostly round houses similar to 
those of traditional highland Ethiopia. But those 
belonging to the nobility had their round walls 
raised high which gave them an oval shape at the 
top. These imitate more or less the model of the 
traditional palaces of  kings and villas of aristo-
crats. 

 The 1950s and 60s were times when 
Ethiopia was championing the cause of African 
Unity. As a diplomatic capital, Addis Ababa was 
expected to reflect a modern look. Emperor Haile 
Selassie used the modern look to reflect the idea 
that Ethiopia is a civilized state with a national 
vision. At the time it was necessary to express 
civilization and modernity with trendy physical 
structures. Hence, except for several praiseworthy 
examples, the idea of reflecting our cultural heri-
tage or values was not given that much attention.

 Among the architects at the time was the 
Swiss-French Henri Chommet who designed the 
main transaction section of the National Bank in 
the form of the traditional rural hut with a high rise 
attached to it. These buildings have served as an 
emblem of the National Bank for a long time. The 

same architect designed the big thatched roof cot-
tages that have given the neighborhood its name 
Sar Bet (literally meaning house of grass)
 These are the round, tukul-like modern 
residential houses with thatched roof found near 
the Pushkin Square and still in use. The concept 
of Ethiopian architecture, or preserving and incor-
porating the country’s historical heritage in build-
ings, is expressed in two ways: The first is to take 
certain elements or physical features that appear 
in our historical architectural heritage like Axum, 
Gonder and Lalibela and, as it were, to paste these 
onto modern buildings. The second, and the one 
that has depth in its approach is to deliberately 
give value to traditional architecture, space and 
the environment and build by integrating these in a 
style that is suitable for the contemporary purpose 
in question.

 The main ECA building is among those 
that can be mentioned as an example of the first 
kind: On both the left and right walls of the main 
building we see multi-colored patterns of tradi-
tional Ethiopian woven cotton work design. Like-
wise, attempts have been made to affix windows 
of Lalibela in the Coffee and Tea Building near 
Mexico Square and on the last floor of the new 
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National Bank Training Institute Building. Of 
those that show a better way of borrowing from 
ancient architecture are the shops of the Women’s 
Development Association Building in front of the 
Estifanos Church – these are traditional Ethiopian 
tukuls significantly modified for the purpose. The 
main ten-floor-building too follows the architec-
ture of Axums’s palaces.

 In the original central body of the Ad-
dis Ababa Hilton, there appear recurrent window 
designs taken from the rock-hewn churches of 
Lalibela; and its three-storey annex constructed 
much later contains many features of Lalibela’s 
architecture that are better adopted and executed 
than at the beginning.

 The International Evangelical College, 
located on the main road between the headquarters 
of the AU and Pushkin Square, also follows the 
second mode of dealing with traditional architec-
ture. The layout of its buildings is in fact based on 
the shape of the Lalibela Cross while their roofs 
and corridors have inherited the styles of the old 

houses of Addis Ababa. Another instance worth 
mentioning is the new building of classrooms 
within the compound of Alliance Ethio-Française. 
The building as a whole follows the styles of Ad-
dis Ababa’s old buildings, whereas the classrooms 
are such that they look out over the garden of the 
compound and at the building of the first school in 
the country opened by foreign interests.

 A fence is one of the characteristics of 
residential houses and some big buildings in Ad-
dis Ababa. Fencing is a feature borrowed from the 
traditional homestead. But having made it to the 
country’s main metropolis, it took on its own new 
character. The fences around some of the houses 
appear taller and make use of stronger materials 
than the main structures. 

  To appear different or stand out above 
others seems a trend with our wealthy compatri-
ots. Some architectes argue that this trend harms 
the city’s architectural aesthetics and the harmony 
of the buildings.

To mitigate the prevailing housing problem, the City Administration devised a five year 
plan to construct 192,500 condominiums for middle and low income citizens. So far, the 
construction of 33,000 have been finalized and the construction of 38,000 more condo-
mininums started at the beginning of the Millennium. This will give the city a modern look.
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 When we look at the buildings con-
structed during the past ten years, especially those 
owned by private developers, they seem to follow 
the same tune. Most of the people of wealth com-
missioning building projects travel to Dubai, look 
around, come back and reproduce the architecture 
they saw there.

 And the condominiums being built 
by the government are aimed at making citizens 
home owners but their repetitive designs and sheer 
number do not promote creativity in architecture. 

 We could ask why the link of contempo-
rary Ethiopian architecture to its traditional ante-
cedent is weak. The answer could be attributed to 
the radical nature of the changes the city has been 
forced to go through under the differing political 
orders, which fact worked against continuity. Nei-
ther traditional architecture nor building methods 
and materials have received that much attention in 
the curriculum of our academic institutions. Nani Building
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he traditional dress is one of the many 
cultural and historical symbols by which 
Ethiopia is well known.  And the source of 

this traditional dress is the art of weaving.

 Even though there is no written record 
on when and how weaving started in Ethiopia, 
Cheril explains it has nevertheless been practiced 
well over one thousand years.

 The art of weaving which is very old 
was introduced in the city of Addis Ababa by 
members of the Gamo nationality who came from 
the highlands of Gamu Gofa  beginning in 1905. 
They  came to the city for different reasons.

 Studies indicate that when Menelik  in-
corporated Gamu Goffa into his Empire in 1907, 
he returned from his campaign, recruiting soldiers 
and loyal workers from amongst members of the 
nationality.  Also, as a result of the expansion of in-
frastructures in the city, many daily laborers came 
to the city from the different parts of the country.  
This  included members of the Gamo nationality.

 The third reason is the flocking into Ad-
dis Ababa of a great number people of the Gamo  
nationality to pay taxes to Menelik and to present 
their various complaints. Further, as indicated by 
Bekele Zeleke (1980), members of the Gamo  na-
tionality estimated to number thirty to fifty thou-
sand had traveled to Addis Ababa  in 1907 with 
Fitawrari Habte Ghiorgis, Menelik’s Defense 
Minister, upon his return to Addis Ababa after vis-
iting the Region. 

 Reasons cited for why the Gamo  started 
their weaving profession include the low remuner-
ation from construction work and the absence of 
an appropriate body to receive their tax payments  
and presents to the Emperor. As a result of this, 
they used to pass their time idly sitting around the 
palace. When the problem became exasperating, 
they started to engage themselves in weaving with 
the use of the tools they had brought with them.  It 
is the culture of the Gamo to carry with them their 
weaving tools when they leave their locality and 
travel. 

 At that time, the Gamo weavers carried 
out weaving activities in two ways.  One was a sit-
uation where they would install their weaving ap-
paratus in the verandahs of the persons who  com-
mission them to make them the garments. They 
were in return given their daily food for what they 
produced.  After they complete their daily weaving 
activities, they would go to a place called ‘Ameri-
can Gibi’ (American Compound) to pass the night 
there.  The other was being employed and working 
at the Emperor’s palace.  

 Garrtson has written (1981) that 50 
weavers out of those engaged in the work were 
sent to Ankober to learn the weaving art of Shewa.  
In this manner, the members of the Gamo  nation-
ality became renowned as weavers, specially with    
the advent of the social and economic growth 
manifested in Addis Ababa during 1904-1907.

 At this time, the social regard given by 
residents of Addis Ababa to the weavers of the 
Gamo  nationality and other non-Gamo  weav-
ers was very low.  The profession at that time was 
looked down upon.  

 Some members of the Gamo  national-
ity  returned to their birth place after saving some 
money which they assumed to be ‘enough’.  This 
was because weaving in the highlands of the 
then Gamu Gofa region was a highly respected 
profession.  In addition, finished cotton products 
imported to Ethiopia during this period came to  
control the garment market of the city.  The people 
of Addis Ababa also showed preference to the gar-
ments produced locally in different factories. This, 
in turn, resulted in the decline of the incomes of 
the people engaged in the traditional way of weav-
ing.  As a result of the economic hardship that this 
caused, non-Gamo  weavers left the vocation.

 Beginning in 1912, woven garment 
was in high demand.  Workers of the palace and 
residents of Addis Ababa who had preferred fac-
tory produced garments came to consider woven 
clothes known as “Habesha Dress” as manifesta-
tions of their identity and began to wear them on 
holidays, such as Epiphany, Easter, Christmas, 
etc.  Also, woven clothes came to reflect the so-

 History of Weaving in the 
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Picture.1 - A 
modern embroi-
dered dress by 
designer Kalkidan 
Hayelom and Me-
konen Yilma

Picture.2 - The 
art of weaving 

cial, economic, cultural and political outlooks of 
those wearing them on different occasions and on 
Sundays.

 During the time that the weaving art 
became popular in the city of Addis Ababa until 
1993/94, the materials which were produced in 
great quantity included different outfits applicable 
both for men and women.  The weavers were us-
ing different raw materials for the work and it was 
possible to assert that its market was limited only 
to local consumption.  It is true some Ethiopians  
carried with them some woven products while 
traveling abroad.

 After 1993/1994, it was common to see 
new products of weaving, raw materials, clothing 
and jewelry. Particularly, this was evident with 
Ethiopians taking their education abroad (Europe 
and USA), in universities and colleges providing 
lessons on fashions and design. Their participation 
in the discipline after their return to their coun-
try  contributed tremendously to the growth of the 
weaving skill.

 In addition to this, the successive train-
ing provided by the Institute of Ethiopian Studies 
in collaboration with UNESCO to weavers, and 
the government’s initiative to organize the pro-
fessionals under an Association has greatly con-
tributed for the positive change manifested in the 
sector.

 Also organizers of fashion shows and 
the mass-media have served as a bridge between 
the consumers and the producers in promoting the 
product.  In this respect, woven products which 
have appeared as modern styles are able to attract 
the attention of the youth.  The production of gar-
ments from woven materials such as shorts,skirts, 

shawls, bags and different articles have enabled 
the youth to start considering the utilization of wo-
ven products.  And this has in turn enabled people 
to use their home-made products and to be proud 
of them.

 The Ethiopian Diaspora and friends of 
Ethiopia have also opened the door for the export 
trade of woven materials by promoting the prod-
ucts and the Ethiopian culture abroad.  However, 
our country is not a direct beneficiary of such ex-
port products.  The products are taken out of the 
country via individuals’ traveling bags but not 
through an appropriate export channel.

 Therefore, in order to benefit highly 
from the sector, much has to be done in promot-
ing the products abroad through organizing trade 
shows.  It will also be appropriate as one medium 
of promoting the products for Ethiopians coming 
from abroad to play a significant role in this re-
spect.  And stakeholders who have a role in the 
sector need to play a vigorous role to contribute 
highly to the development of the sector so that wo-
ven materials can also become one source of for-
eign currency generating income for  our country. 

Picture.2
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BUSINESS AND 

ECONOMY  

• It is a historical fact that Ethiopia is one of the few countries of antiquity 
that were using money for buying and selling.

• The history of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE) dates back to the es-
tablishment of the Ethiopian Government Bank, in August 1942 with an initial 
capital of one million Maria Theresa thalers.

• Modern insurance business came to Ethiopia for the first time in 1905 
through the then Egyptian Bank.

• Mercato, over the decades, grew so much that  it has become today the 
largest open-air market in Africa.
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t is a historical fact that Ethiopia is one of 
the few countries in antiquity that were us-
ing money for buying and selling.  Although 

modern banking is the product of the 20th century, 
Ethiopia had established a system of using money 
for exchange long ago.

 The use of coins for trade started in the 
3rd Century A.D. during the days of the Axumite 
Empire and lasted until the 8th century A.D., The 
24 kings who reigned during this period had is-
sued their own coins bearing their individual faces 
stamped on them.  There were over 500 kinds of 
these coins that were mass produced for circula-
tion. Coins  made of gold, gold and silver, as well 
as gold, silver and copper and  minted in differ-
ent shapes and sizes were in use until the fall of 
the Axumite Empire in the 9th century A.D. after 
which the barter system of trade came into use.

 In 1894, long after the fall of the Axumite 
Empire, an Ethiopian national currency was issued 
and attained mass circulation.  This currency got 
popular acceptance after Ethiopia defeated Italy at 
the battle of Adowa on March 2, 1896.  Various 
appreciative sayings were  pronounced reflecting 
that the new system of trading was superior to the 
cumbersome use of the amole, a bar of salt that 
served as money. Yet, there was resistance from 
some conservative peasants.  The opposition of 
these people arose from the fact that the figure on 
the coins was the face of the Emperor with only a 
profile of his face being shown.  The conservatives 
had surmised that half a face could only belong to 
the devil; hence their refusal to accept the coins.  
Although the usage of money started at the time 
of the Axumite Empire, the use of banks started 
much later during the reign of Emperor Menelik.

 The first bank that was established in 
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Ethiopia was the Bank of Abyssinia, and that was  
in 1905.  This bank was established through the 
National Bank of Egypt.  At that time, Egypt was 
under British rule.  Emperor Menelik signed a 50-
year management and guarantee agreement with 
D. Mac Gillivary representing the National Bank 
of Egypt.  The agreement stipulated that:

• No other bank would be established in the coun-
try.
• The bank had the power to print money.
• The government could print money only through 
the bank, 

 It was decided that the bank would 
have a starting capital of 500,000 pounds sterling.  
Of this amount, one fifth would be paid directly 
with the remaining to be collected from the sale 
of shares in major cities like London, Paris, New 
York, Berlin, Rome, Vienna, Cairo, and Addis 
Ababa.

 Following the above mentioned agree-
ments and others, the bank officially started busi-

ness on February 15, 1905 under the management 
of the National Bank of Egypt.  D. Mac Gillivary, 
representative of the National Bank of Egypt, be-
came Governor of the Bank.  The first bank notes 
issued by the Bank of Abyssinia were printed in 
London between 1914 and 1915.  During this pe-
riod, the bank had issued 280,000 dollars worth of 
notes with 500, 100, 10, and 5 dollar denomina-
tions.

 The coming to power of Emperor Haile 
Selassie I opened a new chapter in the develop-
ment of banking and money.  A few years after 
coming to power, the Emperor closed the then 
Bank of Abyssinia because of its incompetence 
and inefficiency.  In its place was established the 
Bank of Ethiopia which started business in Oc-
tober 1931 with 750,000 pounds sterling capital.  
Other private banks also started business enabling 
the financial system to function under the rules of 
market competition.

 The Bank of Abyssinia had been func-
tioning as both a commercial bank and a central 
bank.  In 1963, it was decided that the two func-
tions – those of a commercial bank and a central 
bank – should be the responsibilities of two sepa-
rate banks.  In December 1964, the National Bank 
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of Ethiopia started functioning officially as the 
central bank of the country.  Menassie Lemma, an 
Ethiopian, was appointed Governor of the Bank.  
Among the powers entrusted to the bank was the 
power to print and circulate money, manage for-
eign currency and regulate financial institutions. 

 Since the Derg Regime was running a 
command economy, financial institutions were 
made to function accordingly.  During this period, 
the private banks and insurance companies that 
had started to grow when Emperor Haile Selass-
ie I was in power, were nationalized and closed 
down.  Only financial institutions of the state were 
functioning.  After the fall of the Derg in 1991, the 
situation once again changed.  The policy of free 
market economy was re-introduced.  This policy 
helped to create the environment for the establish-
ment and growth of numerous private financial in-
stitutions.  In addition, the macroeconomy of the 
country improved.

 Currently, in addition to the govern-
ment-owned banks and insurance company, 8 
privately owned banks and 7 insurance companies 
are operating through their branches established 
throughout the country.  Apart from these, 27 mi-
crofinance institutions have been established and 
are now playing a major role in providing credit 
especially to people engaged in small business.  
The Ethiopian National Bank, which oversees 
these financial institutions, is now engaged in 
playing a big role in strengthening the financial 
sector of the country through improving its control 
mechanism and evaluating policy alternatives.

 The National Bank of Ethiopia, as the 
country’s central bank, has been given numerous 
powers and responsibilities.  Among these, the 
major ones are the powers and responsibilities
 to :-

• Have coins minted and bank notes printed and 
control their circulation.

• Issue and implement foreign currency policy 
and administer the country’s foreign currency re-
serves.

• Authorize the establishment and control of 
banks, insurance companies and microfinance in-
stitutions. 

• Represent the country in concluding agreements 
with international financial institutions and banks.

• Advise the government on matters pertaining to 
finance.
 In general, the National Bank of Ethio-
pia, since its establishment in 1972 and through 
the times of the three governments, has been, and 
still is engaged in wide-ranging economic and 
financial activities that are basic to the develop-
ment of the country.  It is expected that by more 
vigourously continuing along this line in the new 
Millennium, the bank will contribute its share so 
that Ethiopia’s financial sector will play a signifi-
cant role in the national economic development 
initiatives of the Government. 
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Abyssinia, mother 
of all banks in 
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Abyssinia
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he history of the Commercial Bank of 
Ethiopia (CBE) dates back to the establish-
ment of the Ethiopian Government Bank 
in August 1942 with an initial capital of 

one million Maria Theresa thalers. The Ethiopian 
Government Bank was responsible for the central 
bank’s activities apart from its Commercial Bank 
services. As an agent to the Ministry of Finance, 
it had the mandate of printing notes and minting 
coins. 

 The Proclamation of Finance and Bank 
of July 1963 decreed that the Ethiopian Govern-
ment Bank be re-established in order to conduct its 
business, based on commercial codes and shares. 
On the other hand, the Ethiopian National Bank 
was given a mandate by special proclamation to 
serve as the Central Bank of the country. 

 When CBE started its activity, it had a 20 
million birr paid up capital, divided into 200,000 
shares- 100 birr each. It was five governmental or-
ganizations that bought shares and established the 
bank. Besides the Ministry of Finance which was 
the major shareholder, Ethiopian Electric Power 
Authority (EEPA), Ethiopian Airlines (EAL), 
Ethiopian Development Bank (EDB) and Ethio-
pian Cement Corporation were also shareholders.       

 Except for the responsibilities bestowed 
legally on the National Bank, the property, man-
date, benefits and special rights were inherited 
by the CBE. Accordingly, the headquarter in 
Addis Ababa, and all the branch offices together 
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with their account and capital were transferred to 
CBE. 

 In fact, CBE had opened a bank profes-
sionals training center in an effort to address its 
shortage of trained personnel. The Center, run 
under the National Bank of Ethiopia, is trying its 
level best to solve staff competence problems of 
finance and insurance institutions throughout the 
country. Undoubtedly, the experience of the CBE 
has motivated the Ethiopian Airlines (EAL), the 
Ethiopian Roads Authority (ERA), the Ethiopian 
Electric  Power Corporation (EEPC), Ethiopian 
Telecommunications Corporation (ETC) and other 
organizations to establish similar training centers 
of their own. It is the Ethiopian Commercial Bank 
that helped Addis Ababa University to start teach-
ing Banking in  its extension program by paying 
for the lecturers.

 The Bank’s overall activity, especially 
during the Socialist regime (1974 – 1991), could 
not move as fast as it used to due to the command 
economy the country had adopted then. Besides, 

all banks were confiscated by the government 
and put under the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. 
However, this does not necessarily mean that the 
number of branches, workers and the bank’s capi-
tal had not increased. After the downfall of the 
Derg regime, a free market economy was intro-
duced in 1991. This has enabeled private banks 
to emerge. Following 1991, free market economy 
was launched and this has led to the proliferation 
of banks, and sustainable development in the fi-
nancial sector in general. Following this, the Ethi-
opian Commercial Bank was restructured in 2002 
and became a governmental development firm. 

 CBE has contributed, and is still contrib-
uting greatly to the banking industry in Ethiopia. 
It has not only provided financial and technical as-
sistance to private banks, but it is also rendering 
loan, transfer, savings, currency, interest, foreign 
exchange, ATM and other services. As a member 
of the “Principal Plus” at the international level, 
it has already finalized preparations to provide its 
customers Visa card services. Moreover, it has al-
ready started connecting its branch offices in Ad-
dis Ababa through Wide Area Network /WAN/, 
which enables its customers to access the service 
they desire. 

 Alternatively, the establishment and 
proliferation of private banks has, in turn, im-
mense contribution for the development of the 
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. Their emergence 
has helped CBE to become competitive by im-
proving its overall activities and  introducing a 
modern banking system that makes it a standard 
bank internationally. The bank will always support 
and serve developmental investors in Addis Ababa 
and development endeavors throughout the coun-
try. 
 CBE is also providing loan services to 
the city residents who buy condominium houses, 
covering 80% of the total cost of the houses. The 
80% loan is to be paid within 15-20 years with low 
interest rates in line with the agreement reached 
between the Bank and the City Housing Agency. 

 Until July 2007, CBE had opened 45 
branches in Addis Ababa and 148 branches all 
over the country with over 7,600 workers, having 
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odern insurance business came to Ethio-
pia for the first time in 1905 through the 
then Egyptian Bank. The bank, being an 
agent of foreign banks, used to sell insur-

ance for fire hazards and maritime mishaps for 
foreign companies. 

 According to a study conducted by the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, there were 19 in-
surance companies in 1954, of which all except 
Imperial Insurance which was founded in 1959, 
were foreign owned. They had agents in ports and 
areas near to ports where there was hot business. 
For instance, 19 of them had agents in Addis and 
10 in Asmara. Even when their number reached 33 
in 1968, it was only Imperial Insurance that was 
local.  

 Through time, insurance activity ex-
panded and, as such, there were 30 foreign and 
10 local insurance companies in 1975 functioning 
either as branches or agents. As the business ex-
panded, a proclamation  No 281/1970 was enacted 
on October 8, 1970  to administer and control 
them. This provided for the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry to take on the duties and responsibilities 
of administering insurance companies. An Insur-
ance Councilor and Controller office was also es-
tablished. 

 Providing licenses to 15 local compa-
nies, 6 representatives, 7 brokers, 11 loss adjust-
ers, and 3 actuaries, the office helped expand the 
insurance activity in the country. In fact, it was 
the Ethiopian Insurance Corporation which was 
established in 1976 that started to provide the ser-
vice, being the only service provider in the sec-
tor. When the Corporation was established under 
Proclamation No. 68/1976, it started functioning 
by integrating and taking the liability with a paid 
up capital of 11 million birr. 

 The Corporation had controlled the 
market for 19 years without any competitor. How-
ever, when transition was made from a command 
economy to a free market economy in 1991, the 
insurance sector, like other sectors, was opened to 
investors through Proclamation No. 68/1994. As 
a result, eight insurance companies commenced 
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providing services to their customers. 

 The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation has 
achieved remarkable results during its 31 years of 
existence and service. From the corporation’s 180 
sales representatives in 30 branch offices, the so-
ciety gets not only enough awareness about insur-
ance but also becomes beneficiary of the services. 
As public awareness grew, the company and its 
services grew too in leaps and bounds. Apart from 
raising its manpower from 494 to 1285, it also in-
creased shareholders’ assets and reserve capital to 
201.8 million birr. The accident coverage that was 
only 13 billion birr in 1976 has now reached 74.1 
billion. On the other hand, its premium has grown 
from 50.5 million to 377.2 million birr. Its paid-up 
compensation rate grew to 131 million birr from 
1.6 million. This is not to mention its yearly profit 
that shot up from 15.2 million to 944 million birr. 
So far, the Corporation has paid 3.2 billion birr in 
compensation to its clients for property or life haz-
ards. The Corporation is currently doing its level 
best to be competitive in the market and to be a 
world-class insurer. 

 Apart from providing compensation 
during accidents, the Ethiopian Insurance Corpo-
ration also sponsors various socio-economic and 
cultural activities in an effort to participate in the 
overall development of the country. It is now un-
dertaking the newly formulated financial service 
reform program in order to become competitive 
and provide its customers reliable and fast service. 
The objective of the reform is to provide better 
service to customers and bring tangible changes in 
its system. 
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    A Few Things about Mercato
ANCHIN AYEHU

ercato is the name of the area found in the 
western part of Addis Ababa where Addis 
Ababa’s main market is located.  Mercato 

is a place that is both a business and a residential 
area for Ethiopians regardless of their places of 
origin.

 The old Addis Ababa market came into 
being with the founding of Addis Ababa as the 
Ethiopian capital around 1886 just beneanth the 
present St. George’s Cathedral.  Professor Richard 
Pankhurst, in an article in the February 2000 issue 
of Mercato Magazine, quotes the British ethnog-
rapher Percy Powell – Cotton who described the 
market as he saw it in 1900.  

 To the market place in Addis Ababa 
come grains and spices, peppers and con-
diments from every corner of the Kingdom,  

coffee from Harrar and Lake Tana, cotton 
from the banks of the Blue Nile, gold from 
Beni Shangul, and civet from the Oromia 
Region, while salt from the far north of the 
Tigray Region and were changed at the 
then rate  for a dollar.  Fine cotton sham-
mas, heavy burnouses of black, blanket – 
like cloth, jewelry and arms, saddlery and 
ploughs, all are here.  In fact here you can 
feel the commercial pulse of Abyssinia, 
gain some insight into the present state of 
her civilization, and gather what she had 
to offer in exchange. 

 Professor Pankhurst goes on to in-
form us that “most of the traders sat in booths or 
upon piles of stone, though there were also a few 
nearby shops run by Indians, Syrians, Armenians 
and Greeks.”  The market continued to grow and 
change, particularly after the arrival of the Djibou-
ti railway in  Addis Ababa  in 1915.

  Fascist Italy invaded Ethiopia  in 1936. 
With their racist policy, they planned  to settle 
Ethiopians in the western part of the city.  As a 
result, the market was relocated from its old loca-
tion.  

 There it started to be known by its pres-
ent name Mercato, which is the Italian word for 
market. Several areas in Addis Ababa are still 
known by their Italian names, namely Piazza, 
Casa Inches, and Casa Popolare.

 An elderly person, a trader at that time, 
is reported to have said the following to a journal-
ist about the relocation.

 The invaders moved the market from 
the vicinity of St. George Cathedral to the 
place they called Mercato declaring that it 
was now the market for black people.  We 
were taken there.  The area was covered 
with forest at the time … The Italians al-
lotted to each trader plots of land measur-
ing two square meters. I received a plot 
of land in the area that is now called the 
‘miltary tera’ . I started  trading in tradi-
tional clothes. We were each made to pay 
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rent to the Italians of two birr per month.

 Mercato, over the decades, grew so 
much that  it has become today the largest open air 
market in Africa.

 According to recent information  from 
the Addis Ketema Sub-City, Mercato has a popu-
lation of around 140,000.  The number of regis-
tered businesses is close to 15,500.  Some 170,000 
to 200,000 people visit Mercato each day.

 Several sites  and buildings registered 
as national heritage are also found in Mercato. 
St. Raguel Church, the Grand Anwar Mosque, 
Amanuel Church, the residence of Fitawrari 
Habte Giorgis which later served as the American 
Embassy and currently serves as the Yemen Com-
munity School, and the four big stores that were 
built by the Haile Selassie I Foundation are some 
of them. 

                    Like the old Addis Ababa mar-
ket described by Powell-Cotton, Mercato is a 
place where one can feel the commercial pulse 
of Ethiopia. Most of the commodities that Percy 
Powell – Cotton saw being sold at the old Addis 
Ababa market in 1900 are still being sold in Mer-
cato – grains and spices, peppers and condiments, 
etc.  The kinds of piles of stones on which trad-
ers sat are still today being used by many traders 
in Mercato side by side with modern buildings 
housing wholesale and retail shops where innu-
merable kinds of consumer and durable goods are 
sold.  Some of these goods are produced locally 
and some others imported from all over the world. 
They vary from simple home-made articles to the 

latest electronic products.  In short, Mercato offers 
goods for all tastes.

 Songs have been written in praise of 
Mercato personifing it as a mother who always has 
something for each of her children.

 Notwithstanding the above, Mercato has 
faced many problems. There are serious problems 
of housing, sanitation and overcrowding. The 
streets   are too narrow to provide enough space for 
the numerous vehicles flocking to the area. There 
are no proper street lighting and sewage services. 
As in  many developing countries, child labour 
abuse and shortage of public recreation centres are 
evident  in the area.

 Residents and businessmen of Mercato 
and the Addis Ababa City Administration seem to 
be aware that these and other problems are prov-
ing obstacles to efficient business activities and 
economic development.  In recent years, efforts  
have been made to clean up the area, plant trees 
and flowers arround squares,  upgrade alleys, in-
stall lighting, and  enforce business laws and regu-
lations. 

   
  Addis Ababa is now welcoming a new 
Millennium.  Mercato which has been, and is pro-
viding so much service to so many, deserves to be 
looked after. To this end, the city administration 
should  mobilize the goodwill and cooperation of 
the city residents. The Federal government should 
also be involved since Mercato and Addis Ababa 
belong to all Ethiopians. A concerted effort must 
be exerted in formulating effective plans and in 
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• The climate of Addis Ababa is suitable for both 
the residents and tourists when compared to 
many other cities of the world.

• About 150 historical sites and buildings in Ad-
dis have been identified in the master plan and ac-
knowledged in legal instruments.

• The Sheraton Addis which began its operation on 
February 28, 1998 is the first Luxury Collection 
Hotel in Africa.
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ourist attractions of Addis Ababa can be di-
vided into two major categories. These are 
natural and man-made  (historical and cul-

tural) attractions.

 From a tourism vantage point, what are 
known as natural tourist attractions are climate, 
water bodies (ocean, sea, rivers, lakes, hot springs, 
etc), flora and fauna, landscape, etc. Of these 
aforementioned attractions, only few are found in 
Addis Ababa.

 The climate of Addis Ababa is suitable 
for both residents and tourists when compared to 
many other cities of the world. Some prominent 
people say that one of the reasons behind the city’s 
selection for the seat of the Organization of Af-
rican Unity, now AU, and UNECA is its suitable 
climatic condition.

 Even if Addis is located at only 9 de-
grees latitude north of the equator, its average tem-
perature is not greater than 16 degree centigrade, 
which makes it ideal for living. The city has a sa-
lubrious climate. Next to the Latin American cit-
ies of La Paz and Kuyto, the city of Addis is said 
to be the 3rd highest city in the world. Currently, 
since Mount Entoto has become part of the city, 
the city’s rank may change to first or second. 

 One of the peculiar characteristics of the 
city is that it has a number of mountains that ap-
pear placed to safeguard the security of the city, 
among which Entoto, Wochecha, Yerer, Furi, Zi-
qualla, and Menagesha are worth mentioning. 

 Although it may be difficult to cite all 
mammals in Addis, researches have ascertained 
that there are over 250 bird species in the city and 

its environs, which are good tourist attractions.  
There are also a few indigenous plant species  in 
parks, churches, palaces, embassies, etc.

 No doubt, one of the attractions that led 
to the establishment of Addis in the first place,  the 
Finfine hot spring, should not be forgotten. Other 
factors that figured in  the birth and development 
of the city are enormous.

 Man-made or historical and cultural at-
tractions are divided into movable and immovable. 
The latter include historical monuments, churches, 
palaces, museums, old buildings, etc. Heritage 
that are considered immovable and intangible are 
cultural living styles, various festivals, traditions, 
songs, music, poems, folklore, religious celebra-
tions and ritual performances, wedding ceremo-
nies, funeral and mourning rites, plays, tales,  and 
many other cultural and historical assets of the 
various nations and nationalities of the country.

  Addis has seen, since its establishment 
in 1887, some four governmental palaces. Except 
for the Grand Palace, which is now serving as a 
government office,  the rest are visited currently 
by tourists. The first historical palace, Menelik’s 
court, is located at the top of the Entoto Moun-
tain. The 70 square meters palace is oval in shape, 
made of juniper plywood and lined with stripes. 
There is a big hall adjacent to it held banquets for 
ordinary people on festive occasions. hall where 
the king invited ordinary people for some festive 
occasions. 

 The other palaces worth visiting are Ge-
nete-Leul and Iyobeleyu palaces. The former is 
located in the premises of  Addis Ababa Univer-
sity and currently houses the Institute of Ethiopian 
Studies and the Ethnographic Museum.  The latter 
is reserved to visits only by special guests at the 
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consent of the government.

 Over 100  Orthodox, Catholic, Greek, 
Armenian and Protestant churches, and 140 big 
and small mosques exist in Addis Ababa. How-
ever, those that are well visited by tourists are the 
older ones. For instance, Arada Giorgis, Entoto St. 
Mary and St. Raguel Churches, Holy Trinity Ca-
thedral, Ankorcha  rock-hewn Church, the Catho-
lic Nativity and Holy Savior Churches, and the 
Greek and Armenian Churches in the Piazza. Of 
the mosques, the Grand Anwar Mosque is worth 
visiting. 

 Most of the statues erected on the main 
squares of Addis Ababa are not only associated 
with struggles against fascist invasions but are 
also reflections of the atrocities committed by 
the Italian fascists against the people of Ethiopia. 
Menelik, Abune Petros, Martyrs (Sididst Kilo), 
Liberation (Arat Kilo), Lion of Judah (Lagahar), 
Lion of Haile Selassies (the National Theatre), 
Tiglachin (Tikur Anbesa Hospital), Ras Mokonen, 
Sebastopol (Tewodros Square), Marx and Pushkin 
monuments are the main ones. All in all, there are  
fifteen statues in Addis Ababa.

 The museums in Addis house, among 
others, human fossils, movable artifacts, and re-
ligious and cultural items of the diverse nations 
and nationalities of the country. Religious, gov-
ernmental as well as private organizations run the 
museums. The main museums in the city include 
the Ethnographic Museum at the  Addis Ababa 
University,  the Entoto St. Mary Church, the Holy 
Trinity Church, the Be’ata Church, and St. George 
Museum, the Natural Science Museum, the  Na-
tional  Postal Museum, and the Addis Ababa Mu-
seum.

 Several annual festivities are celebrated 
in Addis Ababa in connection with religious be-
liefs. These festivities create opportunities for 
people to meet, worship, dance, and sing. Apart 
from their cultural and social benefits, the festivi-
ties have an immense role to play in boosting the 
tourism industry. Tourists flock to the city during 
the festivities  in order to see, photograph and 
document the festivities for themselves. When 
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they travel, lodge, eat, drink, and amuse them-
selves, they obviously generate foreign ex-
change, thereby boosting socio-economic ac-
tivities in the city. Of the Orthodox religious 
celebrations, Meskel (the founding of the True 
Cross), and Timket  (Ethiopian Epiphany) are 
mentioned as the most remarkable. Similarly, 
Ramadan (Id Alfatir) and Id Al Adha (Arafa) 
are marked as important Muslim holidays. 
Most of the festivities are held  at the house-
hold level and are not widely made open to the 
tourism market. The above-mentioned are the 
only open-air celebrations noted as  important  
enough to be publicly honored. Especially, 
Meskel and Epiphany are well known; others 
need extensive promotion to enhance income 
generated from the tourism sector.

 It was Empress Taytu who first 
set foot in Addis Ababa  and established her 
own residence, Subsequently, Menelik II built 
the Grand Palace near Arat Kilo. Following 
Menelik’s example, residences built by lead-
ers, army officers, prominent personalities, etc, 
are at present  living proof of the old beautiful 
architecture. They are not only the reflections 
of foreign art (Indian, Greek, Armenian and 
nationals of other countries) but also combine  
Ethiopian designs that attract tourists.

 According to a study conducted by 
the Ministry of Culture and Sports in 1998,  
there are 124 historic buildings going back 
to the city’s inception in 1884 up to the 1936 
Italian invasion. these include four palaces, 93 
houses of prominent personalities and 24 pub-
lic buildings, not to mention the 40 churches 
and 30 other architectural edifices registered 
by the Ministry.

 The city’s master plan revised be-
tween 1993 and 2003, 33 churches, two 
mosques, 77 residences of prominent personal-
ities, 26 public buildings and 134 old buildings 
as landmark structures. Since Addis Ababa is 
the gateway for foreign tourists, the city should 
make use of this opportunity to promote its 
tourist attractions and benefit out of it. 

 Addis Ababa is not only a city 
where  the terminal of the Ethiopian Airlines 
is located, but it is also a destination for other 
renowned airlines of the world. Tourists com-
ing to Ethiopia and transiting through Addis 
spend some days in the city. Any tourist who 
comes to visit the historical sites in Ethiopia 
does not directly fly to the sites and may spend 
some time in Addis. Before visiting the nearby 
sites like the Rift Valley, Debre Libanos, the 
Nile gorge, the Tiya stele, the Adadi Mariam 
rock-hewn Church,  Melka Kuntroue,  and the 
national park located  at only 250 km distance 
from Addis, many tourists stay in the city.

 Art galleries in Addis are the least 
visited and they make the least income from 
the tourism sector. Even if there are over 15 
registered art galleries in Addis, they are not 
given due attention and are often considered as 
artifact shops. Although some present art ex-
hibitions, most have done nothing worth men-
tioning and are not well known by tourists. 

Picture.2 - “Tigla-
chin” Statue

The visionary Habte Selassie Tafesse, popular-
ly known as “the inventor and father of Ethio-
pian Tourism” has  contributed greatly to the 
overall economic development of the coun-
try. He coined the most popular phrase, “13 
Months of Sunshine” and traveled through-
out the country to trace the major historical 
routes. Habte Selassie  spent his own savings 
to purchase touring vehicles and form a tour 
operating organization, to take pictures of 
Ethiopia’s major tourist attractions and publish 
big size posters. He also founded the duty free 
shop-Tourist Trading Enterprise. Habte Selas-
sie is a living national treasure by himself.
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t is evident that many tourists flock to his-
torical cities of the world in order to visit 
their architectural designs. For instance, the 

Paris, and the Czech Republic’s capital Prague  
are two cities visited for their beautiful and 
breathtaking architecture. This has enormously 
helped the cities earn high income from the 
sector, thereby contributing to the development 
of the economy of the cities and the countries 
in general. 

 On the other hand, those cities that 
are on a fast track of development face high 
population pressure and are, therefore, obliged 
to provide infrastructure, housing and other 
services following the high population influx 
to the city centers. Such crucial problems fac-
ing the cities have made natural and cultural 
heritage to be given lesser attention, especially 
in cities of developing countries. 

 However, it is essential to make de-
velopmental efforts go in line with   protect-
ing heritage. About 150 heritage sites and 
buildings in Addis have been identified in the 
master plan and acknowledged in legal instru-
ments. Solutions for protecting and safeguard-
ing the heritage have been sought. Among the 
heritage, there are 35 churches and mosques, 
26 public and governmental service delivery 
buildings, 72 residences of former prominent 
personalities  and 17 monuments. In general, it 
can be said that the heritage are not given due 
attention by way of protection and renovation. 
To give insight to the state of the heritage, we 
will have a bird’s eye view of some of the sig-
nificant historic buildings in Addis Ababa. 

    Etege Taytu Hotel   

 Historical documents show that 
Etege Taytu Hotel is the pioneer hotel in Ethio-
pia. It is situated around Piazza. The hotel has 
two main gates of which the first gate faces Eri 
Bekentu area of Arat Kilo and a road that leads 
to the Grand Palace. The second gate faces the 
road that leads to Cinema Ethiopia.

 The main building of the hotel is a 
one-story building with verandas all around the 
building and is built on higher ground; it over-
looks other buildings in the compound. The 
other six buildings lined up to the right and left 
of the main building are mostly found in the di-
rection of the gate leading to Eri Bekentu. The 
rooms have been built following cascading 
steps and these make them look very attractive. 
Above all, the main hotel and the six buildings 
look like twins when viewed from the top.

 Moreover, the steps of the building 
and the garden which leads to the gate of the 
building (via the main gate of the building) 
provide magnificent beauty to the surrounding 
area. Since the main building is located at the 
top, it is possible to see some parts of the city, 
standing on the veranda of the hotel. The hotel 
has splendid beauty and a multitude of memen-
tos in remembrance of Empress Taytu’s great 
historical contribution.

Mohammed Ali’s Building 

 Documents indicate that this building 
was built by a rich merchant called Moham-
med Ali in the era of Emperor Menelik II, for 
shops and stores. Currently, the house serves 
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as the Old Post Office in the metropolis. The main 
building that serves as the post office overshadows 
the other two buildings inside the compound. 

 The building has similar architectural 
designs in the left and right wings and it has a 
raised central roof, which magnifies the gate of the 
building. In addition, the oval shape of the win-
dows gives the building additional beauty. 

 Since the building was built of stone and 
has been recently renovated, it is found in a good 
condition. However, the doors and windows are 
losing their beauty nowadays because they had 
been over coated with corrugated sheets of iron 
when the house was renovated. Moreover, some 
of the windows are serving as notice board, hiding 
and spoiling the beauty of the building.

 The Residence of
Negadras Haile Giyorgis Agidew

     The residence of Negadras Haile Gi-
yorgis is situated in Arada Sub-City. The one-time 
residence of the prominent Ethiopian figure, Ne-
gadras Haile Giyorgis later on served as the first 
municipality of Addis Ababa. This historic house 
is found near Menelik II Square. It was built from 
stone, wood and mud according to the  architec-
tural design of the period.

 The circumference of the building has 
a veranda and elevation. One looking at its front 
view can simply see that both the left and the right 
wings have been constructed in a similar style. 
Since the house was the first municipality build-
ing, it was registered as a historical heritage con-
sidering that it exemplified the architectural design 
of the period. However, since the building was not 
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given due attention and was not renovated, it is  in a 
critical state of being run down. 

Abune Petros Monument

 One can easily locate Abune Petros Mon-
ment near the Municipality, on the road from Mercato 
to Piazza and at the junction of the road from Piazza 
to the Asko-Ambo road. It is the near the Menelik 
monument opposite St George Cathedral, and locat-
ed within 200 meters distance. This monument was 
erected in one of the city’s Squares and hence the 
Square was named after Abune Petros, the martyr. 
 
 Due to his staunch resistance to Italian he-
gemony over Ethiopia, he was executed by the Facsist  
snear the fence of the former Ethiopian Radio station. 
The statue was erected after victory in memory of his 
martyrdom. The monument’s historical significance 
is immense.

Mahatma Gandhi Avenue 
 
 The previous maps of the city reveal that 
this avenue connected Lagahar and Piazza before the 
opening and construction of the Churchill Avenue. 
The Gandhi Avenue connects the road from Tewodros 
Square to Mahmoud Music Shop at the Piazza.  On 
this avenue, there are a number of G+1  type old build-
ings. They are attractive with their beautiful verandas 
and elevations, which had been built following the 
slope of the upper edge of the street. The verandas of 
most houses are decorated with woodwork and give 
particular beauty to the buildings. The buildings are 
very attractive but these days, taller buildings erected 
as the result of various investment activities taking 
place in Addis Ababa are replacing them.

Alfred Ilg’s Residence 

 The house was the property of Alfred Ilg, 
a special advisor and one of the closest companions 
of Menelik II. His residence consecutively served as 
the first modern school, the French embassy and the 
residence of Blatten Geta Lorenzo Tazaz during Haile 

Selassie’s reign.

 The building was constructed in a purely 
traditional mode and its shape is oval, having thatched 
roofs. The internal ceiling was made from local and  
traditional material, which attracts the attention of  
visitors.

 What makes the house historically impor-
tant is that its owner made immense contribution for 
the country’s development and it is in commemora-
tion of that fact that the house was made to become the 
first modern school in Addis Ababa.  This traditional 
building of Alfred Ilg is located near the Eri Bekentu 
Bridge. However, the recently built condominiums 
have already overshadowed its beauty. Therefore, 
it is advisable that when buildings are constructed, 
they must be built in consultation with the National 
Cultural Heritages Authority, the Addis Ababa Plan 
Preparation and Follow up Department and the Addis 
Ababa Tourism Commission.   
 
 Most of the above-mentioned builings have 
been severely damaged over time as a result of the 
long service they have provided or because they are 
renovated without taking into consideration their for-
mer structure. Worse, some have vanished altogether.

 Those that have vanished are warning 
sirens for those that are on the verge of disappear-
ing. Heritage sites and buildings symbolize culture, 
history and the psychological make up of the given 
society not to mention the huge income that could 
be generated from them. When we say that heritage 
symbolically represent the people of a given country, 
it should not also be forgotten that they must be given 
the necessary attention. Therefore, when we think of 
infrastracture development, the human and social de-
velopment must not be put aside. Both need balancing 
so as to bring sustainable development.      
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Picture.3 - Alfred 
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desk of the Etege 
Taytu hotel  

Picture6 - Taytu Ho-
tel -the first Hotel 
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he Sheraton Addis which began its operation 
on February 28, 1998 is the first Luxury Col-
lection Hotel in Africa. It is a member of the 

Star Wood’s Hotels and International Recreation and 
Entertainment Share Company.  The hotel is situated 
at a distance of 7 km from the Bole International Air-
port, on top of a small hill, near the National Palace 
and at the center of the city of Addis Ababa.    

 Sheraton Addis has 293 comfortable and 
modern rooms of which 33 are special saloons. Each 
room is furnished with 2 telephone lines, (1 line for 
internet use) air conditioning system, electrically op-
erated small coffee room and safe box, satellite tele-
vision, office table, bathroom and a fire extinguisher. 
A direct in-ward telephone line is also available in 
each of the rooms.  All the rooms have DVD playing 
equipment. The hotel also has self-contained private 
villas.  

 Moreover, it has 11 banquet and conference 
halls which can accommodate up to 1500 persons at 
one time. The commercial center incorporated within 
the conference facilities provides an efficient comput-
er, secretarial, internet, color photocopying and fac-
simile services.  In addition to the servies described 
above, the center also provides office complexes, 
mobile and laptop rental service.  It also provides 
wireless internet service at some particular locations 
within the hotel’s premises. To fulfill the needs of 
its guests, the hotel provides various types of inter-
national dishes.  Amongst such services, the Italian, 
Indian and French special dishes are some, while an 
international catering lounge and the lounge located 
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near the swimming pool can also be cited here. The 
hotel has generally five catering and entertainment 
service providing centers.

 The health club of the hotel provides swim-
ming facility, as well as Sauna and Jacuzzi bath and 
massaging service.  The melody that comes out from 
the swimming pool and the reflection of different 
lights creating a kaleidoscopic color effect over the 
water of the pool during the evening give a magnifi-
cent look to the surrounding area.

 The music of different countries performed 
in the Gas Light Club is stunning and the dancing floor 
is always full with people enchanted by the tunes of 
the different beats.

 At the Sheraton Addis, it is an everyday 
phenomenon to observe everywhere a feeling of con-
tinuous hilarity that lasts from dusk to dawn since 
the club provides dazzling musical entertainment  
equipped with modern light and sound systems.  The 
different bars and lounges also offer various types of 
beverages that cater to the tastes and desires of the 
guests of the hotel.

 A water purifying machine equipped with 
modern technological amenities is available only at 
the Sheraton Addis.  The water purified by this ma-
chine is ascertained to be free from any bacteria.  
In addition to this, the hotel has never encountered 
power failure as new generators with the capacity of 
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producing high voltage electric power are in use.  The 
hotel is also constructed in such a way that it can pro-
vide service for the handicapped.  Special rooms are 
available for this purpose.  

 Sheraton Addis was awarded the African 
Ultimate Award for the years 1999-2001.  This prize 
is awarded to it by an international prize awarding in-
stitution which works in monitoring and ascertaining 
the provision of quality services.  The Committee en-
trusted with this responsibility is supported by the As-
sociations of world renowned hoteliers’ group as well 
as by the International Travel and Tourism Council.

 In 2006, Sheraton was also awarded two 
prizes.  These are the 2005 African LRA and the Afri-

can Guest Satisfaction Index (GSI) prizes.  The LRA 
Award ascertains Sheraton Addis to have maintained 
the luxury collection standard for the service and 
quality it provides and the GSI is a standard that pro-
vides grades on the basis of the satisfaction the guests 
of the Hotel have derived.

 Sheraton Addis will continue to remain the 
most preferred hotel in the Ethiopian Millennium by 
maintaining a sustainable profit for the owners of the 
hotel as well as for the International Hotel and Re-
storers’ SC also by further enhancing its goodwill and 
fame through employing efficient professionals as 
well as by providing full satisfaction to its guests.
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DIPLOMACY

• Addis Ababa’s lasting imprint on Africa lay in its role in the founding of 
the Organization of African Unity (OAU). The call for African unity picked 
up steam after the independence of Ghana in 1957. 

• In October 1896, Ethiopia, as a sovereign country, signed a peace 
treaty with Italy. Immediately after that Italy, France, and Great Britain 
sent their pleinpotentiary ministers and established their respective le-
gations in 1896 in Addis Ababa.
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n just over a century, Addis Ababa has gone 
through several transformations. The city was 
founded in the late 19th century as the royal 

capital of Menilek II, then king of Shewa. Following 
Menilek’s succession to the throne in 1889 as king 
of kings, Addis Ababa (New Flower) entered a new 
phase as Ethiopia’s imperial capital. By the dawn of 
the 20th century, Addis Ababa had become home to 
several foreign legations, but its real commercial sig-
nificance would not take off until the arrival of the 
railroad in 1917. During the Italian occupation (1936-
1941), Addis Ababa’s overall status could only be de-
scribed as paradoxical. On the one hand, anticipating 
Addis Ababa’s eminent fall, the Ethiopian govern-
ment moved its capital to the remote town of Gore. 
On the other hand, under enemy occupation, Addis 
Ababa experienced rapid growth and modernization. 
It emerged, in fact, as the de facto capital of Italian 
East Africa, and its socio-cultural experience was not 
unlike the experience of other colonial capitals.

 The diplomatic and political history of Ad-
dis Ababa encountered another twist in the immediate 
years after liberation from Italian occupation. Having 
assisted in dislodging the Italians from northeast Af-
rica, British forces did not leave Ethiopia. Rather, as 
implied in the 1942 Anglo-Ethiopian treaty, Ethiopia 
was seen as “occupied enemy territory” and placed 
under the control of the British East African Military 
Command with headquarters in Nairobi. The 1944 
Anglo-Ethiopian treaty, the result of intensive diplo-
matic haggling, restored Addis Ababa’s political and 
territorial sovereignty in all the provinces outside Er-
itrea and the Haud, a district in Ogaden that the Brit-
ish refused to relinquish because of its water wells.   
The restoration of the Ogaden and Eritrea in 1948 and 
1952, respectively, finally followed, bolstering firmly 
Ethiopia’s territorial integrity.

 As government self-confidence gradually 
grew, Addis Ababa had to face new challenges in 
the areas of international diplomacy. Haile Selassie’s 
government responded to such exigencies with the 
pursuit of assertive and diversified foreign policy. On 
the one hand, it revived and strengthened prewar ties 
with the United States and Western Europe. On the 
other hand, it invested resources in cultivating close 
friendship with third world countries. The result of 
such aggressive self-projection in international poli-

tics widened, from Bandung to Accra, from Geneva 
to New York, and was carried out by Ethiopia,  rep-
resented by seasoned diplomats whose views on Afri-
can issues commanded particular attention.

 Ethiopian pro-African policies became 
firm from the mid-fifties on. In 1957, four years af-
ter Ethiopia’s admission to FIFA, Ethiopia with three 
other countries helped found the Confederation of the 
African Football in Khartoum. In 1958, Addis Aba-
ba became the seat of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Africa, popularly known as the ECA. 
In November 1960, Ethiopia and Liberia brought to 
the Hague-based International Court of Justice the 
contentious issue of Namibia, one of the League of 
Nations’ mandate colonies before it fell under direct 
South African rule. The Namibian case dragged on 
for several years until the court finally decided to drop 
it on technical grounds. Given South Africa’s intran-
sigence to diplomatic pressures, Addis Ababa would 
serve as host to a group of African National Congress 
fighters in 1962, among them Nelson Mandela, of-
fering them training in guerilla warfare and various 
subversion tactics.

 The mid 20th century represented a trans-
formation in Addis Ababa’s social life as well. For a 
while, in fact, leisure and idealism seemed to share 
a common platform, with Addis Ababan bars and 
nightclubs jockeying for expressive pan-African 
names. Such popular spots in the capital included the 
East Africa Bar, Uhuru Bar, Kilimanjaro Bar and the 
Harambee Hotel. Other clubs were either named after 
one of the African heroes, as in Patrice Lumumba Bar 
and Jomo Kenyatta Bar, or simply bore the name “Af-
rica” as in Hotel D’Afrique and African Unity Bar.

 At the institutional level, while the launch-
ing of the Ethiopian Airlines as the first trans-continen-
tal carrier expressed the pragmatic side of Ethiopia’s 
Africa policy, the Haile Selassie I Trust Scholarship 
Program added an exciting intellectual dimension. In 
1959, a group of thirty foreign students, mostly from 
the neighboring East African countries, arrived at the 
then University College of Addis Ababa sponsored by 
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the program of the educational institution. In 1963, 
the Haile Selassie I Prize Trust began to offer annual 
awards to international scholars who made outstand-
ing contributions in various areas, including Ethio-
pian and African studies. As its preamble stated, the 
Prize Trust sought the “strengthening of the spiritual 
and cultural bonds between the Ethiopian people and 
the peoples of the African continent and the whole 
world.” Between 1963 and 1974, the Prize Trust dis-
pensed annual monetary awards to fifty distinguished 
candidates, among them the black American profes-
sor of history, William Leo Hansberry, the British 
Africanist, Basil Davidson, and the Senegalese poet 
laureate, President Leopold Sedar Senghor.

 Addis Ababa’s lasting imprint on Africa lay 
in its role in the founding of the Organization of Af-
rican Unity (OAU). The call for African unity picked 
up steam after the independence of Ghana in 1957 
led by its ambitious prime minister, Dr. Kwame Nk-
rumah. In April the next year, Nkrumah convened in 
his capital Accra the first “Conference of Independent 
African States,” followed by “All African Peoples’ 

Conference” eight months later. Ethiopia participated 
in both.

 By the time the Second Conference 
of the Independent States convened in Ethio-
pia in June 1960, pan-Africanism was no lon-
ger a monolithic concept. Nkrumah, a visionary 
to unify Africa insisted that Africans should first 
seek the “political kingdom” as the prerequisite 
to economic progress. His opponents, the cooper-
ationists, associated integration with the loss of sov-
ereignty and spoke in vague terms about the need for 
some type of nonbinding federation. Haile Selassie, 
a gradualist, espoused an intermediate position. He 
expected the implementation of certain fundamen-
tal requirements before the dissolution of political 
boundaries, among them a uniform banking system, 
educational and cultural exchange programs, and the 
building of transnational roads and air services.

 Nigeria’s hosting of the third all-African 
conference in January 1962 coincided with the split-
ting of the pan-African movement, the Casablanca  
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and Monorovia groups. The Casablanca Camp, made 
up of countries such as Ghana and Morocco, called 
for immediate unification while the Monrovia Camp, 
composed of countries such as Nigeria and Liberia, 
favored loose political cooperation. African unity 
seemed an impossible task following the boycott of 
the Lagos conference by the Casablanca group.

 Fortunately, as home to the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa had 
already situated itself as a neutral city, making it pos-
sible for the opposing camps to attend the historic 
summit in May 1963. In his opening address, Haile 
Selassie spoke of unification as an evolutionary pro-
cess. To that end, he introduced a modified version 
of his Lagos proposal, which called for the creation 
of the Organization of African Unity, and among 
whose responsibilities included laying the ground-
work for subsequent political integration. The draft 
did not fully satisfy either camp; some of its points, 
like a joint defense pact and an African university, 
were dismissed as too ambitious. The document was, 
nonetheless, regarded as the final synthesis of ideas 
and a logical compromise, hence its unanimous ap-
proval and the birth of the OAU. In recognition of 
Ethiopia’s adept diplomacy, the OAU would situate 
its headquarters in Addis Ababa and nominate Haile 
Selassie as its first chair.

 Over the last four decades, Addis Ababa 
has hosted numerous continental and international 
gatherings of all sorts. The decision by the African 
Union, successor to the OAU, to keep its headquarters 
in the Ethiopian capital is great testimony to the city’s 
overall popularity among African heads of states. 
This is not to say the city has faced no challenges. 
In the 1970s, for instance, the sights of bullet-riddled 
bodies strewn in the streets, most of them victims of 
the infamous Red Terror, had no doubt raised serious 
moral questions on Addis Ababa’s status as Africa’s 
capital. Poor infrastructure, inadequate medical fa-
cilities, periodic power blackouts and water shortage 
continue to be major reasons for those who wish to 
see the AU’s head office out of Ethiopia.

 Addis Ababa’s logistical nightmares, enor-
mous as they are, reflect the overall conditions of 
Third World cities. The argument put forth about Ad-
dis Ababa’s lack of modern amenities, therefore, says 

more about detractors’ political motives than a genu-
ine concern for AU’s welfare.

 On the contrary, Addis Ababa claims sev-
eral unique advantages that make it the most ideal Af-
rican capital. First, compared to other African cities 
of similar size, New Flower enjoys a lower crime rate 
and a more affordable cost of living. Second, the city 
has a long and rich experience with foreign guests, 
so much so it has now become fashionable for neigh-
borhoods in the city to name themselves after nearby 
embassies. Third, Ethiopia’s multiple religious identi-
ties (Christian, Islamic, Jewish, and traditional), make 
Addis Ababa a place where visitors of all creeds can 
practise their faiths without public intimidation.

 Finally, as critics often point out, Ethio-
pia suffers from a geographic disadvantage, given 
its location at one end of the continent. What such 
opponents ignore is, however, Ethiopia’s place as a 
cultural crossroads. Ethiopia is, in fact, one of the few 
countries where the major African linguistic groups 
(Kushitic, Nilo-Saharan, and Semitic) criscross. Even 
if one takes seriously the conventional divide of Afri-
ca in terms of black Africa versus Arab North Africa, 
Ethiopia, given its historic ties with the Middle East 
on the one hand and continental Africa on the other, 
becomes the place that transcends such distinctions. 
In other words, multiple socio-cultural and historical 
heritages make Ethiopia a genuine microcosm of Af-
rica. Hence, Addis Ababa’s legitimacy as a continen-
tal capital.
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s a result of the sacrifice it has been making for 
freedom over the years, Ethiopia has been able 
to defend itself from aggression perpetrated 

against its sovereignity by Turkey, Egypt, and Italy.  
In 1896, it came out victorious, defeating the Italian 
army at the Battle of Adowa. 

 In October 1896 Ethiopia, as a sovereign 
country, signed a peace treaty with Italy. Immediately 

after that, Italy, France, and Great Britain sent their 
plenipotentiary Ambassadors and established their re-
spective legations in Addis Ababa.  In the following 

ten years, Russia, Germany, and the United States of 
America signed treaties of friendship and trade and 
established their legations in Addis Ababa.  During 
the period between the death of Emperor Menelik in 
1913 and the Italian invasion in 1936, Turkey, Egypt, 
Greece, Belgium, Sweden, and Japan had appointed 
resident representatives at the consulate and legation 
levels.  Diplomatic relations, which were severed be-
cause of the Italian invasion from 1936 to 1941 were 
re-established at embassy level. 

 Furthermore, between 1941 and 1958, 
eighteen countries established their embassies in Ad-
dis Ababa. Ethiopia, which had safeguarded its sov-
ereignty and served as a symbol of freedom when 
other African countries were languishing under the 
yoke of colonialism, and which had also championed 
the cause of freedom for African countries, was able 
to gain a high degree of credibility and recognition 
among the newly independent African countries.

 As a result of the diplomatic work done by 
Emperor Haile Selassie I at the time, and the con-
sent given to the United Nations that the Ethiopian 
government was committed to provide the necessary 
land and building, it was decided to establish the Eco-
nomic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa.  This 
organization was established in Addis Ababa in 1958  
in a fully furnished and appropriately equipped build-
ing constructed at a cost of Birr 5,514,696.69.  

 African countries that were freed from the 
yoke of colonialism were divided into two groups, 
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namely the Casablanca and the Monrovia group.  Emper-
or Haile Selassie I, by sending his representatives to the 
different African countries and engaging in tireless diplo-
matic initiatives, succeeded in bringing about reconcilia-
tion between the two groups.  In May 1963, leaders of the 
independent African countries met in Addis Ababa and 
established the Organization of African Unity by sign-
ing its charter.  The Secretariat of the Organization was 
established in Addis Ababa in the building and premises 
donated by Ethiopia. Accordingly, Ethiopia shall always 
be recognized in Africa history and that of the rest of the 
world for its effort in bringing peace to the African re-
gion.

 As a result of the establishment of the two inter-
national institutions in Addis Ababa the ECA and the AU 
(formerly OAU), the city has become the capital of Af-
rica.  Consequently, the number of embassies and consul-
ates as well as offices of international organizations (not 
including NGOs) established between 1958 and 2007 has 
reached more than one hundred.

 The new Ethiopian Millennium provides a good 
opportunity for opening a new economic chapter and pre-
senting various other benefits to Ethiopia.  The Ethiopian 

Millennium has now also been named the African Millen-
nium. This presents an opportunity for restoring the good 
name of the country which has for various reasons been 
tarnished; and for the strengthening the ideals of peace, 
harmony, development, unity, and mutual respect.  
 
 The tourists coming from the different coun-
tries of the world during the Millennium celebrations 
will be visiting our historical and cultural assets.  Hotels 
and other businesses will be presented with the opportu-
nity to upgrade their services and activities.  Above all, 
Ethiopians who had at various times emigrated to other 
countries would have the opportunity to come and meet 
their friends and relatives who they have been missing 
and their country which they have been nostalgic for. It 
is everybody’s conviction that in the new Millennium our 
regional and international relations will develop further 
and that numerous new secretariats and embassies will be 
established.  
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• It was at the 1960 Rome Olympic Games that the Ethiopian hero Abebe Bikila, 
ran barefoot and won the first gold medal for himself and for his country. Since a 
then, the legacy remained in the hands of Ethiopians.

• ...there were 10 buses in green and yellow colors which were put in use.  

• In an effort to bridge the gap and make education accessible to all, the Addis 
Ababa Education Bureau has undertaken a number of activities in bringing quality 
education.

• The library started service with books donated by the Emperor himself.

• On the basis of the request made by Emperor Menelik, the Russian Red Cross 
medical team was treating the wounded at the battle of Adowa,

• The coinciding of the 100th year of service of the Ministry of Justice and the 
Ethiopian Millennium has a special place in the Ministry. 

• The service of an organized police force commenced in Ethiopia in the era of King 
Sebtah in 2545 B.C.
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Addis Ababa- the Arena of Sports
                                    
                              Ministry of Youth and Sports

ports has been and is  a universal pastime 
that refreshes both body and mind. Disre-
garding  race, color, religion, nationality, 

belief, sex, age, education, geographical location, 
etc, it is a side activity of mankind, beyond the 
mundane concern of working for a livelihood.

 Sports make outstanding contributions 
towards all human endeavors, i.e. in relation to so-
cial, economic, cultural,  relationships and preva-
lence of peace.

 It was at the 1960 Rome Olympic Games 
that the Ethiopian hero Abebe Bikila ran  bare foot  
and won the first gold medal for himself and  for 
his country. Since then, Ethiopians, have tried to 
live up to his legacy and largely succeeded. 

 Abebe won for the second time at the 
1964 Tokyo Olympic Games. Mammo Wolde, fol-
lowing in the footsteps of Abebe, won the Mara-
thon race at the Mexico Olympic Games in 1968.
    In the world of athletics, particularly in 

the long distance race, no country has as impres-
sive a record as Ethiopia. In every international 
competition, the green shirted Ethiopian heroes 
and heroines often monopolize the medals indi-
vidually, and sometimes in groups. That is why 
the foreign media nicknamed them “The Green 
Flood” at the Sydney Olympics.

 In the past fifty years, Gold Medalists 
like Abebe Bikila, Mamo Wolde, Miruts Yifter, 
Derartu Tulu, Haile G/Sillassie, Belayneh Din-
samo, Birhane Adere, Gete Wamie, Fatuma Roba, 
Million Wolde, Gezahegn Abera, Sileshi Sihin, 
Meseret Defar, Turunesh Dibaba and Kenenisa 
Bekele became and some still are shining stars in 
the world of long distance athletics not to mention 
the countless silver and bronze medalists. 

 Nowadays, winning at the Olympics 
has become commonplace for Ethiopian athletes. 
They  worry little about defeating athletes of other 
countries. Usually, their opponents are their fellow 
comntrymen or country  women. In the absence 
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of their compatriots, they compete to break the 
record itself and usually do. Almost all of these 
heroes and heroines   reside in Addis Ababa. They 
do training  in the hills surrounding the city.

 Abebe Bikila and Mammo Wolde  left a 
precious legacy to their successors. Miruts Yifter  
retired some two decades back. Nonetheless, sea-
soned athletes like Haile G/Selassie and Derartu 
Tulu  and many other young upcoming athletes 

are on their toes, ready to pounce on the medals at  
the Beijing Olympics. During the last months of 
the second Ethiopian millennium and at the dawn 
of the third, Kenenisa, Meseret, Turunesh, Gete, 
Birhane and Haile have come up with victories at 
the 5000 and 10,000 meter race and at the Mara-
thon race breaking world records. These victories 
are green lights for the Green Shirted “Green 
Flood” signifying the inevitable victory at the up-
coming Beijing Olympic Games.

picture.1 - The  Addis 
Ababa Stadium

picture.2 - The pride 
of  Ethiopia, the 
invincible patriots 
also known as “The 
Green Flood“ arriving 
at Bole International 
Airport adorned with  
Olympic gold medals.
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 Contrary to athletics, Ethiopia’s football is 
in a state of regression. Due to its global nature, sports 
can not remain confined within a definite geographi-
cal boundary and obviously some types of sports have 
crossed border to Ethiopia.  The first type of foreign 
sport introduced to Ethiopia in 1924 was  football.

 Yidnekachew Tessema (1921-1987), who is 
considered the father of modern sports in Africa  con-
tributed greatly for the development and populariza-
tion of sports in Ethiopia and the rest of Africa. Yid-
nekachew’s contribution started with his pioneering 
efforts and subsequent success in establishing the Af-
rican Soccer Federation (CAF) in 1964. Yidnekachew 
served successively as Deputy President and President 
of the Federation from 1964 to 1987. He was also a 
member of the African Sport Congress, International 

Olympics Committee, FIFA 
and African Olympics Com-
mittee. 

 In 1957, four years af-
ter Ethiopia’s admission to 
FIFA, Ethiopia, with three 
other countries, helped 
found the Confederation of 
African Football  (CAF) in 
Khartoum.

 After liberation in 
1941, football was played 
mainly among expatriates in 

Ethiopia, and  later between the British teachers and 
students of Dagmawi Menelik and Teferi Mekonnen 
schools.

 In 1936 the St. George football club was 
established officially in Addis Ababa and in 1937 the 
Hamassien Football Club came into existence as a lo-
cal club in Eritrea.

 Addis Ababa hosted the first championship 
in 1944.  The first five contestant groups were formed 
out of the British armed forces, Greeks, Armenians 
Italians as well as Ethiopians under the only local 
club by the name of St. George.

  Ethiopia, setting up its first national team, 
played international games against Djibouti in 1948, 
Egypt in 1957 and Israel in 1967.

 The enhancement of  domestic and interna-
tional football tournaments became the driving force 
for the municipality to erect the Addis Ababa Stadium 
in 1948.

 Addis Ababa did not only herald the birth of 
football in our country, but it also introduced pioneer 
institutions that introduced and expanded other types 
of sports.

 From among these institutions the Young 
Men‘s Christian Association (YMCA) is placed at the 
forefront when it comes to the  development of sports 
in general.  YMCA,  following its foundation in 1948 
in Addis Ababa, introduced basketball, volleyball, 
various types of gymnastics, and badminton. It has 
made great contributions towards their development.

 It is long since sports became a serious       
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concern of nations and governments. Thus, the 
Federal Government of Ethiopia established a  
pertinent governmental body, and national policies 
on sports continue to be given due attention. The 
government is also  exerting great efforts, by mo-
bili ing the peoples participation, to expand sports 
centers, creating capacity building opportunities, 
and producing  athletes that can edify the name 

and reputation of the country on the international 
arena.

 We are determined and prepared to 
achieve the above mentioned objectives and bring 
about characteristic changes in the new Millen-
nium through the participation of the public, par-
ticularly through youth- centered efforts.  
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Addis Ababa City Bus 
Enterprise

he Addis Ababa City Bus Enterprise was es-
tablished in 1943 under the name of “Yehezb 
Mamelalesha” (Public Transport) by the then 

Ministry of Works and Communications with ve-
hicles, spare parts and garages confiscated from the 
defeated Italian army of aggression.

 After attaining legal personality, it became 
a share company on December 1951.  At the time, 
there were 10 buses in green and yellow colors.
 
Their routes (from 1943 to 1949) were:-
Route No. 1
Legehar through Belai Zeleke Road until the turn to 
Kechene (two buses)
Route No. 2
Old Airport – Menelik II Square (two buses)
Route No. 3.
De Gaul Square – Lam Beret (two buses)
Route No. 4
De Gaulle Square – the then “Iyassu Tebel” (Joshua’s 
‘s Holy Water) or “Beredo Fabrica” (Ice Factory) 
– Gulele (two buses).

 Currently, the enterprise has 120 employees 
including expatriates.  Until 1958, the tariff was 40 
cents for a round trip and 20 cents for a single trip.  
However, after 1958 the charges came down to 25 
cents for a round trip and 15 cents for a single trip.

 In the same period, an alternative mode of 
transport which were in operation were small taxis 
dubbed “Kurukur” and horse-drawn carriages, charg-
ing from 25 to 75 cents depending on the distance 
travelled.  In 1961, horsedrawn carriages were sent 

out of commission.

 In 1960, the number of routes reached 14 
and the number of buses in each route grew to three.  
This time, new routes to three nearby towns were 
opened which include:

Merkato- Holeta
Merkato – Sebata
Merkato – Burayo

 In 1964, the enterprise purchased 20 Mer-
cedes buses and opened an average sized office at its 
terminal in Mercato. With expatriate staff laid off, its 
management was fully run by Ethiopians. In 1965, 
the enterprise in association with its supplier of motor 
fuel and grease, Total Company, erected a one- storey 
building at Ledeta.

 In 1967, in order to provide services consis-
tent with the over 600,000 population of the city, the 
enterprise increased the number of buses to 163.
The enterprise purchased 50,000 sq. m of land at 
Kolfe Woreda to ease the heavy congestion of garages 
due to the steady increase in the number of buses and 
services. Side by side, it started to erect bus shelters 
at bus stops with the aim of providing waiting pas-
sengers with shelters that protect them from the sun 
and rain.

 To alleviate the problem of medication, it 
has, in association with the staff members, realized a 
shared medical treatment scheme for its employees.

 On August 7, 1974, the enterprise was na-
tionalized. On November 25, 1976, a Proclamation 
No. 107/69 was issued to control the registration and 
deployment of commercial vehicles.  On the basis of 
this, the National Road Transport Corporation was es-
tablished. 

T

Public Transport 
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  As a legal personality of the National Road 
Transport Corporation, it was instructed to run the 
Ethiopian Vehicles Services Organization and the 
Public Transport Sector.  In the same year (1981), 100 
cross-country and 50 city buses were purchased and 
deployed.

 To deal with the construction of garages, it 
obtained nearly 52,500 sq. m of land at Deiabaco (at 
the then Higher 23 Kebele 08 and 10).

 Under the 12 million birr agreement signed 
on 6 March 1982, the construction of the Yeka Depot 
garage started and it went operational after its com-
pletion on 8 February, 1987.

Under Proclamation No 187/1994,  the firm became 
an autonomous institution and reorganized itself to 
Anbassa City Bus Enterprise with an initial capital of 
14 million birr.

 With the view of meeting the demand of its 
customers, the Enterprise bought a total of 466 DAF 
busses during the years 1997 to 2003.

 In 1998, the Addis Ababa City Administra-
tion gave the Enterprise a 72,861 square meter land 
around Mekanissa. On this land, it built a depot with 
an outlay of 2.5 million birr. Thus, the Mekanissa 
depot began its operation on February 2004, with 41 
busses and 195 personnel. Currently, its routes have 
grown to 93 lines. Each day an estimated 650,000 to 
700,000 people use the city bus transport service.

 Besides the public transportation service, 
the Enterprise gives towing and vehicle maintenance 
service. 

Taxi Services 
 The popular white and blue colored taxis 
are the other major modes of public transport in Ad-
dis.

 Today, there are about 10,000 mini- buses, 
8000 small taxis and 310 midi-buses (20 to 45 seats) 
being operational in 105 lines. Actually, taxis are free 
to operate on any route. Taxis are less affordable than 
city buses. One can travel 7km distance for 1.20 birr. 

Modal share of transportation in Addis  
Pedestrians                                                        30%
Small taxis                                                          5%
Mini-buses                                                        20%
City buses                                                          35%
Private vehicles                                                   7%   
Company provided transport                               3%                                        
      

Study conducted by UNICONE                         Improving urban public transport 
                                                                            stakeholder workshop  19 March 2004 
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odern education in Ethiopia is estimated to 
be a century old. The commencement of con-
temporary education in the country is related, 

according to records, to modern government structur-
al organization and technological innovations. 

  Emperor Menelik divided his governmen-
tal structure into 12 departments in 1908 by assigning 
a minister to each; he controlled every activity and 
acted in a traditional way.

 When the administration was restructured 
in October 25, 1907, the Ministry of Education was 
one of the ministerial offices established. It was at this 
time that efforts were made to separate education from 

religious institutions and attempts were made to mod-
ernize it. However, it was not assigned a minister till 
the era of Lej Eyasu’s administration. The reason was 
that the then Patriarch Abune Matiwos was re-elected 
and ordered that the church and education should go 
together. The first education Minsiter, Melake Tsehay 
Esdros was appointed in Lij Eyasu’s era when the 
Ministry started functioning.

 Even if modern education did not have its 
own policy, it expanded, particularly after 1941. The 
objective of the then education policy was to replace 
the foreigners employed in various schools with 
trained Ethiopians. However, this training did not 
take the trained staff anywhere but to the bureaucratic 
structures. The centralized administration system the 

Modern Education in Addis Ababa
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government adopted must have blocked more or less 
people’s participation at the grassroots level. 

 After the government administration was 
made Federal and decentralized, educational partici-
pation has not only grown in leaps and bounds but 
public participation at the grassroots level has also 
been strengthened. Based on the Ethiopian Transi-
tional Administrative Government Proclamation No. 
41/1985 enacted to determine the duties and respon-
sibilities of central and regional executive organs and 
the constitution of 1995, regional states were made to 
have their own duties and responsibilities that stretch 
to providing training and education based on their ob-
jective situation and under the education and training 
policy.  

 In an effort to bridge the gap and make 
education accessible to all, the Addis Ababa Educa-
tion Bureau has undertaken a number of activities in 
bringing to the people quality education. In 1991, it 
had 126 KGs (9,089 children by 5,227 teachers), 458 
primary and junior secondary schools (362,930 stu-
dents and 7,280 teachers) and 40 secondary schools 
(118,835 students with 2,743 teachers).
 
 The above figures rose dramtically by 
2006. At the beginning of the 2006-2007 academic 
year, there were 643 KGs with 61,793 children, and 
480 primary and junior secondary schools staffed by 
12,379 teachers and attended by 391,744 students. 
The number of secondary schools had risen to 112, 
writh 114, 094 students being taught by 3,615 teach-

ers 
 These are testimonies to the ever-growing 
educational coverage in Addis. This could be attested 
by the good number of private colleges and universi-
ties that have been opened in the past decade which 
are graduating a sizeable number of professionals 
who are contributing highly to the development of the 
country,  

picture.1 - Menelik II 
School - the first mod-
ern school
 

picture.2  - Emperor 
Menelik’s advisor Alfred 
Ilg established the first 
modern school. It was 
Alfred Ilg’s residence 
that was transformed 
into the school.

picture.2

 Addis Ababa 
University is the oldest 
higher  institution in Ethio-
pia.
 AAU started its 
operation in 1950 under 
the name University Col-
lege of Addis Ababa. It 
was renamed Haile Selas-
sie I University in 1962 
and then Addis Ababa Uni-
versity in 1975. AAU runs 
diploma, bachelors, MD, 
DVM, masters, specialty 
certificate and PhD de-
gree programs. It launched 
its first MSC programs in 
1979 and its first PhD pro-
grams in 1987. 

Administration of the 
University    
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he Ethiopian National Archives and Library 
Agency was established in 1944 by Emperor 
Haile Sellassie, under public libraries and mu-

seums. Currently, the Agency is located in the prem-
ises of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. 

 The library started service with books do-
nated by the Emperor himself. The Ancient Heritage 
Administration was set up in 1965, under the name 
of National Library, organized under two main divi-
sions. When the Ministry of Culture was established 
in 1974, it was upgraded to the level of a department 
having four main divisions. Granted the mandate of 
presenting literary heritages by the Ministry, it started 
collecting 3 copies of every publication.  In 1980, the 
National Library and Archives Department pursued 
its duties. Again it was renamed as the Ethiopian Na-
tional Archives and Library Organization in 1986 due 
to structural changes and began to comprise various 
departments.  

 Later, the organization was renamed Ethio-
pian National Archives and Library Agency. Since its 
establishment in 1944, the Agency used to be housed 
in an old and uncomfortable building. However, in an 
effort to make it modern and meet the ever-growing 
demand for library service, the government has res-
ently erected a new and modern building.  

 The Agency is diligently undertaking its 
tasks of collecting and preserving the country’s books 
and archives for posterity. Collected and presented an-
cient manuscripts include those of the 14th and 15th 
century’s parchment scripts recognized and registered 
by UNESCO. On the other hand, of the many ancient 
scripts in monasteries, 14,000 are microfilmed and 
documented for research and studies. 

 Moreover, historical archives meant for re-
search and study, are made available by the Agency 

including letters written by Ethiopian emperors to 
their foreign counterparts and to their local subordi-
nates. 

 Apart from publications, the agency also 
collects documents and preserves music and film 
productions for generations to come. Similarly, it 
collects academic books either by purchase from the 
government budget, donations or gifts. The proclama-
tion also authorizes it to acquire three copies of every 
publication to preserve them for research works. It 
also collects audio and video materials to keep them 
as sound and film archives.
 The Agency’s vision is making its archives 
and libraries meet international standards, and it 
works to promote the information, documentation and 
dissemination of culture, thereby making the Agency 
a modern center of information. 

 Services provided by the Agency include 
reading and reference rooms, counseling and training 
in archives and library work, microfilming, audio-
video dubbing, book standardization /ISBN-ISSN/ 
and Internet services. 

National 
Archives 
and 
Library 
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 vailable records indicate that some  Ethiopian 
emperors did benefit from modern health ser-
vices.  However, it was Emperor Menelik II 

who began expanding modern health service in Ethi-
opia. The country began to enjoy the respect of the 
international public after it defeated the Italian army 
at the battle of Adowa. With the recognition of Ethi-
opia’s new status as victor, European countries sent 
diplomats for consulates in Addis Ababa, and together 
with them health professionals began to arrive. After 

the medical professionals started providing medical 
services, the otherwise traditional Ethiopian public 
began to appreciate the benefits of modern health 
care. Subsequently, drugs began to be sold in some of 
the shops of the foreigners in Addis Ababa. 

 On the basis of the request made by Em-
peror Menelik, the Russian Red Cross medical team 
which was treating the wounded at the battle of Ad-
owa in 1896 opened a hospital with 50 beds at the 
place where the current Menelik hospital is located.  
The Hospital, which was staffed by four doctors, a 
number of nurses and pharmacists provided services 
for a decade.  

 Upon the desire shown by Menelik for text 
books on health care education for translation into 

Amharic, books on first aid were published. When 
a smallpox epidemic broke out in 1907, it was pro-
claimed that all citizens must be vaccinated. The vac-
cination was given to thousands of Ethiopians through 
the Italian and French legations. Thus, the establish-
ment of an institution to coordinate the health care 
services of the country was seen as mandatory. As a 
result and to this effect, an office was opened under 
the then Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

 In conjunction with the return of the Rus-
sian Red cross team to its country, the provision of 
health services was discontinued for two years.  At 
the same place where the Russian team was operat-
ing, the cornerstone for the Menelik Hospital was laid 
down in 1910. After a year, the hospital began opera-
tion with 50 beds.

 During that time, an Ethiopian called Ge-
brehiwot Baikedagn had obtained his Doctoral De-
gree in medicine from  Berlin University. But because 
of his being black, he was not offered employment. 
When Menelik contacted the German Government 
to send him a physician, Gebrehiwot came to Ethio-
pia with two white doctors. However, he was not 
involved much medically, even when the Emperor 
Menelik was seriously ill, which hurt his feelings and 

Health Services in Addis 
Ababa

picture.1 - Tradi-
tional physiotheraphy 
(Wegesha) is still 
practiced  to set bone 
fractures. 

Addis Ababa City Administration Health Bureau

picture.1
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apparently made him oppose the nobility in his intel-
lectual works.  Hakim Workneh, who is said to be the 
first Ethiopian physician, and who came to Ethiopia 
in 1911 had the opportunity to work with the Brit-
ish Embassy and was able to win the confidence of 
the Ethiopian people as medical practitioner.  He was 
providing health services part-time at the mobile clin-
ics he had established in Addis Ababa.
 
 There was not much grasp of medical eth-
ics, and drugs were sold in shops with other commod-
ities.  Menelik’s doctor called Mereb was not happy 
with this practice and he opened the first pharmacy at 
the Ras Mekonnen Street.  In 1913. another clinic was 
opened in the center of the town.  The second hospi-
tal with 70 beds was opened in 1916 by  Dr Lambe, 
an American Missionary in the premises of the now   
Pasteur Institute. A little less than a decade later, the 
Yekatit 12 Hospital which was previously called Bete 
Saida was established in 1924 by a Swedish doctor 
and two nurses. The Armed Forces Hospital was es-
tablished concurrently in 1924 and the now Princess 
Zenebe Work Hospital was established in 1930 by the 
Ethiopian government and the Sudan Interior Mis-
sion.  Two years later, the Ras Desta Hospital was 
established by the Italian Catholic Mission and the 
Zewditu Hospital was established in 1933. 

 All these hospitals began providing servic-
es right at the time of their establishment.  During the 
five years of Italian occupation, the hospitals provided 
separate service to Ethiopians and Italians. The Em-
press Mennen School and the Villa of Ras Mulugeta 
were in particular organized to serve as hospitals for 
the Italian soldiers and their domestic servants.

 In order to avoid the spread of eye diseases 
amongst the Italians, a number of ophthalmic clinics 
were opened in 1937. The health centers constructed 
before and during the enemy occupation were later 
found looted. After the defeat of the enemy, it became 
essential to establish a body to administer the health 
service of the country.  Consequently, a health service 
department was established within the then Ministry 
of Interior. Later on, the Saint Paul, and with the sup-
port of the Soviet Red Cross Society, the Dejazmach 
Balcha Hospitals were established and began provid-
ing health services.

 At the time the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and other international organizations were es-
tablished, it became vital to have an organization that 
would sign different agreements with such institu-
tions.  Hence, the Ministry of Health was established 
by proclamation in 1947.  In 1948, it began operating 
independently from the Ministry of Interior.  

 Blata Zewde Belayneh who was an engineer 
by profession was transferred from the then Ministry 
of Works and became the first Minister of Health.  In 
1947,  the Menelik II hospital began providing a 24-
hour ambulatory service. The Gandhi Memorial, the 
Black Lion and the Police Hospitals were established 
in Addis Ababa in later years at different times.  Dur-
ing the Derg regime, Health Centers were also estab-
lished at the district level.

 After the downfall of the Derg regime in 
1991, as provided for by the free-market economic 
policy of the country, different private clinics and hos-
pitals were opened and some are providing medical 
services with the use of the latest cutting edge tech-
nology. As a result of the prevailing market competi-
tion between the privately owned hospitals, the qual-
ity and standard of health services is seen improving 
from time to time. There are now Ethiopian surgeons 
preparing to perform routine bypass in Addis Ababa’s 
new cardiac clinics. Although not equally sophisticat-
ed, the staterun health centers operating at the district 
level are providing services at reasonable prices for 
members of the low income segments of the popula-
tion. Public hospitals are also providing services for 
patients referred to them by such centers in Addis 
Ababa and the regions at minimal charges as well as 
freely when the patient’s condition so requires. State 
hospitals are subsidized and without them the urban 
poor would not afford the overly expensive medical 
care in private medical institutions.  
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ecords reveal that the current Ministry of Jus-
tice was called Legal Ministry in 1908. The 
rights and duties vested in it made it primar-

ily the head of judges. Secondly, it passed verdicts 
on lawsuits according to the judiciary system, tra-
ditionally called Fitha Negest. Thirdly, it registered 
the court processes and decisions passed. According 
to the Fitha Negest, judges should not take bribes, 
should remain impartial, treat everyone equally, etc. 
A person assigned to that post was supposed to be 
knowledgeable, and expected to be ready to bring 
forward the complicated court procedures using his 
knowledge, and be impartial in the process. Appar-
ently, at around 1922, the name changed from Minis-
try of Judiciary to “Ministry of Judges”.  The judges 
appointed were assumed to be representatives of the 

king (Afe Nigus). Fitha Negest was functional till it 
was replaced in 1931 by the Penal Code. 

 Until the Italian invasion, justice was based 
on the goodwill of kings. However, after the victory, 
Judiciary System Regulation No. 2/1942 and Court 
Procedures Proclamation No. 1/1942 were made offi-
cial. Based on Proclamations No. 2/1942 and 29/1934, 
the Ministry of Justice was given the responsibility of 
administering both courts and the offices of the prose-
cutors.  Prior to 1941, because police and prosecutor’s 
offices were not established, those who transgressed 
against the law were judged by a traditional judiciary 
system called Afersata. 

 Based on Proclamation No. 1/1943, the 
Ministry of Justice was also established anew. Among 
the duties and responsibilities put in place, appoint-
ment of judges by the king, establishing courts and 

History of the 
Ministry of 
Justice 
R
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making them operational were a few of them. Regula-
tions concerning the Prosecutor’s office were decreed 
in 1951, while the regulation stipulating the appoint-
ment of judges was forwarded in 1952.  The idea 
concerning freedom of justice was for the first time 
reflected in the 1956 Constitution and Proclamations 
No. 195/1963 and 323/1973 were produced taking  
the constitution into account. 

 In 1976, the dictatorial Derg regime re-
placed the previous Ministry of Law by the Justice 
Ministry.  It also declared the Ministry’s duties and re-
sponsibilities anew in its Proclamation No. 127/1977. 
The Ministry of Justice administered courts and of-
fices of prosecutors based on this Proclamation, till 
the end of 1977. But in Proclamation No 8/1988, the 
Ministry was named Ministry of Justice. This proc-
lamation gave power to the Ministry to administer 
courts except the Federal Supreme Court. According 

to Proclamation No. 11/1988, the Prosecutor’s office 
was established for the first time as an independent 
office.  Proclamation No. 9/1988 also gave way to 
the establishment of the Supreme Court. In the years 
1975-1988, Derg administered Ethiopia without any 
Constitution. Moreover, there was no freedom in the 
process of justice. 

 Following the overthrow of the Derg re-
gime, regional courts and prosecutors’ offices were 
established separately following Proclamation 
No.7/1992. The Transitional Government Proclama-
tion No. 23/1993 for the first time made the central 
judiciary system free from any kind of influence of 
external bodies. Based on Proclamation No. 40/1993, 
designed to establish Central Transitional Govern-
ment Courts, the Central Supreme Court, Higher 
Court and First Instance Courts were established. The 
Attorney General’s office was also established based 
on Proclamation No. 39/1993.With the intention of 
creating a solid legal system, the Ministry of Justice 
and the Attorney General’s office were amalgamated 
based on Proclamation No. 73/1994.  The duties and 
responsibilities of the Ministry of Justice were also 
indicated in Proclamation No. 4/1995, which was de-
signed to show duties and responsibilities of execu-
tives. Of the duties and responsibilities indicated in 
this Proclamation, the Ministry of Justice was given 
responsibility of leading and coordinating the Federal 
Police Commission and Federal Prisons Administra-
tion. Until 2002, the Federal Police and Prisons Ad-
ministration were under the auspicies of the Ministry 
of Justice, but Proclamation No. 256/2002 assigned 
them to operate under the Ministry of Federal Af-
fairs. 

 The source of the duties and responsibilities 
of the Ministry of Justice is the EPRDF’s Proclama-
tion No I471/2006, the Penal Code, and other basic 
and principal laws. The Minstry  plays the role of con-
sulting the government concerning legal issues, rep-
resenting the federal government in cases of crimes, 
and undertaking related issues. 

 It gives orders to investigate or discontinue 
crimes, coordinates crime prevention schemes, and 
further works to ensure the rights and benefits of in-
dividuals, the government, nations and nationalities. 
Registering associations, providing licenses to attor-

picture.1 & 2 - “Qur-
agna” - by which 
the plaintiff and 
the defendant were 
handcuffed to-
gether till the final 
verdict . It was lij 
Kiflu who banned 
this (the Quragna) 
system  

picture.1

picture.2
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neys, writing and codifying laws are some of  its 
major duties. 

 In introducing effective and efficient 
service delivery and legislation of the rule of law, 
it plays a prominent role in building the ongoing 
democratic system, and the development and peace 
process in the country. This organizational reform 
will be practical in the New Ethiopian Millennium. 
The coinciding of the 100th year of the Ministry of 
Justice and the Ethiopian Millennium has a special 
significance. 
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he service of an organized security force com-
menced in Ethiopia in the era of King Seb-
tah in 2545 B.C. According to the Ge’ez book 

Kelkeyu, the security force was given names like cav-
alry or country defender. 

 Sebtah is the son of Zion and his actual 
name was Kabal, and his coronation name Sebtah. 
The King Sebtah made official announcements at 
the end of April 2545 BC that the then security force 
should be named Lead Cavalry- country defender. 
The army must have served till the era of King Jigus 
who reigned in 1430 BC. Although it was not called 
police force, the security force was in place to safe-
guard the king’s power and the people’s peace and 
security. 

 With the passage of time, in 1782 AD, dur-
ing the reign of King Adiyam Seged Eyasu, there was 
a force that used to search thieves among the commu-
nity using the traditional investigation system called 
“Awchachign” (a judicial inquiry of the community 
to expose the wrongdoer) using traditional methods 
called ‘Lebashay’. This was an effort made to trace 
the whereabouts of a thief, which is like the com-
munity policing method practiced these days. In the 
process, a child is given tea boiled of a herb called 
‘Affiwn’ and after drinking the tea, the child, filled 
with the Holy ghost traces the thief. It was in the same 
place where the crime was committed that the child 
would reveal and describe the situation of the culprit. 
At the same time, the king would hold a stick named 
“Atema Nigus” to safeguard the city and this has been 
handed down till the time of Emperor Menelik. 

 Even though most members of the security 
force were from the then Hararghe province, those re-
cruited from other regions had also security training in 
Turkey in 1888. They were called Dewaria. Security 
forces were established from the town under Ras Me-
konen in 1882. Of those, 100 trainees were later made 
to be integrated with the security guards of Menelik 
II. This was considered as an integration process be-
tween the forces of Mekonen and Menelik.  There 
were around a total of some 500 urban guards in Shoa 
including those returnees from the Battle of Adowa; 
400 were recruited previously in Shoa. They used to 
guard the city dividing the security force equally un-
der the command of the then Ligaba Gabriel and Ne-

gadras Haile Giyorgis. The first 250 security guards 
used to patrol Sebeka zone, which is from Fitawrari 
Habtegiorgis Bridge to Menelik II hospital and Afene-
gus Estifanos’ residence following the course of the 
river. 
  
 In 1913, a person called Aleka Gebru Su-
anke came back to Ethiopia from abroad after having 
attended a policing course. Soon, he started teaching 
500 Guards of Arada at Janmeda. While they were 
getting the training, Emperor Haile Sellassie in-
spected the guards at the then Filwuha on October 11, 
1926 led by Mayor Nesibu Zeamanuel. Then 10 po-
lice stations were established in the city soon. While 
making a speech at Meskel Square at one time, drawn 
by marching security forces, Prince Teferi Mekonen 
(Haileselassie) noted, “On the one hand, the Meskel 
celebration we commemorate every year demon-
strates that we are Christians. On the other hand, it is a 
manifestation of the beauty and glamour of our army 
and it is believed to be a great remembrance for our 
great grandchildren.” The then Kibur Zebegna ( Im-
perial body guard) was highly dignified and its rights 
were greatly respected. 

 The Arada guard force that stayed in Addis 
for over 30 years was dismantled in 1936 by the Ital-
ian invading force and it was replaced by Italian po-
lice, Polizia Coloniale, in addition to Italian soldiers, 
for the next five years. The positive role the Arada Ze-
begna (guards) had played during and right after the 
Italian occupation was remarkable. When Haile Sel-
lassie returned from his five years exile to Ethiopia, 
it was the British Force, Overseas Enemy Territory 
Administration, shortly known as O.E.T.A., that took 
over the responsibility of serving peace and security 
from the Italians. The zebegna force took care of not 
only the property of the fleeing Italian leaders but also 
of that of the government. However, since  they  had  
engaged in looting instead of guarding, the people 
used to call them Z.H, (Zerefa Hail), which means a 
looting force. This force did not last more than a few 
days. 

 When the Emperor came back to Ethiopia 
in 1941, citizens over 20 years old were invited to 
participate in the O.E.T.A. police force the following 
demonstration training given for 15 days in Janmeda 
by officers who came from South Africa. These forces 

The Ethiopian Police Force: 
Its Establishment and Development

BETELEHEM AYELE
BIRHANU MELESE
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used to keep and watch security, divided into 10 sta-
tions, till April 1, 1942.

 The headquarters of the police department 
was the Addis Ababa University (Sidist Kilo campus), 
the then Guenete Leul Palace. The department had the 
responsibility of controlling the policemen working 
as prison guards. The police force was then called 
Ethiopian Police Prison Force. The management  was 
conducted in association with the Ethiopian authori-
ties and the British officers. 

 A modern police force was started by the 
Proclamation of March 29, 1934 issued by the then 
Ministry of Order Enforcement, under the auspices of 
People’s Security Protection Ministry. Subsequently, 
the Ethiopian Police College was established and re-
named Abadina on October 1947. It derived its name 
from the horse name of the King of Shewa, Sahle Se-
lassie Abadina.  Since then police started to be mod-
ernized to prevent crime and upgrade the standard of 
the force. 

 Until the Derg took over power in 1974, the 
Police force was loyal to the King and his dynasty. 
The police were more or less partial towards the re-
gime between 1974 and 1991. The force not only  par-
ticipated in political affairs but also suppressed the hu-

man and demonstration rights of citizens. As a result, 
it lacked people’s confidence. However, after EPRDF 
took power in 1991, regional states established their 
own regional Police forces based on the provisions of 
the Constitution. The Addis Ababa Police Force was 
also established according to the regulation of 2004 
passed by the Council of Ministers. 

 Currently, the Addis Ababa Police Com-
mission has over 10,000 members organized in 14 
departments and five service divisions. It oversees the 
metropolis’ peace and security under its crime pro-
tection and investigation, traffic control and accident 
investigation sections as well as its administrative 
and other activities. Apart from training members in 
various fields, it also graduates them with degrees and 
diplomas from the Police College. The Police Com-
mission is also endeavoring to increase the capability 
of its officers by providing short-term and long-term 
training by sending them to various countries of Af-
rica and Europe. The Commission is exerting all its 
utmost efforts to make its services meet international 
standards, to make the city safer and provide efficient 
services. 

picture.1 - Federal
Police Commision 
Headquarters

picture.1
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• In 1955/1956, Sir Patrick Abercrombie the renowned city planner of London 
prepared a plan which incorporated a concept for sub-cities and a ring road.  

• The first roads were designed in 1904 to connect Addis Ababa to Addis Alem 
and the Menelik Palace to the British Embassy.

• Ethiopian Airlines is the first airline in Africa to enter into a contract with the 
Boeing Company to buy ten Boeiingng 787 air planenes.

• In the past 5 years inveesstmeentnt lilicececensnsee fofoforr 6,6,414 2 did fferent projects were is-
sued and these projects hhavee rreeggisisisttetetererereddd 3663636,33,3, 73737 ,55,5797 ,1133 Birr capital.  

• Most parts of the ccounntttryy y hhaaavveeee cucucuurrrrrrrrenenneneentltltt y yyyy beeeb ccoommeem  beeneficiaries of fixed tel-
ephone services.

• ...the Hydropower potet nttiaial l oofff ththhhhe eeee cooococ uunununttrtrrrryyy y isisss eesssttiimmateed to be up to 45, 000 
MW

• Gradually, construction ofof smmallalll dadad msms onon ririvveverrs wawas expanded and tap water 
was being supplied to quite a nun mberr ofof ththe residedents of the different areas of 
the capital. 

• Upon the request of Emperor Menelik II in 1909, Ethiopia was admitted to the 
Universal Postal Union .
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Master Plan of the City of 
Addis Ababa

Matios Asfaw - Architect and Urban Planner 
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he effort to prepare the Addis Ababa City 
Master Plan began during the five-year Ital-
ian occupation.  The master plan which was 

prepared during this time (1935/1936) by Kurbezier, 
a renowned Italian Architect and Master Plan Expert 
operating from Rome at the invitation of Mussolini 
had the intention of dividing the city by color and eth-

nic line. This plan was not put in action. 
 
 Italian architects named Guido and Valle in 
1936/1937 prepared another new Master Plan. Based 
on this plan, the settlement of the city was divided 
according to color, ethnicity and religion.  The settle-
ment of people was carried out from the higher areas 

T
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in the north to the lower ones in the south.  Market ar-
eas and  administrative  boundaries were demarcated.  
In 1955/1956, Sir Patrick Abercrombie, the renowned 
city planner of London, prepared a plan which in-
corporated a concept for sub-cities and a ring road.  
Based on the Italian planners and Abercrombie’s con-
cepts, Bolton Hennessey, a British Consulting Firm 
prepared another plan in 1958/1959.  This plan was 
prepared for the first time using a physical map.  The 
Master Plan prepared in 1966-1967 by Le Di Mary-
ion, a French Architect, enabled the expansion of the 
Churchill Road extending from the Municipality to 
the railroad station.

Following the peoples’ revolution of 1972, the Master 
Plan prepared by a Hungarian, C.K. Polloni envis-
aged to create a huge city which extends from Addis 
Ababa up to the city of Adama (Nazareth).

 The latest Master Plan which had involved 
the expertise of numerous Ethiopian and Italian pro-
fessionals and which was prepared at institutional 
level by the Addis Ababa Master Plan Project Office 
differs from other plans as a result of the following 
facts:-

• Many Ethiopian professionals have participated in 
the management and the preparation of the plan
• Social and economic matters are reviewed and stud-
ied deeply 
• Though a belated action, the plan was made official 
by proclamation

 Even though the former plans  reflected the 
then political and socio-economic needs, their atten-
tion was mainly focused on the physical parts of the 
plan (land display and usage).

 They had a limited role in deciding the for-
mation of the city and its physical outlines (roads, 
squares, buildings).  Except the plan prepared in 1986, 
the rest were prepared by individual professionals, 
and were not proclaimed by law, and socio-economic 

studies were not conducted in depth.

 Since all concerned stakeholders had not 
participated in all the plans and since their implemen-
tation was carried out in accordence with the desires 
and willingness of individuals, their role in directing 
the city’s development and bringing growth was high-
ly limited.   

 The Master Plan which was prepared in the 
year 2000 by the Master Plan Revision Office var-
ies from the other plans prepared previously for the 
following reasons:-

• The study was conducted by Ethiopian profession-
als
• It was prepared under the organizational structure 
of the City Administration
• The Plan preparation process had involved the 
participation of all key players in the sector 
• It had looked deeply into the city’s political, socio-
economic and administrative affairs
• It was enacted by law  in 2002

 In addition to the above, the plan had also 
incorporated strategic plans prepared for 10 and 5 
years beyond the physical and socio-economic studies 
,a detailed development plan of the city’s key devel-
opment and investment options, a study pertinent to 
city administration and structuring, and implementa-
tion policies and directives.  Within the five years the 
plan was put into action, a vast array of development 
and construction was under way at an advanced pace 
not previously observed. The roads and buildings 
constructed within this short period are examples that 
can be cited here as having brought about substantial 
change to the city’s development.

 The new Master Plan which is currently  
providing services by directing the development af-
fairs of the city on the eve of the new Millennium is 
giving the city of Addis Ababa a vibrant and buoyant 
spirit.

picture.1 - Urban 
planners executing 
their duties

picture.1
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The Roads of Addis Ababa

 o one can forget the role of Emperor Menelik 
II and Empress Taytu in the founding of Ad-
dis Ababa in 1886. Shortly after that, road 

construction and development commenced in the me-
tropolis. 
 
 The first roads were designed in 1904 to 
connect Addis Ababa to Addis Alem and the Mene-
lik Palace to the British Embassy. The first concrete 
roller was purchased and imported in 1904 but the 
machine was pulled by a multitude of people to its 
proper place.

 The Emperor was known for making Addis 
Ababa popular by putting a new exhibition center and 
importing two cars for the first time in 1907. How-
ever, it was noted that the mode of transport till 1920 
in the city was the mule.

 The history of constructing modern road in-
frastructure is highly connected with Emperor Haile 
Sellassie’s era. During the reign of Emperor Haile 
Selassie, various offices capable of undertaking road 
construction were organized. Among them, the Social 
Work Section was the one established with the aim 
of constructing roads of the city. After some years, 
this office was transformed to the level of  a Ministry, 
which laid down the foundation for Addis Ababa to 
have an office responsible of undertaking the activity 
by its own. 

 The Addis Ababa city was made to be ad-
ministered by a Mayor and a Municipality Council. 
The Council was vested with the responsibility of 
leading the construction and maintenance of roads. 
At the same time, the Road and Architectural Depart-
ment was founded to lead road and building works 
integrally. The construction and maintenance of roads 
in the city took varying forms as structural adjust-
ments were made till the time of the Derg regime.

 In the restructuring of the government car-
ried out by the Derg that came to power in 1974, the 
Road & Architectural Department continued to be ad-
ministered by the Municipality. However, when the 
Ethiopian Peoples Democratic Front (EPRDF) vested 
the   power, responsibilities and duties of regional ex-
ecutives using its mandate, the Addis Ababa City Ad-
ministration also formed the City Works and Urban 
Development Bureau. After its establishment, the Bu-
reau set up the Road Construction Department under 
it and vested upon it responsibilities to construct and 
maintain the roads of the city. The above-mentioned 
structure was used until March 1998, and then the 
present Addis Ababa Roads Authority was authorized 
to carry out construction, maintenance and adminis-
tration works of roads under a board of directors on 
10th March 1998 through Order No. 7/1990.

 Addis Ababa Roads Authority 

picture.1
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The Addis Ababa Roads Network

The total area of Addis Ababa city is 54,000 hect-
ares. 
• The total area of the city occupied by construction 
is 169.02 km2. 
• 990 km asphalt roads have 7-meter width.
• 1,453 km roads are constructed with gravel having 
7-meter width. 
• Totally, 2443 km roads of the city have seven-meter 
width. 
• The density of the length and width of the road is 
14.5 km2.
• The ratio of the city road coverage and the area of 
the city is 8.5% and it is planned to raise the city road 
coverage to 15% until 2010.
The census carried out on June 2007 proved that Ad-
dis Ababa city has the following asphalt and gravel 
roads and bridges. These are:
1.Railway Station to Addis Ababa City Municipality
2. Meskel Square to Bole International Airport
3. Meskel Square to Megenagna, Ayat
4. Addis Ababa city Ring Rood Phase I & Phase II.
5. Ethio-China Partnership Avenue 
6. Ourael - Bole - Medhanealem
7. Adowa Square to Kazanchis via Adowa Bridge.
8. Semien Terminal to kotebe Kara
9. Ararat to Kernayo
10. Abo Square to Bulbula expansion surrounding 
/area/
11. Mekanisa to Lebu, Lafto via Jamo.
12. Yerer Ber to CMC Road via Gurd Sholla
13. Gottera Interchange Road.
 During the last few years, the Authority has 
constructed new roads, including ring roads, and has 
been upgrading the existing ones. In the meantime, 
the Authority is constructing standardized roads in 
the central and peripheral parts of the city along with 
pedestrian pavements, since the existing roads are not 
sufficient to accommodate the ever-increasing traffic.  
 
 So far, the roads that have been constructed 
are not enough in relation to the number of the current 
population and vehicles. Therefore, the authority has 
planned to construct new roads to alleviate the present 
traffic congestion with the vision of bringing the city 
up to the standard of other international cities. 

picture.1 & 2 - The 
Ring Road

picture.3 - The 
Gotera interchange 
also known as “Na-
tions and Nationali-
ties” Road complex 
is currently under 
construction

picture.2

picture.3
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The Bole  International Airport
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 The Ethiopian Airlines (EAL): 
Profile and Vision
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 Ethiopian Airlines (EAL) was established 
on Dec. 21st 1945 with an initial capital of 2.5 mil-
lion birr.  According to the Audit Report of June 2005, 
the capital of the EAL has reached a record of roughly 
2.3 billion birr.

 Ethiopian Airlines has a plan to promote 
Ethiopia as an ideal tourist destination.  Some of its 
activities in this regard are:
 • Participate in seven international   
   trade fairs.
 • Promote Ethiopia with well illustrated sto 
    ries in all its “Selamta” magazines.
 • Sponsor competent tour agencies to un 
   dertake expeditions around the country. 
To date, it has graduated 495 Ethiopian and 293 pilots 
from some 36 countries.  Likewise, it has graduated 
1,520 Ethiopian and 716 foreign technicians from 46 
countries.

  Owing to its skilled technicians, the Air-
lines gives maintenance services to its clients. In an 
effort to expand its services, it has built a modern spa-
cious hangar in which three of the huge 747 airplanes 

or four medium sized planes can receive maintenance 
at once.  This new hangar is expected to generate ad-
ditional income from the maintenance services it pro-
vides to its clients.

 Cargo transport services are also one of the 
Airline’s centers of activity.  Accordingly, it has inau-
gurated a modern cargo terminal, which is exception-
al in the continent.  This also has become a lucrative 
sector.  The modern cargo terminal has facilities for 
perishable items like meat and flowers.

 Ethiopian Airlines is the first airline in Af-
rica to enter into a contract with the Boeing Company 
to buy ten Boeing 787 airplanes.  When the planes 
are delivered in 2008, Ethiopia shall be next to Japan 
to buy these latest models.  These modern, fast, fuel 
saving and comfortable jet airplanes will contribute 
enormously to the quality of the service the Airlines 
provides.

 The Airlines, adapting itself to technologi-
cal advances, started to provide online-booking ser-
vices three years ago.  It has replaced paper tickets 

picture.1 - Flight at-
tendants and hostess.

picture.2 - Ethiopian 
pilots-pioneers in 
African Aviation

picture.3 - The new 
modern terminal 
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with e-tickets since 20th February 2000, following 
the International Air Aviation Association’s advice to 
all member Airlines to stop issuing conventional tick-
ets by the end of 2007.
The company, to remain competent, attempts to im-
plement its medium and long term plans, formulated 
with the help of a noted consultancy agency.

 Accordingly, intensifying the working 
quality and efficiency, bringing about positive chang-
es and surviving the increasingly challenging market 
competitions, it will exert efforts to realize its vision, 
which is “To Achieve Market Leadership by 2010.”

 The two prestigious awards granted to the 
EAL in the last 10 months only proved it to be the 
pride of Africa. Having met the criteria for a success-

ful aviation business, it was chosen as “The African 
Airline of the Year by the African Aviation Journal” 
on 18th of December 2006. Recently, on 6th of June 
2007, it was awarded “African Company of the Year” 
by The African Times.  The Ethiopian Airlines, due to 
its rapid success story and competence, will always 
remain the pride of Ethiopia as well as Africa. 

Details Current status In  2010

Number of Passengers 1.76 million 3 million 

Profit 610 million USD 950 million USD
International Flight Offices 51 cities 60 cities
Number of Jet Airplanes 23 30
Income Earned from Maintenace 
Service

12 million USD 30 million USD

picture.3
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Ethio-Djibouti  Railroad 
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he Ethio-Djibouti Railway line came into be-
ing in 1894 when the Emperor Menelik II  gave 
to the Swiss Alfred Ilg and his French friend, 

Lēon Chefneux a concession for 99 years, to establish 
a railway to be called Ethiopian Government Railway 

Company.  This was Ethiopia’s first modern private 
business enterprise, and it can also be said Africa’s 
first.

 However, development work on it was in-
terrupted because of the Battle of Adowa in 1896. 
With the involvement of the French government  it-
self, the work resumed in 1897 with the construction 
of the railroad starting at the port of Djibouti. 

 By 1900, the railroad had reached Dewele 
station and on the basis of the agreement between the 
French government and the railway company. It pro-
gressed farther and reached Dire Dawa in 1902.

 On account of Ethiopia’s suspicion of colo-
nial maneuvers, work on the railroad was interrupted 
again until 1908, when, following an agreement be-
tween the governments of Ethiopia and France, the 
railroad construction work continued while the name 
was changed to Ethio-French Railway Company. The 
railroad made it to Addis Ababa in 1917 by which 
time it had started giving regular service in transport-
ing both passengers and goods.

 Accusing it of transporting Italian military 
personnel and armament contravening provisions of 
the treaty between the two countries, the company’s 
operation was once again interrupted for years during 
the Second World War. When the company resumed 
its services in 1959, the two governments agreed on 
common ownership of the company while its head-
quarters was moved from Paris to Addis Ababa. 
When Djibouti won its independence  from France 

picture.1 - The first 
railway engine (Rhi-
noceros) manufac-
tured by a Swiss firm 
Wintertur and arrived 
Addis Ababa bought 
by the Ethio-Djibouti 
railway arrived in Ad-
dis Ababa in 1917.

picture.1
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and the two countries signed a treaty in 1981 to serve 
for 50 years,  the company’s name was changed again 
to Ethio-Djibouti Railway Company. It carries on its 
business today under this name.

 The railroad of Djibouti and Ethiopia runs  
781 km from the Port of Djibouti to Addis Ababa. It 
is one of the oldest and longest railways in Africa. It 
is the foundation of the historical, cultural, economic 
and political relations of the two countries. Further-
more, the railway has contributed to the rise and 
growth of many towns in both countries.

 Presently, Ethio-Djibouti railway operates 
9 locomotives having 442 cargo and 27 passenger 

carriages run by a workforce of 1456 employees. Be-
ing unable to solve its multi-dimensional problems, 
this joint venture enterprise is now under study by 
international consultants with financial support from 
the European Union and following the revision of the 
treaty as agreed by the two countries. With 50 million 
Euro also obtained from the EU,  a contract agree-
ment has been signed for rehabilitating and repairing 
the line from Lasarat as far as Erer and preparations 
are already underway to start work.

  The Company’s vision is to see Ethio-Dji-
bouti Railway give strong and state-of-the-art trans-
port service and become a catalyst for the economic 
and social progress of the peoples of Ethiopia and 
Djibouti.
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Investment in Addis Ababa

picture.1
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picture.1 - Horticulture 
plantation

ddis Ababa, in addition to its being the center 
of Ethiopia’s social and economic functions, 
is a city where numerous regional and interna-

tional events take place.
The Addis Ababa City Investment Authority’s vision 

is to see the city become one of Africa’s most devel-
oped cities. Since it was established in 2002, the Au-
thority has undertaken different activities to encour-
age investment in the city.

 The investment licenses issued both by the 
Federal Investment Agency and  by the Addis Ababa 
Investment Authority  from 2002 to 2006 are present-
ed in the table above.
     
  The table  indicates the annual investment 
growth, and  the growing number of foreign investors 
and the Diaspora.  In the past five years, investment 
license for 6,412 different projects were issued and 
these projects have registered 36,373,579,133 Birr 
capital.  When the projects become fully operational, 
they are expected to create 406,462 permanent and 
temporary job opportunities.

 

Investment Incentives 

1.1 Exemption from Customs Tax

 Investors can import appropriate machinery 
tax free for projects for which license is issued in the 
area of investment granted.

 Investors who have duty free privileges can 
import spare parts valued at 15% of the cost of the 
machinery and capital goods for their existing busi-
nesses free of tax.
Investors engaged in export business are hundred per-
cent free of tax for  goods and services to be produced 
and provided for export.

NO Budget Year
Investment Licenses Issued

To National 
Investors

To Foreign 
Investors

To the Dias-
pora Total

1 2002     38 55 136 229
2 2003   792 166 182 1140
3 2004   747 289 98 1134
4 2005 1062 387 187 1632
5 2006 1502 499 272 2273

Grand Total 4141 1396 875 6408

A
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1.2 Exemption from Income Tax

 New projects are exempted from income tax 
for two to five years from the time they become fully 
operational.  If investors engaged in industry, agro-
industry and in agriculture, are exporting at least 50% 

of their products, they are exempted from income tax 
for five years.
1.3 Discount from Land Lease Pay-
ment

• Discount offered from land lease
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Revenue Collection Performance of the Addis Ababa City Administration

      
  
 The government decree of 1942 gave the 
city of Addis Ababa the following powers for the pur-
pose of generating its own revenue. 

 It was given the power to collect:
• Land tax
• Business and professionals’ license fees
• Market taxes – shops and livestock market 
• Taxes on services that the municipality ren-
ders to the public.

 Through the years to 1993, the municipal 
administration was expanding municipal services 
with revenues from taxes and payments for services 
only.

 The 1992 proclamation for the establish-
ment of national regional transitional administrations 
established Addis Ababa as Region 14 entrusted with 
government functions in addition to its municipal re-
sponsibilities.  As a result, in addition to the powers 
given to it in 1942, the city administration was em-
powered to collect.

• Business profit tax
• Sales and excise tax
• Employment income tax
• Income from land rent and building taxes
• Payment for municipal services
• Agricultural tax and payment from rural land 
use

 This proclamation enabled the city to raise 
its revenue.

 The charter to re-organize Addis Ababa 
some time later gave extra powers to the administra-
tion for increasing its income.  As a result, the city’s 
income in 2006 was higher than that of any previous 
year. 

 The revenues of the city administration 
were around 180 million Birr in 1994.  The figure for 
2006 had reached 2.5 billion Birr.  This shows an an-
nual growth rate of around 25 percent.  Starting in the 
1998 budget year, such sources of income as capital 

appreciation and urban land lease were incorporated 
into the tax system.  This has improved the revenue 
situation.  In 2003, for example, the income was only 
816 million Birr as compared to 2.5 billion Birr in 
2006.  This shows the great effort made in increas-
ing income.  90% of the revenues came from regular 
sources of income.

 Among the major reasons for the growth of 
the administration’s income were:

• The sense of commitment to the task exhib-
ited by the leadership at the various adminis-
trative levels.
• The modernization of the revenue collection 
system and the efficiency of the revenue ad-
ministration. 

Sheik Mohammed Hussien Al-Amoudi’s investment 
activity in Ethiopia started off with the construc-
tion of Africa’s first Five Star Hotel of the Shera-
ton Luxury Collection category. Major development 
projects were undertaken throughout the main 
development focal points of the country. The main 
investment fields include agriculture, agro-industry, 
construction, mining, light and heavy industry, hotel 
and tourism, leather, soft drinks, health care and 
properties. Sheik Mohammed Al-Amoudi is the first 
to be awarded Man of the New Millennium medal 
from the hands of Prime Minister Melesse Zenawi 
in 2007 
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he Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation 
is the oldest Public Telecommunications Opera-
tor (PTO) in Africa.

 The introduction of telecommunications 
services in Ethiopia dates back to 1894, seventeen 
years after the invention of telephone technology in 
the world. It was Menelik II, the King of Ethiopia, 
who introduced telephone technology to the country 
around 1894, with the installation of 477 km long tel-
ephone and telegram lines from Harar to Addis Aba-
ba. Gradually, the technological scheme contributed 

to the integration of  Ethiopian society when the  a 
extensive open wire line system was laid out linking 
the Ethiopian capital city with all the important ad-
ministrative towns of the country.

  Ethiopian telecommunications was organ-
ized under the Ministry of Post, Telephone and Tel-
egraph until the establishment of the Imperial Board 
of Telecommunications of Ethiopia (IBTE) by proc-
lamation No. 131/52 in 1952, whose activity was 
funded from domestic sources and the World Bank.

The purposes of the Board, as stated in its establish-
ment Charter of Article 5, were to: -

• Expand, rehabilitate, repair and maintain the 
telecommunications facilities of Ethiopia and 
to engage in the business of telecommunica-
tions for profit;

• Act as an agent for the Imperial Ethiopian 
Government in all matters relating to the provi-
sion of telecommunication services in Ethiopia 
and elsewhere.

•Establish appropriate training procedure and a 
training institute for present and future Board 
personnel. 

  
 The Imperial Board of Telecommunications 
of Ethiopia (IBTE) had full financial and administra-
tive autonomy.

 The Reorganization of Telecommu-
nication Services during the Dergue Regime

 Under the Dergue Regime, Ethiopian Tel-
ecommunications was reorganized as: - 
• Ethiopian Telecommunications Service 
from October 1975 to February 1981 and
• Ethiopian Telecommunications Authority 
(ETA) on January 1981. It retained this name until 
November 1996.  

The Ethiopian Telecommunications Service as well as 
the Ethiopian Telecommunications Authority (ETA) 
were in charge of both the operation and regulation of 
telecommunications service in Ethiopia. 

It is obvious that the telecommunications service had 

Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation 
Connecting Ethiopia to the Future!

ETC Public Relations Office

picture.1

picture.2
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made a major change of technological advancement 
in the telecommunications sector ranging from auto-
matic to digital technology.

The Restructuring of Ethiopian Telecommu-
nications Corporation 

 The Ethiopian Telecommunications Au-
thority was  replaced by the Ethiopian Telecommu-
nications Corporation (ETC) by Regulation number 
10/1996 of the Council of Ministers to which all the 
rights and obligations of the former Ethiopian Tel-
ecommunications  Authority were transferred.

 ETC has taken the responsibility to operate 
as a public enterprise with the principal duty of in-
stalling telecom infrastructure facilities and expand-
ing telecommunication services in the country by 
Proclamation 49/1996, and providing domestic and 
international telephone, telex, and other communica-
tion services under the supervision of Ethiopian Tel-
ecommunications Agency (ETA). The latter  is a sepa-
rate regulatory body, with the objective of promoting 
the development of “High quality, efficient, reliable 
and affordable telecommunication service”. In this 
respect, it is currently deemed by the regulation that 
ETC is the sole operator of any telecommunication 
related services, including the provision of Internet 
and public phone in Ethiopia.

 Today, the backbone network is constituted 
from a variety of microwave, satellite and fiber optic 
links. International access is provided by the PAN-
AFTEL terrestrial microwave network, connecting 
Ethiopia to the rest of the world via links of some 
neighboring countries.

For its international traffic links and communication 
services, ETC mainly uses its earth station at Sululta 
which transmits and receives to and from both the In-
dian Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean satellite, making it 
easy to reach all over the world. 

The Status of Telecommunications Service as 
of June 30/2007

 ETC has currently been exerting extensive 
& comprehensive efforts to satisfy the ever-increas-
ing demands of telecom services in the country.

1. National and International Satellite 
Communication Links 
  
1.1. National Transmission Link

 The Ethiopian Telecommunications Cor-
poration uses  Fiber Optic, microwave systems, links 
of UHF, terminals of point-to-point systems/DR-
MASS, terminal of VSAT, DOMSAT, links of VHF, 
Radio Systems and long line systems for its national 
transmission link and connections. The Addis Ababa 
Microwave Station, which began operation in 1972 
having 72 meters height, is among the tallest telecom-
munications towers connecting the Sululta Earth Sat-
ellite Satiation with Addis Ababa and the entire coun-
try as well as with the rest of the world.   
   
1.2. International Link

 For its international traffic link and commu-
nications services, ETC mainly uses its earth satellite 
station which is based in Sululta that can transmit to 
and receive from both the Indian Ocean and the At-
lantic Ocean satellites, making it easy and accessible 
to reach most of the rest of the globe. With regard to 
international connections, ETC has currently a total 
of 2,203 circuits with a breakdown of 1,816 satellites, 
137 microwave and 250 optical submarine cables.
         
 2. Fixed line

• Most parts of the country have currently become 
beneficiaries of fixed telephone services.

• The fixed line exchange capacity has currently 
reached 1,070,907.

• The total number of fixed line subscribers has also 
grown to 890,741. Of this, the share of Addis Aba-
ba subscribers accounts for around 49 percent.

• More than 4,658 private investors have so far 
been engaging in the provisions of Internet and tel-
ephone - center services.

• So far, close to 7,389 rural kebeles have become 

picture.1 - Mayor 
Hirui W/Selassie 
was one of the 
officials who talked 
on the telephone 
for the first time.  

picture.2 - One of 
the earlier tel-
ephone apparatus 
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beneficiaries of telecom services using CDMA 
Wireless technology. Of these, 608, 1,645, 3,334, 
1,400, 16, 178, 154, 48 and 6 are found in Tigray 
Regional State, Amhara Regional State, Oromiya 
Regional State, Southern Regional State, Harari 
Regional State, Bensihagul/Gumuz Regional State, 
Somali Regional State, Dire Dawa, and Addis Aba-
ba respectively.

• The total number of telecommunications stations 
has reached 936.

• The total number of public telephones has reached 
to 5,176.

3. Mobile

• The installed capacity of mobile network has 
reached 1,500,000. 

• The total number of connected mobile customers 
has reached 1,208,498. Of this total, the share of 
Addis Ababa and Nazareth subscribers account for 
close to 1,033,529. 

• The sale of Pre-paid Mobile SIM cards that was 
earlier managed by the Corporation is now out-
sourced to the private sector. As a result, about 
seven private and one governmental enterprise are 
engaged in the sale of Pre-paid Mobile SIM cards. 

• Value added mobile services such as international 
roaming, short message, voice mail, call barring, 
call waiting, general pocket radio and calling iden-
tification services will be provided.

• Major cities and towns together with their envi-
rons, small towns along highways of mobile net-
works, and tourist attraction sites have got access 
to mobile telephone services.

4. Broadband

The telecom technology of Ethiopia has currently 
been switched from Narrow band to Broadband tech-
nology. As a result: -

• Broadband Internet services such as Dial up, 
Leased line, Asymmetric digital subscriber line 
(ADSL), Dedicated Internet access and Internet 
protocol address services, E-mail have been provid-
ed. The total dial-up Internet capacity has reached  
100,000 whereas the total number of Internet sub-
scribers has also  reached 31,400.

• Multimedia services such as School net, Aronet, 
Agrinet, Woreda-net, Revenue net and video con-
ferencing are currently being provided. As a result, 
the network capacity of multimedia has reached 
2GB/s*,  while the total number of multimedia sub-
scribers has reached 1,036. In addition, 19 Woredas 
have been connected to each other and to the Fed-
eral Government by way of Internet, data, video 
conferencing and voice services.

• Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) services 
have been widely used. VSAT technology has     
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enabled almost all Woreda administration centers 
to be reached with integrated services of voice, data 
and image. As a result, 514 Woredas have been con-
nected to each other and to the Federal Government 
via Internet, data, and video conferencing and voice 
services. So far, a total of 513 Woredas have been 
established. Regarding their distribution, 30, 110, 
20, 6, 197, 103, 13 and 34 are found in Afar, Am-
hara, Benshangul, Gambella, Oromiya, Southern, 
Somali and Tigray Regional States respectively.

• Similarly, close to 625 high schools all over the 
country have become beneficiaries of school net 
services. At the same time, 183 preparatory schools 
can get Internet services through the network ex-
panded to school net services. Furthermore, 29 
agricultural institutions have been made to connect  
with the federal government and with each other 
through agri-net services and 29 governmental 
and private institutions such as Ethiopian Customs 
Authority, Financial Institutions, Inland Revenue, 
Arba Minch University etc have been provided 
with such VSAT services.

5. Tele density
• Fixed line tele density of the country per hundred 
persons has reached 1.2.

•Mobile tele density of the country per hundred 
persons has reached 1.48.

•Total tele density of the country per hundred per-
sons has reached 2.68.

6. Optical fiber
•Optical fiber cable has already been installed in 
eight directions of the country radiating from Addis 
Abba in order to effectively meet the ever-increas-
ing world-class standard ICT demand in the coun-
try. In this connection, about 5,000 kilo meters of 
optical fiber cable have been installed so far.

By the end of 2010 the Corporation thus envisions 
to: -

•  Increase the fixed telephone line connected cus    
tomers that were 0.62  per hundred people at the      
end of June 2004 to 4.4, and its installed capacity            
of the network from 1.1 to 4.4 per hundred people.

• Maximize the fixed telephone line telephone - 
density that was 0.85 at the end of June 2004 per 
hundred connected customers to 4%. 

• Enhance the mobile connected customers that was 
0.41 per hundred people at the end of June 2004 to 
8.5% and its installed capacity of the network from 
1.2 to 9.9 million.

• Raise the mobile telephone -density that was 0.56 
at the end of June 2004 to 9.7% together with the 
enhancement of its coverage to all towns, business 
centers, tourist attraction centers, historical places 
and industrial villages of the country.

• Increase the capacity of dial-up Internet coverage 
to 1,000,000.

• Expand Broadband communication services to 
more than 500 Pops in all major towns of the coun-
try.

• Increase telephone point of presence from 1,900 
to 17,900 so as to enable 40 per cent of the peo-
ple of the country to get access to telecom services 
within the range of five km of distance.

• Install 14,000Km optical fiber transmission net-
work and create prompt and sustainable telecom-
munications as well as Information and Commu-
nication Technology Carbon infrastructure in order 
to accelerate the local and international telecom 
services.

•Make all 15,000 rural kebles of the country benefi-
ciaries of telecom services using wireless technol-
ogy coverage.

 In the year 2010, one person among ten 
people in Ethiopia is expected to get access to tele-
phone services, thereby making Ethiopia leap into the 
Information Age in the shortest possible time.   
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lectric Power was introduced to Ethiopia in the 
late 19th Century, during the  reign of Menelik. 
The first generator was said to have been given 

to Menelik around the year 1898 to light the Palace.

 In addition to the use of generators, Mene-
lik  constructed the first Hydro Power Plant on Akaki 
River in the year 1912 in order to supply power to 
small factories that had been established in Addis 
Ababa. Consequently, the power supply that had been 

limited to small factories and the Palace was extended 
to  major roads in the vicinity of the Palace.

 However, the effort of the government to 
extend the power supply to the public was hindered  
by the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in the year 1936. 
During this temporary occupation, the Italian compa-
ny called Coneil overtook the generation and distribu-
tion of electric power. The company installed genera-
tors in different places and extended the power supply 
to the then major towns. 

 After the Italians were driven out from Ethi-
opia in 1941, an organization called Enemy Property 
Administration was established and took over, along 
with other activities, the generation and distribution 
of power to the public. 

 In the year 1948, an organization that had 
been vested with the power to administer the enemy 
property evolved to an organization called Shewa 
Electric Power. The new organization Shewa, al-
though with limited capacity, managed to increase the 
power supply not only in Shewa but also in other ad-
ministrative regions. In light of its function, its name 
was changed to “Ethiopian Electric Light and Power” 
in the year 1955. Soon after its establishment, the su-
pervision  and management of the organization was 
vested upon a Board of Directors appointed by the 
government. 

 After eight months of its establishment, 
the “Ethiopian Electric Light and Power” was trans-
formed into an “Authority”. The newly established 
Authority was conferred with the powers and duties 
of the previous Ethiopian Electric Light and Power. 

 The purpose of Ethiopian Electric Light  
and Power Authority was to engage in the business 
of production, transmitting, distributing and selling of 
electric energy  to the public and carry on any other 
related lawful business considered to directly or in-
directly promote the interest of the Authority or  to 
enhance the value of its properties.

 At the time of its establishment, the capital 
of the Authority was ten million Ethiopian dollars di-
vided into one thousand shares with a par value of ten 
thousand Ethiopian dollars each.

Ethiopian 
Electric
Power 
Corporation

EEPC Public Relations Office
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 It was also determined that the Board of Di-
rectors appointed by the government shall exercise all 
the powers of the Authority. In addition to this, it was 
also determined that the Head Office of the Authority 
would be in Addis Ababa, with branch offices in dif-
ferent places as necessary.

 At that time, the annual electricity produc-
tion capacity of the Authority was 35 MW while the 
number of customers was 12,500.

 In light of the socio-economic development 
of the country, the Authority continued to increase the 
scope of its operation in order to accommodate new 
changes. After being in operation for about 50 years, 
major changes in the objective and structural set up 
of the organization took place relative to the changes 
in the socio-economic condition of the country. In 
this regard, one of the major changes in the economic 
sector was the transformation of the centralized com-
mand economy to the free market driven economy in 
the year 1991.

 In order to accommodate the new changes 
in the environment, the Ethiopian Electric Light and 
Power Authority was transformed  to Ethiopian Elec-
tric Power Corporation by reorganizing its functions 
on the basis of the principles of commercialization 
and decentralization.

 Accordingly, the Ethiopian Electric Power 
Corporation was established as a public enterprise for 
indefinite duration by regulation No. 18/1997, and 
conferred with the powers and duties of the previous 
Ethiopian Electric Light and Power Authority. 

 The purpose of the corporation is to engage 
in the business of producing, transmitting, distribut-
ing and selling electrical energy (in accordance with 
the economic and social development policies and 
priorities of the government) and to carry on any oth-
er related activities  that would enable it achieve its 
purpose. 

 At the time of establishment, it was pro-
vided that Corporation shall have its Head office in 
Addis Ababa with branch offices elsewhere, as may 
be necessary. 

 Currently, the annual electricity production 
capacity of the corporation is about 3112 MW and the 
number of customers is about 1.1 million. There is 
an increasng demand for more electric power, but the 
supply is not catching up with it. Hence, the corpo-
ration is required to think and work strategically to 
meet the power supply need of the socio-economic 
development of the country.  

 Ethiopia is a country endowed with abun-
dant natural recourses such as Hydropower, Geo-
thermal, natural gas, coal, solar and wind energy etc. 
that could generate surplus electricity. Among these 
resources, the Hydropower potential of the country 
alone is estimated to be up to 45, 000 MW

The country is watered by four major river systems:

1. Tekaze (Atbara), the Abbay (Blue Nile), the latter 
starting from Lake Tana, and Baro (Sobat), which 
all flow westward to the Nile;
2. Ganale (Juba) and Wabe Shebele which flow to 
the Indian Ocean;
3. The Gibe (Omo) originates and ends in the 
Southeastern highlands with Lake Rudolf as its ter-
minal and
4. Awash, which originates in the highlands west of 
Addis Ababa vanishes in the northeastern sands of 
the Danakil plains.

 A regular and more sustainable supply of 
electricity, will create possibilities, for instance, the 
food industry, chemical industry and metallic and 
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non-metallic industries (mainly related to agricul-
ture).

Formulated Strategies 

• Complete the following committed projects by 
preventing delays in commissioning;
• Tekeze Hydro Electric Power Plant, 300MW and 
971GWh
• Gilgel Gibe II, Hydro Electric Power plant, 
420MW and 1600GMh
• Amerti Neshi 100MW and 215GWh
• Wind park 120MW
• Beles 460MW and 1540GWh
• Gibe III 187MW
Total 3491MW
• Start building new generating stations in order to 
avoid possible energy shortfall  in the mid term; 
build new smaller power plants with short lead-time 
like Halele 100MW, Werabesa 340MW, Chemoga 
Yeda 278MW, Gojeb 150MW, Tekze II 450MW 
and Gibe IV 1900MW. 
Total 3218MW 

 In the near future, Ethiopia will export elec-
tricity to Djibouti, Sudan, Somaliland, Eritrea, Egypt 
and Kenya through projects designed by steering 
committees of the bilateral countries. The rest are the 
expected possible interconnection systems.   
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enelik’s rationale to move the capital from 
Ankober to Entoto, particularly his prefer-
ence of the site to Addis Alem, is said to have 

emanated not only from its proximity  to the historical 
capitals of his forefathers, but more so owing to the 
abundance of fuel wood and water resources available 
in the environs, particularly the prevalence of the hot 
springs around Filowha. Piped supply of clean water. 
however, was an innovation introduced 15 years after 
the establishment of the capital city. 

 Emperor Menelik must have been advised 
by his technical advisor, the Swiss engineer Alfred 
Ilg, of the need for it. Masonary ducts were construct-
ed and laid along the sources of Kebena River at  the 
top of Entoto where water was collected in a small 
dam  from where the water was carried down to the 
desired destinations in the city. 

 An earth dam was built at the site follow-
ing the track that leads to what is now Hamere Noah 
Kidane Mihret Church. The ducts carrying water 
stretched down to the residence of Leul Ras Makon-
nen, the present main campus of the Addis Ababa 
University (AAU). The trench was made to follow the 
right track along the river serving as conveying line, 
and was draining at the reservoir constructed in front 
of the residence of Leul Ras Makonnen. 

 There were three dry masonry water stor-
ages which were constructed with the intention of 
enabling physical purification like sedimentation, 
water filtration and temporary storage respectively. A 
perforated iron gate was fixed to the third construc-
tion near the cement duct where five 2 inch diameter 
metallic pipes were fitted through which the purified 
water was conveyed. These pipes were laid  to distrib-
ute water to different points including the residence of 
the patriarch. the Grand Palace, to the site where the 
existing Parliament is located, and to the residence of 
Fitawrari W/Gebriel and the community nearby. 

 On the other hand, a biography written in 
1895 titled “Tarike Zemen Ze Dagmawi Menelik II” 
describes how the Emperor gave orders to his engi-
neer who brought the water from the high altitude of 
Entoto down hill to the low field near the Grand Pal-
ace by means of constructed ditches. The water was 
stored in a big pond dug and constructed with stone 
walls stuffed with charcoal and limestone for filtra-
tion purpose. An imported pump was fitted to drive 
the water uphill through connected pipes to the palace 
where it was drunk by courtiers who were   exposed 
and subjected  to the scorching heat of the sun while 
queuing before entering the grand palace dinning hall 
or those who wanted  to cool themselves from the 
heating effects of the beverages offered at  the lunch-
eons. Most of the guests were amazed more by  the 
water supply system rather than by the recipe of the 
feast. 

 Gradually, construction of small dams on 
rivers was expanded and tap water was being supplied 
to quite a number of the residents of the different ar-
eas of the capital. 

 A major turn took place when in 1924 Ras 
Taferi, the regent to the throne, considering the short-
age of water the capital had faced previously, import-
ed as many water pipes as possible while on his tour 
to Europe and entrusted Ras Desta Damtew in 1926 to 
undrtake a revised water supply project. Accordingly, 
the water from the springs near Menbere Kibre was 
collcected in one reservoir and distributed by means 
of 3-inch pipes to:-

a) Genete Leul Palace and surrounding areas
b) The residence of the Partriarch 
c) Menelik Hospital, and

History of Pipe Water in Addis Ababa
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d) Empress Zewditu Memorial Hospital. It is in-
teresting to note that local technicians carried out 
the laying work of the pipes. The Franco-Ethiopian 
Railway company had also augmented the water 
supply of the city by constructing lines to draw wa-
ter from Wochecha Spring up to the station and to 
the settlements en route, such as Keranio Medhani-
alem Church, Lidetta,  the residence of Afe Negus 
Kettema, the king’s chamberlain, and to the people 
living nearby.

 Embassies and consulates in Addis Ababa 
were also providing their own supplies of clean wa-
ter, which they also extended to their neighborhoods 
through pipes and free water distribution spots. In due 
course, the Ministry of Works became responsible for 
the construction, delivery and maintenance of the wa-
ter supply system until the invasion of the country by 
Fascist Italy. 

The Era of the Italian Invasion 

 The Italians built a reservoir of 1500 m3 
capacity at the site close to Ras Desta Damitew’s 
Residence to store water tapped and drawn from the 
springs located around Hamere Noah Kidane Mihret 
Church and the aforementioned Kebena river source. 
This was augmented by another system constructed on 
Kogole River at Gullele, on the way to Addis Alem, 
producing about 300 cubic meters of water daily. The 
Fascist fighting forces were getting their water sup-
plies from the surplus output of the railway terminal. 

Post War Water Supply System Development 

 After the end of the Fascist occupation, His 
Imprial Majesty Haile Selassie I  launched recon-
struction and rehabilitation programs in every sphere 
of development activities. The Water Supply Service 
Section was incorporated within the structure of the 
Municipality under the name of the Water Supply 
Service Sector. It remained operational until 1970. 

 Experience of the previous performances 
revealed that out of the 35 wells dug with a total ex-
penditure of more than 4,200,000 Eth Br., only 17 of 
them were productive, yielding an aggregate volume 
of 100 cubic meters of water daily, while the rest  
were dry. The Geferssa water supply system option 

was, therefore, accorded due preference and a deci-
sion was made to construct the dam.  

Water Supply from Geferssa

 The tapping of the Geferssa water body 
was a new turning point and the beginning of a big 
leap forward in the history of water supply system of 
Addis Ababa. The project idea was conceived during  
the Fascist invasion but it remained on the ground. Its 
water capacity was not more than 1.5 million cubic 
meters and no form of  construction work was carried 
out during the Occupation. 

         Apart from turning muddy during the rainy sea-
son, the water of Geferssa Lake was found less haz-
ardous. Therefore, a total of 13.6 kms length of 200 
mm diameter of water pipe was laid to tap  the water 
from  the reservoir built where the present head office 
of AAWSA is located. Construction work started in 
1951 and the system was completed in 1952 and  in-
augurated by His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I.

 The tapping system was the prelude to the 
construction project of the first dam in the country. 
The uneven distribution of the supply and  the grow-
ing demand led  to the decision of taking fundamental 
action as a result of which the feasibility study of the 
first Geferssa  Dam was launched in 1952 and com-
pleted during the succeeding year. Construction work 
started in 1954 and was completed after two years and 
was inaugurated by H.I.M Haile Selassie I. 

 The accelerated urban population growth 
by 1958 foreshadowed the intensity of the increasing 
demand to be adequately met two years later by addi-
tional supply of water. Decision was made to double 
the capacity of transmission line from the Geferssa 
dam.

 As the Legedadi project was expected to 
take at least four years for completion, an interim so-
lution had to be sought to cater for the growing addi-
tional demand for water which increased from a daily 
3000 cubic metrers in 1966 to 6000 cubic meters in 
1968. This involved harnessing the river at the bot-
tom of Wochecha to produce 1000 cubic meters in ad-
dition to the aforementioned options. Some of these 
ideas failed, but the best option was constructing an-
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other modest dam higher up with a holding capacity 
of 1,500,000 meters of water. Geferssa III project was 
launched and inaugurated in 1967 after a series of 
negotiations took place between the Administration, 
consultants and a contractor. 

Legedadi Dam Project

 The Legedadi project was studied for three 
years before the proposed additional Geferssa Dam 
project was launched. Due to the technical and fi-
nancial problems anticipated, however, it had to be 
kept pending for further studies. In a way, some of 
the shortcomings of the proposed additional Geferssa 
Dam project such as its proximity to the first dam 
were considered as positive merits favoring Legedadi 

project. 

 The contract for the feasibility study was 
singed in July 1966 between the Addis Ababa munici-
pality and the consultants. The agreement was con-
cluded with the intention of attracting loans as well 
as making it a suitable ground for detailed studies. A 
concession was singed in January 1967 between the 
Municipality and  the contractor following the recom-
mendations of the consultant in April 29, 1967 while 
the loan agreement was singed by the lending agency 
two months later. 

 Order to start the construction work was 
given to the contractor in November 1967 and His 
Majesty laid the foundation stone in April 1969 al-
though work was in progress. And finally the Lege-
dadi Dam went operational as of October 1971. The 
leap in the increase of reliable water supply called for 
the establishment of AAWSA.
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A Short History of the 
Ethiopian Postal Service
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rior to the establishment of the Ethiopian Post-
al Service in 1894 during the reign of Mene-
lik II, mail used to be delivered by individual 

postmen.  These postmen were hardy, courageous, 
diligent, and honest and delivered mail by traveling 
all over the country.

 Modern postal service was introduced in 
1894 during the time of Menelik II.  This took place 
in the period when the Emperor had started to intro-
duce Western civilization in the country.  He was of 
the belief that the presence in the country of a modern 

postal service would greatly facilitate the conduct of 
political and administrative matters.

Emperor Menelik, with the wish to have a postal ser-
vice functioning in Ethiopia along the lines prevailing 
in Europe, invited Alfred Ilg, a Swiss Engineer, to set 
up the Ethiopian Postal Service.  This Engineer is re-
ported to have served in an executive position from 
the beginning of the Ethio - Djibouti railway con-
struction project and the installation of the telephone 
and telegraph lines along the railways.

 Emperor Menelik also had Swiss postal ser-
vice experts brought into the country in 1908.  The 
work of these professionals and the services of the 
railway combined helped in expanding and improv-
ing the efficiency of the postal service.  Upon the re-
quest of Emperor Menelik II in 1909, Ethiopia was 
admitted into the Universal Postal Union as a mem-
ber. As an appreciation of this development, the first 
stamps printed in 1894 were repeatedly reprinted with 
some changes on them to commemorate the event and 
were in use until 1919.  It should be noted here that 
the first stamps were designed by Monsieur Eugene, a 
Frenchman, and were printed in Paris.  These stamps 
carried the face of Emperor Menelik and were called 
“Province Bloc”. 

 After a long period of time, including the 
period of the Italian invasion, the Ethiopian Postal 
Service was re-established in 1965 as an autonomous 
organization by Proclamation No. 240/58.

 Today the Ethiopian Postal Service oper-
ates over eight hundred service giving posts through-
out the country. The service provided to the public 
includes various proxy services in addition to render-
ing those services assigned to it in its Terms of Refer-
ence.

 In its drive for better satisfying the demands 
of its customers, the Ethiopian Postal Service intro-
duced Express Mail Service in 1989 being operated 
from its main post office and a few other post offices.  
Today it provides Express Mail services in more than 
60 post offices.

 The Ethiopian Postal Service, through an 
agreement reached with an international financial 
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institution called Cash for Africa has upgraded its 
Money Transfer Service from a strictly local to an 
international service giving entity.  Along this line, 
with a view to serving its clients better, the Ethiopian 
Postal Service in 2006 concluded an agreement with 
an organization called Express and is now providing 
additional international money transfer service.

 The Ethiopian Postal Service also acts as an 
agent for other government organizations in the col-
lection of sales tax and the sale of SIM and pre-paid 
cell phone cards as well as in effecting payment to 

pensioners.  It is now handling pension payments to 
over 10,000 pensioners in Addis Ababa and in some 
parts of Oromia.
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 The Ethiopian Postal Service is now getting 
ready to implement a project study for fundamentally 
changing its present operating system in order to pro-
vide services that would better satisfy its clients.

 The organization has been conducting the 
study (Business Processing Reengineering – BPR) for 
the last 14 months. It will implement the proposed 
new system in the new Millennium to better serve its 
clients.
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